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ARTHRITIS READ-A-THON - Roy Cothran, principal at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School, signs Liz Taylor's pledge card to kick-off the
Arthritis Read-A-Thon which began Oct. 2 for students in third through the
eighth grades in the participating schools in Calloway County. A 10-speed
bicycle will be awarded to the top reader in the county. Trophies and rib'-
bons will be awarded at each of the participating schools. Students will be
looking for sponsors who will agree to pay them a pledged amount for
every book they read. The proceeds from the Read-A-Thon will go to sup-
port the Arthritis Foundation's ongoing programs of research, education,
and patient care, according to Mrs. Billy rPool, chairman of the Calloway
Read-A-Thon.
National 4-H Week Observed
Wholesale Food Prices On Rise,
Signal New4Rouncl Of Increases
, By MICHAELDOAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (APT — Wholesale
food prices turned upward again last
maritn, signaling a pilsocihle aesy_rawxl_
of increases at the grocery store,
government figures indicated today.
The Labor Department said
wholesale food prices jumped 1.7
percent in September after two months
of declines. It was the largest monthly
increase since the 1.8 percent gain in
April, when food prices were  spiralingt-'
Dver--all wholesale prices of finished
goods rose 0.9 percent, also the biggest
gain. since April. Non-food items rose
0.6 percent.
The biggest increases were in
wholesale prices for beef and veal. The
higher costs of producing food are
usually passed on to grocery shoppers
eventually. . • ,
So far this year, prices have . been
rising at an rate of about 10 percent, but
the Carter administration has expected
inflation to slow)41 percent for• the_
entire year. •
Theadminiatiation has been counting
on lower.food prices to help slow the
Inflatem _rate, which_ was 6.8 percent- in-
1977.
Only Wednesday, the ad-
ministration's Council on Wage and
Price Stability said in a report that
"pressures onTood prices have eased in
recent weeks, bringing some relief to
consumers."
"However," it added, "the
-rate for the year as a Whole will show
clear aeceleration from the rate of the
past two years."
It takes more than one month to
establish a trend, but prices were rising
rapidly at all steges of food production.
Grocery store prices.had remained
steady in July and August, but the new
report indicated more pressure on
grocers to raise prices.
Prices turned up after decreasing in
August for processed poultry,
4-H Program Is Active in County
What do Cincinnati Reds catcher
Johnny Bench, singer John Denver,
Mrs. Rosalyn Carter, sportscaster Don
Alleredith, former astronaut Alan
Shepard and Mrs. Julian Carroll have--
in common with hundreds of youngsters
in Calloway County?
The answer: 4-H.
Oct. 1-7 is national 44) week and the
celebrities named share a common
bond with thou-sands whethave actively
participated in 4-H- over the last 26
years.
Participation in the unique part-
nership involviag Youth, volunteer
leaders, state land grant-nnlverailles,
and federal, state and local govern-
ments, is:"strong on this coenty, reports
Jane Steely, University of Kentucky 4-
extension agent for calloway County.
According to Mrs. Steely, 225 youth
here are actively affiliated with 104-H
clubs, but the program touches hun-
dreds of others through various special
interest programs.
"We had 725 youngsters in special
interest programs like gun safety, food
and nutrition, horticulture, crafts end
judging activities last year," Mrs.
Steely said today. Some 423 youngsters
In the third and fourth grades last year
grew window sill gardens. Another 300
fifth graders studied nutrition through
a 4-H4(entucky Education Television
program called "Mulligan Stew." In
addition last year about 40 children
partictpated in a Christmas decotatien lockiLtil club members exhibit tbeir.--Staalie sai&
craft- dar. - ast year 4-H and Ken- projects in the annual county fair.
tucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Many of the local grand champion Mrs. Steely said The local 4-aResources jointly sponsored a hunter winners go on to exhibit in the Kentucky - Program offers a variety -or projects
safety course, through which State Fair, Mrs. Steely said. -- ranging from how to raise a number of
youngsters could earn special hunter The local 4-H program sponsors a. farm animals and how to grow a
cerfiticates. ,' fashion show, giving youngsters with 4- number of crops to traditional clothing
And there are specialized activities 10# H clothing projects a chance to show off projects, food preservation andfor youngsters involved in 4-H, Mrs. their products. woodcraft. Local youngsters can even
Steely pointed out. A recent example is - According to the local 4711 coor- ..' take courses in geology, photography.
the 4-H Beef and Steer Show. The 4-11-- --elinator-1 4-H ea-sponsors-Hut annual- ---desert dish gardening, community
program sponsors three judging groups American Private Enterprise program. -exploration, and puppet- making...,
In this county - horse, dairy and Last year, the Murray-Calloway
livestock. The local program sponsors County team had the top scholarship Youngsters interested in 4-H or
"talk meets" and special demon- winner in the state, Bruce Horning.- -Misters who want to become invel# vedstrations. A variety show gives local 4- New pi °grains in the offing this year• in the program as leaders can, contact-H'ers a chanee to ext0bit their en- include consumer education, an energy Mrs. Steely at the county ,extension
tertainment skills. And a number of program and a grooming.clinic, Mrs. office - 753-1452.
MCMA Campaign Called SuccesS
Murray Civic Music Association's
# membership campaign for the cu-rent
year of the organization has been called
a success.
All applications for membership
tldiets have been processed and the
balance are in the mail, a spokesman
said today.
"A sincere effort has been made to
tell everyone who is interested about
this year's program. The corps of loyal
workers has done a magnificent job,"
Jackie Overbee,, chairman of the
workers said.
MCMA president Jack Winter said
that, as in the past, late memberships
are available with added premium
above the standard ticket cwt. The cost
now is adult membership, $20, family,
eaar_aeld etieient,
-"Even with the premium, these
represent bargain prices for six lecal
concerts, plus four in Paducah, because
a single ticket price to the production of
'Sound of Music' is normally $15.
WICIS4 chose not to inerease the season
„-----ticitet___price in order that everyone
could enjoy this outstanding season,"
Winter said. •
Persons wanting the support MCMA
further can participate in the tax
deductible patrons program through
MCMA. For more information,
telephone 753-1285, the spokesnan said.
# vegetable oil and black pepr_e, Prices
.also went" up, but less titan in August,
for pork, fish, dairy products,
processed fruit and vegetables and
flour-base snixes.
Wholesale prices declined for fresh
and dried fruits and vegetables, eggs
and milled rice. Roasted Coffee prices
were unchanged.
Among other items:
- Wholesale prices turned upward
for rubber shoes, home heating oil,
home furnishings, roe* drinks and
prescription drugs.
- Larger increases for gasoline,
over-the-counter drugs and paper
plates were reported than in August.
- Prices dropped for motor oil and
tires.
- Prices rose 0.4 percent, a smaller
increase than in August, for long-
lasting consumer goods, called durable
goods. Price declined for luggage,
household appliances. Furniture rose
slightly, but-fetes- for home electronic




A Calloway County Circuit Court
Jury Wednesday acquitted a county
man on theft charges.
In ,a trial that ended Wednesday
afternoon, the 12 member panel
acquitted Tommy Manis on charges of
theft of a value over $100 in connection
with the theft of a tailgate from Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet.
Earlier this week a trial jury found
Greg Lawson guilty of theft of a value
under $100 and sentenced him to six
months in jail plus a $500 fine, ac-
cording to a circuit court sioTesman.
'According to .the spokesman, the




Parents may still enroll children in
grades on through six in a series ef six
Saturday morning art workshops to
begin thia week at Murray State
--Universffy.
James W, - Stickler,- assistant
professor of art and director of the
workshops, said classes will meet from
9 a.m. to 11 a.m. in thefecilities of the
Department of Art in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center on the campus.
Amon_g the offerings will be drawing,
painting, papermaking and wire
sculpture. Junior and senior art
students with extension studio ex-
perience will teach the workshops,
which will have ratio of about four
students for each instructor.
A fee of $10 for Materials and related
costs will be collected from each
student in the workshops.
For more information or to register a
child, parents should call James
Stickler in the Department of Art at 762-
3787.
dants also Wednesday. Danny Bray and .
Keith Colley pleaded guilty to an
amended charge of knowingly
receiving stolen property of a value
under $100. Prosecuting attorneys
recommended 30 days in jail and a $100
fine.
• According to the court spokesman,
Turgay Yucel pleaded guilty to one
count of forgery. Prosecution has
recommended one year.. Final sen-
tencing for all _defendants is expected--
later pending prireentencir% reports,
the court spokesman TT.
today's index
Two Sections - 20 Pages
Classifieds 3-B, 4-B, 5-B, 6-B
Comics 4-B
Crossword' 
Dear Abby  . 5-A
Deaths & Funerals  -
Garrott's Galley • 8-A
Horoscope 
Let's Stay Well 5-A






Becoming mostly cloudy and a
little cooler today with, a chance
of showers and - possibly thun-
dershowers. Highs in- the upper
60s td around X.. Gradual
clearing and cooler tonight. Lows
in the low and mid 40s. Friday
mostly sunny but cool. Highs in
the upper 60s to around 70.
Guided. Tours, Refreshments-A-re Plannfird'
Open House S
An open house at the new Calloway
County Animal Shelter will be held
from 2 to S p.m. Sunday, Oct. 8, under
the auspices of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court and the Humane Society of
Calloway County. Guided tours of the
facility will be given, and refreshments
will be served.
In an effort to replace the dilapidated
structure located off the East Penny
Road, the Humane Society drew up
31ans and a blueprint for the building of
i new animal shelter in 1977 after
visiting shelters in Paducah,
sAadisonville, Bowling Green, Mem-
ihis, Louisville and St. Louis. These
ilans were submitted to the Fiscal
_llourt and were substantially followed.
-tinder Kentucky taw, the county has
the responsibility for. the construction
ay To Show Off County's New Animal Shelter
of the shelter, which in torn is operated
by the Humane Society under a
memorandum of understanding with
the Fiscal Court.,
Last November the foundation was
started on the new shelter, which is
located on 'East Sycamore Street
Extended. The new shelter was opened
for business May 23.
Unlike the old pound, which was not
operated by theSeciety, the new shelter
has two lull-time attendants, Eva
Crank, manager -.and Julia Harris,
assistant. Both are Humane Society
members.
The new facility, which has been a
model for others..in the state because it
is well-designed and well-equipped,
Includes a front office when -records
are kept of all animals taken in,
-county pays for the food for the dogs.
Following the sevendays, the feeding
and care of the animals ls the sole
responsibility Of the Society. After
seven days, or a time determined by the
Society. animals which . cannot he
- placed in suitable homes'are "put to
sleep" by a licensed veterinarian.
Every puppy brought into the shelter
is wormed, and cats are wormed and-
given distemper -shots. When dogs are
to be adopted, distemper shots are
given and the animal is wormed. Any
illness or injury is treated immediately.
In the four months the new shelter
has been in operation, it has taken care
t•f 530 dogs and 167 cats, of which 167
digs and 61 cats have been adopted.
Any animal may be adopted durrng
tSe regular business hours of the
„.
adopted and destroyed. There is a
laboratory where animals are treated.
shots are given and worming is done.
There are dog cages, each having an
outside "run," and a cat room. -
Since Kentucky law is pertinent only
• to dogs, the cat room at the shelter is
equipped and maintained and ttie cats
and kittens are fed solely by funds
provided by the Humane Society.
The entire facility, including feeding
dishes, is cleaned and disinfected daily.
Animals suspected of being ill are
isolated, and there is a cage for the use
of a rabid animal. The city and county
warden, Warren Hale, 'also works with
the Humane Society.
' Animals (dogs) are normally kept for
M least seven days, according to
Kentucky law, during which time the
,
FROM THE OLD TO THE NEW - The olcr clog pound, located tribe East open house will be held at the new facilit% horn 2 to 5 p.m. Sunday, under
Penn Road, stands in stark contrast te-the newly hull( facilies of Ih 
th. .. picm&ga
e 
°way ounty Anima S e ter on East Sycamore Street Exteded. An of Calloway County. Staff Pflote• By Debbie t41. tee
shelter, 8 a.m. to noon and 1 to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday and lb a.m. to
noon Saturday.
A fee of $9 is charged Mr the adoption-
of any puppy or dog. That fee includes
• the distemper and rabies shots, wor-
ming and the city license tag required
by law to be issued for each puppy or
dog. The fee to adopt a kitten or cat is
•$6, which includes the distemper shot
and worming.
The Humane Society has grown in the
past three and-a-half years from its
original four members - Keith Heim.
Bobs Hopper, Carole Hahn and Jean
Blankenship - to nearly 200 Members.
These four people met twice in March
and April of 1975 and decided to form
the organization.
Hoping for a dozen people to attend
the first meeting, the four were sur-
prised when almost 50 came to the first
and second meetings. On June 30, 1975,
-officers of the Humane Society were
elected, and the constitution was drawn
up. The group was incorporated in
early fall of that year.
The Society lists as its goals the
prevention of cruelty to animals, the
relief of suffering among animals and
the extension-of humane education.
According to Heim, although the hew
shelter-represents a major step toward'
the humane treatment of animals in,
this area,-the basic and final solution to
animal problems depends on the
owners of the animals who bear the
responsiblity for caring for their
animals arid spaying females to
prevent overpopulation. Heirre who has
served aswthe group's president for all
itstrtrepttrin7Wirr
the • solution can be reached
•
410
through the concerned support of -all
citizens.
The continuing work of the Society is
to investigate reports of cruelty to.
animals; pick up injured animals:
foster education programs in the
schools and spaying programs; en-
courage spaying and obeying of leash
laws and the buying_of licenses; publish
"Humanely Speaking," a regular
column in the Murray Ledger & Times;
sponsor hot weather flyers, poster
contests, booths at the Calloway County
Fair and floats in the Christmas
parade; and to hold many fund-raising
projects including auctions, bake sales
and the sale of Humane Society
stationery.
Current officers of the Society in
addition to the president are; Carol
Barrett, vice president; Vera NOrdoff,
recording secretary; Janis Hicks,
corresponding secretary; Bonnie
Sanders, treasurer; and David Livers,
Bobs Hopper, Jean Blankenship, Irma
LaFollette, Mr. and Mrs. Z. C. Enix and
Phyllis d'Angelo, board members.
Anyone wishing to join the Humane
Society should phone the Society at 759-
4141 fer information or send a check to
Bonnie Sanders, treasurer. Dues are
$10 fer adults; $15 per family; $3 for
Murray State Unielffnitil students; $2
for other school students; $6-4or tettior
Citizen tout0; $3 for senior -citizens;
and $10 for -associate members who -
have no voting privileges.
All monies from dues and from fund-
raising events go for the care of
imimals. The officers, board membzs 
and WIRY rilernbers are not salaried,
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1 Welch- Mitchener Vows Are Read- • - • _
'Mss Debra LouiseWeld' Jena christ of :Latter Day
and Steven Rabb MiteDefler. Saidti and uncle car the bride
were married in a stormier,
ceremony•. at the Manchester
United _Methodist Church,
Manchester, M.
A reception for friends and
relatives was held im-
mediately after the ceremony
Claymont - Rath-- and
Tennis Club. • -
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Welch
'of Manchester, Mo., formerly.
of Independence, Mo., Kansas
City, Mo., Leawood, Kan., and
Miami. Fla. _
The new Mrs. Mitchener
-- was a 1975 graduate of Park-
way West Hier -1Seboa1 04,e Mttchener, all sisters of the
Ballwin. Mo., and is a senior-, groom of Manchester, Mo.
 at -Morra-1('
majoring in mathematics and
accounting. She is a member
of Pi Mu Epsilon, Beta Kappa.
• Psi, Alpha Chi, Omicron Delta
Kappa. and Alfa Alfa Fescue..
She was also a 1977 finalist for
the Murray State University
reptesentative to the. Moun-
tain Laurel Queen contest. • ,
The groom is the son ofMra.
Georgia Mitchener of Man-
chester, Mo), formerly of
Jamestown, N.Y., Browning.
Mo., and Taylor, _Mo., and Al
Mitchener of Louisville,
formerly of the same
residences. He was a 1975,
graduate of Perkway .West
Senior High School of Ballwin,
Mo.. and is a senior at Murray
State University. Murray,
majoring in Business
Management. He is a member
of Alfa Alfa Fescue.
The -double ring candlelit
ceremony was performed by
• Elder Earnest R. Soper of
;Independence, Mo., minister
•- of the Reorganized Church of
Music was provided by Mrs,
Barbara Nichols of Man-
chester, Mo., at the organ and
Doug Vancil of Anna, Ill., at
the piano. .Greg Northcutt
sang "Annie's Song" and
"The Wedding Song," "One
Hand, One 'Heart" was sang '
by the groom to his bride.
The bride chose as her
matron of honor, Mrs: Susan
Harper of Miami, Fla. Her-
maid of honor was Miss Angie
Weaver of Calvert City.
Bridesmaids were Miss Nancy
Mitchener, Miss' Sharon .
Mitetrener, Miss Donna
Le.awood, Kan., and Mrs.
Pattye Pafford of Camden,
Tenn., served as can-
dlelighters and bridesmaids.
Her flower girl was Miss
Kristen Marie Manecke of
Prairie Village, Kan., a cousin
of the brki e.
Attending the guest book
was Mrs., Nancy Klimek of
Sugar Creek, Mo., also a
cousin of the bride. Sefi'ing at
the reception were Miss Cindy
Micigett, MissTeri Leahy, and
Miss Cheryl Crewse all of
Manchester, Mo.
The groom chose as his best
man, Toby Roberts of Mortons
Gap. Serving as groomsmen
were Greg • Northcutt of
Calvert City, Dale Lature of
Owensboro, Wes Bullock of
Granite City, Ill., and Steve
Purdy of Springfield, Ill.
The bride wote white bridal
satin with a cathedral lezigth
veil and train. aimlioued in
imported ale-ncon lace and
























:Mr. and Mrs. Steven Ross Mitchener
II
pearl beads. She wore
diamonds that were a gift of
her parents. Her flowers were
white roses, orchids, and
gardepias accented with white
bridal wreath and mertle, a
German tradition.
The matron of honor was
gowned in turquoise quiana
and the maid of honor and
bridesmaids wore nile green.
quiana. All wore capes of
vailnus shades of green -and
turquoise print chiffon:-
The. candlelighters and
bridesmaids wore green and
turquoise print gowns and
matching chiffon capes. The
girls earned bouquets of. one
white rose, turquoise and nile
green porns and carnations
and babies breath accented
satin streamers of green
and turquoise. The matron of
honor's " bouquet was
highlighted with .white roses
and the maid of honor's with
white da,isies.
The floi4r eri wore a gown
of. green and turquoise print
•t •
s•
fashioned as the bridesmaids.
She carried a white ceramic
basket made by the bride
filled with . flowers and
trimmed with turquoise
ribbon. The girls' green
picture, hats were trimmed
with matching print-chiffon
bows..
The groom wore a white
tuxedo and tails, white ruffled
shirt, and a single white rose.
 The groomsmen and fathers
wore white tuxedos and green
shirts and-totem carnations.
The mother of the bride
wore a rose gown fashioned
with a' pleated skirt and
sequined bodice. Her corsage
was ...of American Beauty
roses.'itte-groom's mother
chose  a_sky blue chiffon
trimmed with sequins.. Her
corsage was of Talisman_roses
and blue babies breath.
After a short Wedding trip to
the Ozarks, Mr. and Mrs!
Mitehener now reside al 413
College Courts in Murray.
Officers For Lydian Class'Are
•
-Installed At Meeting At Church
New officers for the Lydian were Mesdames W. A. Perry,
Sunday School Class of the Hall McCuiston, Hillard
First Baptist Church were Rogers, and Lee W. Fox.
installed at _the meeting held Others attending were
Tuesdai evening, Sept. 12, in Mesdames Preston Jones, M.
the fellowship hall of the T. Tarry, W. C. Rowlett, Eddie
church. Roberts, Cflford Smith, Huron
'They are Mrs. Grogan
• Roberts, president; Mrs. J. L
Greene, vice-president; Mrs.-
. vis llti'idiKk. treasua CA
Mrs. Noble Story, secretary;
'Mrs, Leone Travis. publicity;
Mrs. Novella Morgan, class
ministry.; Miss Sylvia Dodd,
assistant class ministry.
Mrs.- Archie Simmons
conducted a special ceremony
installing the new officers.
The retiring president, Mrs.
Wilburn Farris, presided at
the opening of the meeting,
and presented the class
teacher, Mrs. Edgar Pride,
with a gift of appreciation
from the class..
Hostesses for the evening
- Redden, Hugh Fan-is, and
Stanford Andrus.
The next class meeting will
be the Christmas _party in
- December.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Rex Houston of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
_ PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Jack Net-Swarthy has
been -dismissed from. Lourdes






Tyler, Baby Girl (Joyce) Rt.•
1, Almo.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Debra A. People, Rt. 3
Mayfield, Mrs. Anita M.
Poyner and Baby Buy, 818
9th Murray, Mildred C. Bucy,
1204 Grove St. Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Theresa A. Kendley and-
Baby Girl, P. 0.. Bx. 216
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Marsha
W. Bucy and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Cindy C.
• Hargrove and Baby Girl, 41b
& 10th Murray, Mrs. Louise E.
Myers, Rt. 2 Bx. 338 A
Murray, Mrs. Gail Burkeen
,and  Baby Boy, Rt. 1 Bx. 394,
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy Mc-
Rt...1.-Xieksey. Bill G.
Adams, Rt. 1, Murray,
Rebecca J. 14udson, Rt. I,
Dexter, Mrs. Janet Mathis
Jones, 708 Elm Benton,
Kenneth W. Beechum, Rt 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., Sarah L.
Metcalf; Bs. 4341 Springer
Hall Murray, Mrs. Margaret
E. Tharp, 2205 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, Buford Shobe, Rt. ti,
 Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Alice Fay
Stevens, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs.
Ruby L. Rogers, Rt. 2, Bx. 266
A, Paris, Tenn., Ernest L.
Hopper, Rt. 4, Murray, Mts.
Helen E. Hargrove, E 10 Fox
Meadows, Murray, Raymond
Phelps, 410 S. 8th, Murray,
Mrs. Patye W. Overcast, 511
Whitnell Ave., Murray, Mrs.
Mary S. Berkley, Rt. 1 Bx. 163,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Nora
M. Walker, P.- 0. Br 121,
Puryear, Tenn., Thomas F.
Noonan, 205 S. 16th, Mueray,
Herbert P. Shepard, 1309
Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Clara
Henicke, 401 S. 11th,
Murray -Mrs. Mary. Dallis
Miller, 319 Woodlawn,
Murray, Mrs.-Flossie Smith,
Rt. 2, Benton, Mrs. Ella Ross,
509N. 1st, Murray, Mrs. Ruby
E. Miller, Rt. 3 Bx. 317,






Baby Girl English (Marla),
Rt. 8 Box 331, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Venice- Shelton, FMrn
-.Terrace • Lodge, Murray,
1Thoncla L. Manning, Rt. 3 Bx.
24115, Murray, Mrs. Debbie S.
Houk and Baby Girl, No. 16-
Riviera ots., Murray, Mrs.
Vicki R. Jones and Baby Girl,
810 S. 16th, Murray, Mrs.
Sheila G. Morris and Baby
Girl, Rt. 7, Bx 108 A, Mayfield,
Mrs. Kathryn L. Bruns and
Baby Girl, Rt. 3 Bx. 24A,
Murray, Mrs. Cathy Ern-
stberger, Rt. 7, Murray, Barry
L. Beadles, Rt. 3, Mayfield,
Mrs. Jra Lee Lewis, Rt. 8. Bx.
430, Murray, Mrs. "Mary. H.
Sinclair, 1807 College Farm
Rd:, Murray, Mrs. Janis
Henson, Rt. 5, Box. 361 Ben-
ton, Mrs. Ladonna X. Pounds,
CR Bx 30 New Ctincord, Mrs.
Susan G. York, Rt. 5, Bx. 325
A; Murray, Thomas A.
Russell, Rt. 1, Almo,.. Mrs.
Wilma Mae Rushing, 611 S.
Market, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Irene Bennett, Rt. 1, Almo,






























'The cure for "Saturday Night Fever"




Capri-Fri.TSat. 11:40 18 Or Over Only
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT _
Cheri-Fri. S.Sal. 11:40
---“NOCICT NONNON PICTURE SNOW"
Puryear, Tenn., Durtis Doty,
Sptu/ville, Tenn., Bert
L. 'Williams, 307 Woodlawn
_Murray, Mrs. Bytha B. Self,




_Maury 4 • _ .
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Timmons
(Mother Sherryl), Rt. 1
Gilbertsyille.
DISMISSALS,
Andrea E. Dolchan, Rt. 3
Bx. 375-K Murray, Lisa K•
Simmons, Bx. 126.1 Paris, Tn.,
Mrs._ Sandra G. Parrish,
Kt. 2, 1:10i. 194-A Murray,
Brent Adams, 530 W. Jamesst
Mayfield, George B. Arnett,
Rt. 7 Murray, Robert E.
Cowan, 117 N. Blakemore
Paris, Tenn., Ora F. Harder,
503 Elm Murray, Jetumie S.
Robbins, Rt. 4, Paris, "Tenn.,
Mrs. Auda M. Tluveatt, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Mary J. Parker,
Rt. 1 Bz. 91, Puryear, Tenn.,
Grover C. Chariton, Hazel,







(Sherry), No.--70 Lone Oak
Village, Paris, Tenn., Baby
Girl Edmonson (Phyllis), Box
141, Cadiz, Baby Girl Glisson
(Tammy), Clark St., Murray,
Baby Boy Cox (Christine), P.
0.Box 531, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Joyce K. Tylor and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Alin°, Cecil
D. Higgins, Rt. 1, Almo,
James G. Call, Rt. 2, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Christine Melton,
Box 63, Dexter, Forrest C.
Young, 412 So: nett', Murray,
Mrs. Pearl Conrad, Ftt. ta
Harrisburg, Ill., Amos Burks,
Rt. 1-, Alma, Charlie A. Green,'
Rt. 2, Box 144, Buchanan,
Tenn., Artlitirlfanson, Rt. 2,--
Big Sandy, Term., Mrs. Edith
W. Johnson, 1001 Vine,
Murray, Mrs. Pilate Stur-










Miss Tammy-t. Angle, Rt. 5
Bx. 2381 Murray, Mrs. Donna
0. Littrell and Baby Boy, Rt. 8
Bx, 435 Murray, Hurshel Key,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Bradley S. Kelso,
806 Sunny Lane Murray, E. L
Howe, 1510 Park Lane
Murray, Mrs. Robbie L.. Lowe,
714 Depot St. Paris. Tenn., Hal
E. Winchester, Rt. 1 Bx. 171
Hazel, .Mrs. Erma L. Wilson,
235 Riviera Ct. Murray, Mrs.
Ruth D. Harpole, Rt. 1,
Farmingto, Mrs. Bonita B.
Doughty, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Mayme B. Thompson,
305 Woocllawn „Murray, Mrs.
Eulala L. McCarty, 1010
Doran Rd., Murray, John H.
Elliott, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
• Louise Howe, 1510 Park Lane
Murray, Edwin Stokes, 1613
Magnolia Murray, Ben E.





MRS. MARIE TAYLOR will Ipresent a harpsichord lecture
recital on Sunday, Oct. 8, at eight p.m. at "His House"
campus ministry, 1508 Chestnut Street, Murray. This recital
will feature early music from Europe and contempo
rary
American music. Biblical Sonata No. 5, depicting the en-
counter of Gideon's army against the Midiiinites. will be
narrated and performed as well as representative keyboard
music of Bach, Scarlatti, Couperin, and various English
composers. Mrs. Taylor, a member of the Murray State
University Music Department faculty since 1969, recently
completed a summer of intensive study at the Early Music
Institute in Indianapolis, hid., with internationally known
harpsichordist, Igor Kipnis. Also during the summer, she
was invited to be a guest artist for the ten days' Festival of
Music held in New Harmony, Ind. Mrs. Taylor is an active
solo and chamber music performer throughout the area.-This
recital, sponsored by Murray Christian Fellowship, is free of
chine  and the public.is invited to attend.-
Winners For-Golf Day Are Announced
Winners for the adies Day
_Golf in a scramble tour-
nament held at the Murray
Country Club on Wednesday,
Sept. 27, have been announced
by the golf hostess, Betty Jo
Purciorn, as follows:,
First place team-Beverly
Spann, Edith Garrison, Betty
























Margaret - Shuffett, Diane














































to eat with us this week
Wednesday-Prime Time
If you like'prime rib, you'll like Wednesdays from 5
p_rn. -,01}ir Enjoy prime rib cooked to your liking your





Choose any steak on our. menu, potato salad bar and ,•
cfrink ;for only fii5.
..Enjoy this special from 5 P.m. 9 p m every Thursday
•-
Sunday-Sunday Buffet-.--
You can choose from 4 meats 4 veoelables, enjoy OUT
salad Oar. a rteSert and dThk lor $3.55 Our Mors Open












































































Graves Tells Retired Teachers,
Story Of.TVA Homeplace 1850
-11y-
Hortin
The Homeplace - 1850 -
"A Living History Farm" in
the Land Between the Lakes,
was described by -TVA
- specialist Edwattl Gratrei In a
meeting of Calloway Retired
Teachers at Ellis Center
Monday, 2,
Mr. Graves, • born in
Virginia, has degrees from
HaMpden-Sydney College and
Florida State University. He is
historical interpretive
specialist, of:JAIL-TVA and is
in charge of air Cultural
hi-story , programs and,.
facilities.  - •
The speaker was introduced
by Dr. Stan Hendrickson,
professor emeritus at Murray
State. Mr. Graves announced
that The Homeplace would
have its "Fall Opening" for
the public Oct. 7-8, and the
"formal opening" would be in
the spring.
WINDY
-The iffeplace or 1850 is
open to the public five days a
week, Wednesday through
Sunday nine a.m. to five p.m
.The farm,gf some 250 acres is
located near the Buffalo
Range close to the former site
of Model, Tenn.
Under the supervision of
TVA, the farm consists of 16
original log structures--
selected from the surrounding
area and carefully restored.
"It tells the story of a farm of
1850," Mr. Graves explained.
It preserves the traditions of
this area, he added. The .
historical perspective is from
about 1810 to 1850. "We are
stopping at  1850 to keel) out of
the Industrial Revolution,-The
said.
.At the business meeting of
the _ Calloway Retired
Teachers, Dr. Harry Sparks
announced two scheduled -
'events: Oct. 13, Distridt
Meeting ( RTA ), Special'
Education Center, MSU,




leather styling is set
on a trendy track sole.
What a great. way





Kennet h Hoover, speaker,





emeritus of gurray State, is
president-elect of the Ken-
tucky Retired Teachers
Association and president of




presided at the October
session and- announced that
the next meeting would be in
Murray on Dse. 4. Plans for
this occasion have not been
announced.
Treasurer ''Thyra CYaurcl--
reported there *ere 119 paid
members of the Calloway
Retired Teachers Association.
Secretary Mavish McCamish
rd the minutes of the
previous meeting and
reported that a minor change
of the constitution had been
introduced :be change was
unanimously adopted by the
assembly. The invocation was
given by Vernon-Anderson.
Ms. Ruth Johnston
suggeste -that the association
should place a sundial near
the old Wadesboro Courthouse
in the City-County Park. She
said her great grandfather,
Lewis Henderson, made the
original sundial for the old
Courthouse at Wadesboro.
The attendance at the Oct. 2
meeting was one of the
largest in the history of the
Calloway Retired Teachers
Association. It was estimated




arrangement of colorful fall
flowers in shades of white,
lavender and gold with
branches of gold leaves and,-
berries on each end. Me s
of the social commi are
Zitelle Goheen, c rperson;
Laura J Judge Hall
and Mr Margaret
MeCuison, J.D. Rayburn,




Eagle asked the members of
the association to sign a
petition designed to aid in
preserving the Warren Swann
home on Main Street.






Reg $5 9 99
Nymph irell-vroven
• golden wicker Sturdy and WILLOW TABLE
comfortable 26' tall. Fresh
acoewt indoors or out An :7,1 439. S59.99









See Pier I Decorative Accessories on
display' in the Sirloin Room at Sirloin
Stockade, Be! Air Shopping Center,
Starting Sat., Oct.).





I Mr, Mrs. Thompson National- Officer Speaks At
Mr. and Mrs. MO 'S.' Thompson celebrated their sixtieth
Mrs John J. Livesay,
W4ddiati ailaverStICIA4,44a) &Pt- 291 -retentarthe-taaptatil WendellWoodia wn,_Murray.
They were married on Sept. 29, 1918, by the Rev. Mae Poole
with Miss Genora Adams and Milburn Holland in attendance.
Mr. Thompson is a retired automobile mechanic.
Mr. and Mts. Thompson have one son, Jim Thompson, who
resides with his wife, Margery, and their son John' and
daughter, Tern, at Memphis, Tenn.
The Thompsons celebrated their anniversary with their





 Bucy, -Baby Boy (Barbara)
Rt. 1 Bx. 143, Buchanan,
Tenn.,
DISMISSALS
Miss Lori A. Wiggins, R1.. 1,
Sedalia, Mrs. Dortha N.
Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter,
''harles E. Hopkins, Rt. 1,
Almo, Jean A. Hudson, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Douglas W. Luffman,
Rt. 5 Bx. 302 A Murray, Mrs.
Billie J. McKendree, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Linda. L. Mathis,
Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs. Shirley F.
Morton, 303 S. 15th Morray,
Michael S. Overcast, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs.- Gail F. TaylOr,
Rt. 6, Bx. 3 Paris, Tenn.,
Luther M. Matheney, Rt. 4,
Murray, Ky. Mrs. Elbe L.
Parker, Rt. 6, Murray, Gaylon
Trevathan, Rt. 7, Murray,





Jimrhy D. Overbey, Rt. 1,
Almo, Barry L. Beadles, Rt 3;
Mayfield, Mrs. Brenda K.
Hargrove and Baby Girl,
Almo, Mrs. Tammy W.
Glisson and Baby Girl, Clark
/St. Murray, • Mrs. Christine
Cox and Baby Boy, P. 0. Bx.
531 Murray, Henry T. West,
Rt. .1 Box. 350 Murray, Mrs.
Daytha D. Dowdy, Rt. 1,
Treater, Mrs. =3-aittit
Zuckschwerdt, Rt. 2
Springville, Tenn., Mrs. Joyce
E. Haley, Rt. 1 ALM°, Mrs.
Gail C. Stone, 724 Nash
Murray, Mrs. Julia C.
Janecek, itt:1 Bx. 96 Murray,
Robert C. do*, Rt. 4 Bp. 180
Union City, Tenn., Mrs.
Sharon M. Colson, g/6.S. 4th,
Murray, Mrs. Ruby H. Co)ttes,













shell with high fluted
r1111
6 large green apples, pared
and cored
14 cup sugar .
2 tablespoons flour
12 teaspoon cinnamon
14 cup heavy cream
--- 2 tablespoons butter
. Thinly slice 2 of the apt51es
into the pastry shell and spread
evenly. Stir together the sugar,
flour and cinnamon; sprinkle '2
of the mixture over the sliced
apples. Halve the remaining
apples crosswise. Place 1 of the
halves in the center of the pie4
arrange the remaining 7 halves
around it so that they are close
to the edge- of the. shell.
Sprinkle with the remaining
sugar mixture. Very slovvly
pour the cream around the cen-
ter apple. Dot with butter.
Bake in a preheated 400-degree
oven until apple halves are ten-
der but still hold their shape -
about 1 hour. ,Cool to allow
juices to thicken, but serve
while still slightly warm.
Morgan, Trevathan &Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE BONDS REAL ESTATE 108 E. 12TH SLI.MENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND 
AURORA
The Maribor To Call
Cheryl E. Tinunons and Baby
Boy, Rt. 4, BentOn, Mrs.
Phyllis R. Edmonson and
BabyfMr1, Bx. 141 Cadiz, Mrs.
Pamela K. Robinson, Rt. 2,
ft. -Mt-Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
L Ford, 1546 Oxford Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Lucille E.
Wyatt, 203 Main Benton, Mrs.
Maria R.' English and Baby
Girl, Rt. 8 Bx. 331 Benton,
Lucinda G. Heath, P. 0. Bx.
123 Sedalia', Mrs. Roberta F.
Hudgins, Rt. 2 Old Mayfield,
Hwy. Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Desiree B. Hosick, 314 N. 7th






Baby Boy Stratton (Cathy),
Rt. 2, Mayfield. _
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Diana L. Riedling and
Baby Girl, 612 E. '12th, Lot 65,
Benton, Mrs. Louise S.
Anderson,-. 513 Irvan, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Cheryl Easley, 603
Ellis Dr., Murray, Debra L.
McClain, Rt. 2, Bx. 68'
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Jane V.
Marline°, Rt. 1 Puryear,
Tenn., Shannon M. Nelson,
1109 Eftn St., Murray, Mrs..
Dorothy L. Burkeen, 314 Irvan
Murray, Mrs. Mary J.
Jackson, 2112 Gatesboro,
Murray., Norman D. Hale, 303
N. 5th Murray,. George Lee
Perry, 1208 Poker Ct. Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Carlene Paschall,
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn:, Larry
D. Gordon, 55 Lone Oak
Paris, Temi., Mrs. Wanda
Brewer, P. 0. Mt. 175 Paris,
Tenn., Fred Kirkland, Rt. 1
Murray, Daniel Otis Jones, 214
N. 13th brtirray, Mrs. Debbie
Irvin, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Miss ‘,
Joyce F.' Kendall iexiiredi
110 Spruce, Murray.
Gary Chapter of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution, opened the new
season with a tea in honor at.
visiting officials of the
organization.
Those honored were Mrs.
William Paul Hale, national
vice-president general, Mrs.
Morgan Cardwell, state year
book chairman, and Mrs. Noel •
Patton, district director.
Mrs. Hale was asked to give
a brief description of the last
DAR Continental Congress
which was held at Constitution
Hall at Washington. She gave
vivid picture of the glamour
and excitement of the meeting
and- -m•grect ail- membei  
make a point of attending at
least one DAR Congress.
The regent, , Mrs. Livesay,
led in the pledge of allegiance
to the American flag, and
welcomed the members and
guests„ Mrs. E. S. Diuguid,
chapter chaplain, led the,
-observation of the DAR ritual.
Mrs. John A. Nance
presided at the tea table whictt
was overlaid with a snowwhite
linen cloth of Italian cutwork
over a scarlet undercloth. The
table was , centered by a
beautiful arrangement _of
roses and baby's breath in an
antique silver and crystal
wine cooler. The arrangement
.1Irs. if. Paul Hale_.,-.-Guest-At rib
was by Mrs. Charles R.
Stubblefield of New Concord.
Members attending were
Mesdames Robert Bucy,
James Byrn, Armin Lee
Clark, 'Hess Crossland, Ed
Diuguid, Leon Grogan, James
Hart, Max Hurt, Clifton Key,
John Livesay, Corrine
McNutt, Ray Munday, John A.
Nance,. Mary Davis, Dr.
Sole Good Through
Sat. Oct. 7th
Mildred Hatcher, Dr. Helene
H. Visher, Miss Maude Nance,
and Miss Kim Davis.
Prospective members present
were Mrs. Castle Parker, Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn, Mrs.
Charles Stubblefield, and Mrs.
Houston Stinnett. Guests were
Mrs: Hale, Mrs. Patton, and
Mrs. Cardwell,
OUR GIGANTIC






of the same price
value or less
FREE





• 4 water levels
• 3 temperature
combinations








15.7 cu.ft. No-Frost at a
special low price. -
..'l57cuft No Frost
refrigerator r Big 4 67 cu ft
freezer section
re' Energy-sayer swatCh helps
Cut operating cost
re' 3 aderstable shelves
or Roes nut on wheels




- MODEL DDE 7108P
••"Usfrfront- Ltnt Fitter









al• 6 wash cycles inciuding
Power Scrub' for pots and
pans r 3 'Piro( washing
action r Sound insuiatirxi
Burtt-rn soft food disposbr
rie Dual detergent rinse aid
ifispenSfft
Regular Price S364.95
Less Sale Discount 550.00
NOT4VLY $3 995
MURRAY APPLIANCE
712 EAST MAIN ST.
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRie DEALER IN MURRAY
"Appliances Ale Our Only Business!"
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS OWNERS PHONE 753 1586
FrAGE-4-A THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGUI & TIMES, Thursday, October 5, 1978
sNcsccss:Osx-ssst-ssasssscsSS:s.stoccyssea*SS,Sss-Nssssswysss:-:-:-:-sx-ssii ---311Y,Cielsber $ •
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.1...14"*.....4.••••• By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
The wonderful weather we weather and they have Suf.
4%T-enjoy/ea for the east two fered because of it, So I
weeks has been made to order ' 
MUM 
Certainly want to have a..
for those of us who have lots sufficient amount around
to do in the yaragetting ready.. them when freeziag weather
for winter. It is as if the Lori hits us.
--knew that September was a • Chrysanthemums that had
gardeners working Month been forced Lo, earlier bloom
and made it so pleasant to be in a-florists shoP are on new
sut doors that no one minded but. I transplanted them in a
:he tasks at hied. What a good allenY spot and the
onderful feehug_ get up IuxiKaW growth should help
yarly and feel the *Sof breeze carrY them through the Md.
and sniff the fresh air. It is months ahead, especially
invigoeitlier ahd--hiis---helpeil----wtth--4r-geed covering-- -ef-
us get over the hot weather
laziness I hope each, of you We are stall needing rain. I
has accomplished quite st_bit__ /hope _itt have
this month.month. showers in the next week or
I think the early partial( so- It may be necessary to Put
O will likely ctober ikely be me ,the sprinkler 1:in your flower
working weather too. SO lets be and soak thoroughly.
see how mudt.we;,)Vdo.,1 arn Begin to withhold fertilizer
so thankful:Jo two big from now on. Fertilizer Will
compast pike/mulched my tend to force out new sprouts
Lost Feankfinia heavily and they would surely get
hoping I cast get it through the --- killed with the first frost.
t
Winter, 
and spread it out
,'tit oda couple inch
pt I 
the plant so as to
thnbat any late weeds that
might sprout. Mulch helps
hold the soil at a more con-
stant temperature, whether it
be summer or winter. I have
no( put as Much on my shrubs
, as they needed during the hot
Suzie Scott Home
Williamson Meet
Suzie Scott, presWerri ,
.epened her • home for the
_meetings of the Gladys
Willianison Chem of the
Baptist Young Women of the
Sinking Spring Church. -
- Scripture from Acts 201&22
Mid . Prayer for missionaries
- listed on the prayer calendar
bY-Berkg---,Nance.
• group voted tOiend potato
hips to the September BSU
luncheon'.
Gladys Williamson installed
the 1978-79 officers using as
her theme, "&tiPes of
Christian Service."
-7 Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Scott to Becky Nance,
Gail Turner, Suzie Cathey,




Someone told me they read
that our region will have its
first frost within three weeks.
So lets get ready for it.
I wonder where all the
squirrels have come from! I
have heard several people
protesting their presence.
know one place where they
ate up all the corn in a small
garden before, the owner
could get a sing-le ear,
Another place was raided by
squirrels and a raspberry and
currant patch was • denuded.
Another small orchard was
cleaned 'out by these "cute".
Little -rascals. Does anybody
• haw a suggestion as to whet
-.4ssa.be done' There sheathe_
some way to plant a garden or
orchard and teap the
benefits.!! you have the




Ammo" maw L Aur
every anesssa =apt ass
Thaeksgtving by
Talapers, lac., 103 Si 4th St.., . 42071. Second Classirray, Ky. OM.
X RATES Is weas




5 ãd Amr, Trt , per
saer-irgies se ether deatiwitians,Pt Yu! •W Aaseciated Pretek tea-t,* Fn. Amaselathe sad Sadhern
The =11%1 la wedwivery
entitled be rllrrrrcleeel Sews
orepostie _ Ledger &








law awl /poets Dept. 753-1913
Wic‘ iion Society
Bowling Green - A Murray
student at Western Kentucky
University has been elected an
officer in" . the- WK1.3
Speculative: Fiction Society
for the 1978-79 school year.
Marsha U. _Robertson.
Murray, was elected
secretary of the club which is
open to all students and
faculty at WKU who are in-
terested in science fiction.
The club sponsors lectures
by scientists and authorities
on science fiction along with
two science . fiction film
festivals each year.
Miss itobertsOnis a junior
mathematics major, is the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. H. G.
Robertson, 1706 Miller
_Avenue. She is a graduate-of
Murray High School and was a
founding member of the




colored grapefruit. is usually
juicy. For a delicious, com-
pote, mix membrane-free
sections of the grapefruit with
golden raisins and honey.
St, John .Baptist Church
Spruce & I..P. Miller Street
In tem Wesl-baseehil
pAsroa OF SIMS &TROT CA Prist rut:newt> ADUcitill, Y
Services filch Night - TOO p.m.
for Ireniportotitm Coll 753-1258-or 153-6819 
*C. .E. Timberlake, Pastor
"Medea."___Sislay• adapte
from "The.. Medea of
Euripides," And the theme of
vrluch it a protest against
woman's status in a man's
world, wili be presented at the
Murray State University
Theatre at - eight p.na.




will hold a back to school open
house at seven p.m.
Murray Woolen of the
Moose will meet at eight p.m.
at the lodge hall. Members are
-to bring gifts for • 'Christmas
in October" for Moos e hea rt.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 6:30 p.m.
Note change in time for this
meeting only.
Alpha Mu Chapter of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha Inter-
national will meet at the home




Gurnee: Twilight of Eden" 'all
be the title of the National_
Atatuboo Society program at
the Student Center
auditoritep, Murray State
University, at seven pm. This
is open to the public at no
charge.
DECA will have its initiation
at Murray Vocational School
ataix p.m. with pizza party to
follow at Pagliai's. _
Friday, October.
Murray Art Guild will be
closed today.
Golden Age Club will have a
--potluck luncheon at TheCity-
County Park at twelve noon.
Each is to bring own silVer-
Wart, and eards' and games tf
desired. In case of rain the
luncheon will be at the socred--
hall -of-the-First United
Methodist Church.
Murray State Lady Racers
tennis team will host a four
team meet with women learns
from the Universities of
Kentucky and Mississippi and
Austin ,Peay State University
at the MSU courts on Chestnut
Beautiful poplin roinc6ots in
'three exciting styles. Assorted
colors. Save 20 00 now!
Zip-out linings
Friday, October 6
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held. Cali 753-0929 by
nine a.m. for morning shop-
ping, and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Creek Critters will be
discussed in a special
prow:ern at Center Station.
Land Between the Lakes, at
two p.m.
Second - -production,
"Medea," will be presented by
Murray State University
Theatre at eight p.m.
Admission is $3.00 or by
season ticket.
Saturday, October 7
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of 




hosted by MSU Lady Racers
will continue at Murray State
courts on Chestnut Street.
•
Watkins Cup Regatta -
sponsored by Kentucky Lake
Sailing Club, will be at
Kenlake State Resort Park.
Saturday, October 7
Turkey Shoot, sponsored by
East Calloway FTC, will start
at eight a.m. al the Jackson
Purchase Gun Club
headquarters on Kentucky 121
near Coldwater.
Barnett Cemetery annual
homecoming will be- held with
a basket' dinner at noon. If
unable to attend, donations ler
upkeep may be sent to Robert
Walker, Route Three; Murray.
. _
Drama, "Medea," will be
presented for the third night at
the Murray State University
Theatre at eight p.m.
-Admission is $loo of by
- Season ticket.
Actitiftfes-iiria.nd -Between
the Lakes will include hike
day at Fort Henry Hiking-
-Trail with registration bet-
ween seven and 10:30 a.m.; In
Touch, 45 minutes walk, at
Cater Station at 3:30 p.m.;
The Way of the Fox program
at Cehter Station at 7:30 p.m.;
Deer and Turkey13ow Season
opens and continues through
Nov. 12; The Homeplace-1850
fall opening with hours from
nine a.m. to five p.m.
•
Saturday, October...I
Annual Speech an Hearing
Arts and Crafts Fair will be
from eight a.m. to three p.m.,
and atiction sale with Terry
Shoemaker as auctioneer will
start at three pin. at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. This is.
sponsored by the MS 14 Speech 
and Hearing Center.
Jackson Purchase
Historical Society 21st annual
tour to Fort Massac, Ill., and
New Harmony, Ind., will leave
the Ivlurray bus-station at 6:55
a M.
— -Temple Hill Lodge .No. .276,
F. & A. M., will meet atseVen





continue at the Jackson'
-Pitrchase Gun - 'Club-'
headquarters-on - Kentucky
- Highway 121 near Coldwater-
at °Dep.= -
- Poplar- Spring Baptist




sponsored by Kentucky lake
Sailing Club, will continue at
Kenlake State Resort Park.
Briefs and bikinis in assorted nylon and
caftan styles Beautiful new colors Save'
4 super fall Styles in
blue, toast, rose: navy,
• brown, rust in sizes '




Choose from the most shilish






















Dr. and Mrs. H. C. Chiles
will be honored at a reception
in celebration of 50th wedding
anniversary at Murray
Woman's .Club House from
three to five p.m. with their
daughters' Shirley Joyce
Humphreys as hostess. The
family requests that guests
not bring gifts.
Area mission study will, be
held at Kirksey United




Society will hold °pan house at.
its new shelter on East
Sycamore Extended from two
Marie Taylor will_present_a_
' 'chord lecture recital at
"Nis House" campus.
=Ministry ,-1508 Chestnut -Street,
at eight p.m. This will be
sponsored by Murray
Christian Fellowship and is _
open to the public free of
charge.
Special Sunday afternoon
program w111 - highlight' ac-
tivities at The Homeplace-1850
in Land Between the Lakes.
Homepthce is open from nine
to five
-Reg..160.00-and 170.00
 _A sentationot value on beautiful neWleaskiiere.•
Choose from a large assortment of hooded,
- single breosted, dokible•breasted on  belted 









Sandra Turnbow has been




btegon State University to
work on her doctor of
philosophy _ degree, In_
education.
Mrs. Turnbow was a teacher
for six years at the Murray
- Middle School, ind has also
worked with the Bureau of
Vocational Education,
Practical Arts Education "ed.
Unit. ----- Excessive and regular
Her husband.  Charles  _ sucking of citrus fruits and
Turnhow, with the Hornelite allowing-the- -acid to come
Division of Textron. They into contact with the teeth
reside ot'302 Batcheller Hall, can dissolve • small
,CorvalliKtregon. .amcituatst enamel  _ The
 roughening effects can be
_ detected by the tonuge as It
passes over the surfaces of
the teeth. .
Last year,. • dentists
mCs Fuller and Wallace
Johnson of the University
of Iowa reported in an
_ article in the Journal of the
American Dental Associa-
tion that citrus fruits
should be eaten cautiously
and not allowed to come in
repeated, long, direct con-
tact with the teeth. They




lii s..inh • 753-003S
At Saw Ow
Q. Mr. S. M. wants to
know if the acid to lemons,
limes, grapefruit and
oranges can actually dam-
age the enamel of teeth.
Prolonged and regu-
lar contact between the
acid of citrus fruits and the
teeth can be damaging to
tooth enamel t the outer,
dense, white covering on
- teeth) and should be avoid-
onstrated that such prac-
tices harmed tir teeth.
The daily drinking of
orange of grapefrillt juice
as a snurce of vitamin C is
not damaging to the dental
enamel. It is protected by a
layer of saliva which acts
as a mechanical barrier to
separate the citrus juice
from, The teeth and as a
buffering solution to neu-
tralize the acid and pre-
vent itp reacting with the




Q. Mr. A. N. writes that
he queslions the manner in
which drinking glasses are
cleaned in his favorite
neighborhood restaurant.
As the customers can see,
they are washed in a se-
ries of tanks and placed on
a shelf to dry.
He comments,- "Ne- of—
forts are made to dry thC
glasses with a clean cloth.
Is this procedure a labor-
saving technique?"
A. The multiple tank
(usually three) method to
sanitize restaurant glass-
Nylon tricot & quilted tricot
' styles. Long and short.
Nice color assortment!
Choose from a large assortment-
of beautiful leathers and
leather look handbags in
. your favorite colors'
--
Dressy cosual Ond sporty
stylesin a large assort-,
mehf of fall colors
Doofs open.cit 930 a.rn   1T11-13-30 P.M
ware has been -carefully
studied and is generan -
considered effective and
safe, if done prottexly. In
the first tank, the glasies
are washed. They are
rinsed in the second tank
and sanitized in the third
one in a solution that has
been shown to be 'safe and
effective.
It is far better -to allow
the glasses to dry without
wiping. Not only is labor
saved, as you mentioned,
_hut the rha flees Of contam- •
Mating the glasses in the
process of wiping them
with a cloth are removed.
Such wiping and handling
of the washed • glasses
would increase the
chances of soiling them
and making them less safe
for use.
CHUTNEY MIXES
11:You Can make good chutney-
with canned peaches, pears or
fruit cocktail. Use brown
sugar, cider vinegar, anion
and such spices as cinnamon,
cloves, mace, allspice, and
ginger.
The Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi inet on
Thursday; Sept. 28, af 7*:0
.,p.m. at the Fsifi Community
Center with the president,
Beverly Galloway, presiding
and Linda F-am, setreLary,
giving her reports.
- Linda Rogers, serv ice
chairman, -reminded the
members to bring their
discarded magazines to the
next meeting. Mrs. Galloway
reported that the state con-
vention will be June 8-10 in
Owensboro.
Following the meeting a
'Stanley party with Mrs.





Mesdames Dot Farrow, Rita
Burton, Tricia Nesbitt, Dortha
Stubblefield, and Edna
Vaughn.
The first regular meeting of
the chapter was held on Sept.
12 at the home of Rita Burton.
Reports were given by each
committee chairman.
Mrs. Burton presented an
interesting program entitled
"Heritage." Members
discussed itern,s in their homes
4 exciting styles in grey,
dogwood, brown, camel,
w4d rice and beige
Some are hooded' In
, sizes 5/6 to 13/14
Juni& and Missy!
- 1 /4 OFF-
Current fall-groups Minimum
fop and bottom purchase
SHOF.F RIDAYS lik.
14rirrItystsfede-
e dis bag filled
with 4 e- ng •Elizabeth
' AntertrfolkoCts. Hurry 
widget yours today! '
that have a "heritage."
The meeting was closed`
with the members repeating
the closing ritual and inizpah. '
Mrs. Burton served refresh-
ments to Mesdames Dot
Barrow, Beverly Galloway,
Rita Burton, Sylvia Thornas,—.-
Linda Rogers, Tricia Nesbitk- --
Dortha Stubblefield, and Edna
Vaughn.
The next meeting will be
held Thursday, Oct. 12, at 7:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Linda Fain. This will bean
open meeting for prospective
members.
- ALL
To be mentally and
physicall?fit, a well-balanced
diet is essential. The National
Livestock and Meat Board
points out that some 40
nutrients are required by the
body daily. And since no one
.food contains all the nutrients
in the required amounts, there
is a need for a variety of foods




By Abigail Van Buren
le_1971.1116 TribunV YAWNS &Mt Inc
DEAR ABBY: My husband loves to sing. He has had a few
voice lessons and is quite good for an amateur. He has a
large repertoire of songs and even has the piano accompani-
ment on tape to take with him when Kr goes where there
will be no piano accompa-nist.
Sometimes he sings beautifully, but he, usually sings Coo
long and he frequently forgets the lyrics. He is 74.
The problem is that he wants me to ask him to sing when
we have geests, or when we go elsewhere as guests. Our
friends have been very patient with him so far, but no One
else has ever asked him to sing, and when I ask him, it's like
asking little Johnny to recite before a captive' audience., •
For years I have urged him to join a choral group, but he
prefers, to sing solo. This is partly because he can't read
music, and partly because he can't hold a part if someone is
singing a different note next to him.
Am I wrong in refusing to ask him to sing? He gets very
upset with me, and says if I loved- him I'd cooperate. Is there
a solution?
DEAR WIFE: Yes. Suggest that he give recitals, invite
his friends, and sing to his heart's content.
DEAR ABBY: This letter is one more comment in the
debate on the mother-daughter trust that has been raging in
your column. ,
It seems that a great many mothers have among their
daily chores the cleaning up of their children's rooms.
During that cleaning,- mothers invariably discover things
that their children prefer to keep secret.
Fortunately. I have never had that problem. My mother
has always believed that I should clean up my own room-or
not clean it uP, as I chobse. Besides, she has enough other
things to do without doing for me that which I am perfectly
capable of doing for myself.
• DEAR N.L.: You sonnd like a very together daughter.
Congratulaie yottr mitt* for me. She taught you respon-.;,
. :sib114A%—1)E ABBY: Let Me tell you about a handicapped per-.
_ --, son-I know4..Re's paralyzed from the waist down. Now some
Tolki think that the dila-bled-are ãThoFtarded. ThaCs not icir
My friend attended college, and now works for a large in-
surance company as an underwriter.
And as for getting around-yes, it takes a few minutes
more for him to get into his car, but lie gets there. His car is
 --equipped with hand controls of course, but you should see
this guy dance! When he-does the "bump" hit' whole body
---iii-rd chair swings with him.
- He also lifts weights-up to 300 pounds. He's even won
medals for it. 'Some of you able-bodied merr should try lift:-
ing a 300-pound weight. This guy has won scores of medals
for racing, shot-put and discus in wheelchair sports.
And as for love - well, he knows more about love than a
lot of people.
How come I know so much about him? He's my husband.
And he's not nearly as "handicapped': as most people think.





5 .00. .. ....
with 5 00 mimimum Elizabeth f
Artienpurchase Supply limited' - ,- — 
N you put off Writing letters because you don't know
wint to say , get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
For All Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped 128 metalenvelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
• 2 pieces of fish filet'
• crisp french fries
• creamycole slaw
• 2 Southern-Style 4'.
hushpuppies. .
only SAVE 50'










Square And Round Dance hHosted, Mr., Mrs. Thoinas
- 1--
 and
•were hosts to -1/ square and Mrs. George McAlister, Mr. Richard Paschall, Mr. and
round dance on Saturday, and Mrs. John T. Fuqua. . Mrs. Parstin Adame, Mr. and
Sept, 23, held on a barite on David Clapp, Mr. and Mrs, C. Mrs. J. C. Sandervon. Mr. and
Kentdcky Lake. Music was by Y. -Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. t ill •Mrs. Carl Pirtle, J. D. Rogers,
• ,thelit ge_Raiders tend. .' 'McClure, LarrYGilbert, Larry Dunn
. . 
' '
Attending the dance were - Mr and Mrs Howard Mr. and Mrs. Ras 'tains,
the following • Downs, Mi. and, Mrs. Charles Karen Balm, Mr. and -Mrs: •
Mr. ass.,mrs. Noon glass, Williams, Mr, and Mrs.-i-Asbert-witharn-s• Chris, Betty,
- Mr. and Mrs_ "Charley Hen- Marshall -Gibson,' Darren, and Ronnie
Frasoes Drake dley, Ervin Mardis, Lillie Mae Kim. and Chad Gibson, Mr. •
FOR iiiiths-AN• • - Puistut;-gen-Garlarid,,,Mr-ibid"At- rIt! Mrs- Morris Wilson. Mr.
_ .
and rs Euel Bra Mr.Mr. and Mrs. Ken Thomas a M y•
Sirs. Ken Thomas, Janies and Mrs. Clairson Wilson andOCTOBER 6, 197"8 Tarnmy,andJay Thomas,Mr;" daughter, Mr. and Mrs.*bat --kind al day will -
dotr10rr0w be? To futd-out-w-hat--
Ake stars say. read the
Oorecast given for your birth
-1 
ARIES
Mar. 21-to-Apri 201- r-FA
•
Where long-rang_e projects
are concerned, be con-
servative A potential partner
• .„..who promises much may -not
....be in position to carry out his
or her promise.
TAURUS
lAir. 21 to May 2,11
A gciod day • for finalizing
eras. Some unusual
iiackground activity will
irovida tha„-spark. that hiri




May 22 to June 21
You may have to take some
. unusual steps to attain a
cherished goal but, for you,




June 22 to July 23 i 031
. Don't take a thing for
granted, "and do avoid jumping
to -conclusions. What 'seems a
certainty could prove
_ -otherwise. One more warning:
;Don't try.to, force issues.
*• July 24 to Aug. 237441Z
7 
- 
Moderation is the keyword
stoda.y._Thinit try its do a dozen
:things at nee—ono matter
4iow energetic you feel. 'Look
ifor a pleasant surprise in the
• p.m.
VIRGO iw.1
3 Aug. 24 to Sept. 23! "Y
• Avoid a tendency toward
'self-deception. See persons
Sind situations in a realistic,
light. The Virgoan usually
—11oes, but everrhe orshe can be
misled at times: -
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 —7- 
Good news should be the
,forerunner of new advantages
for you in the future. .If
usiveltaig for easiness or
pleasure, the day should be a
great
_-.1CORPIO
fOcs. 24 to Noy. 22 ) "v
- This is an especially fine




Nov. 23 to. 211 2e4W-V1.
.Gradually speed up your
business schedule. Gains are
indicated if you pursue
unusual ideas and show
aisocistes your: usual cour-
tesy.
CAPRICORN _ 1,4 
De.c. 22 to Jan. 20) YJ
check tendencies to be
reckless and irresponsible.
Listen to others and take in
their ideas, so your own
suggestions will come through
more clearly.
" AQUARIUS
Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
Avoid needless controversy,
but be firm in maintaining
your principles. Be careftifhot
to step out of line or go to
extremes in your actions.
PISCES
- XFeb. 20 to Mar. 2171
You have more at work for.
you than-you may think. Use
your skills wisely and
carefully. Keep up with
trends, and with unexpectedly
ctuinging situations.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great integrity,
exceptional poise and a most
wholesome outlook on life.
You also are a thinker, a
'philosopher-at &art, arid a
person whose influence could
be profound in writing, lee-
- hiring," and teaching_ There
are rnany other spheres in
which you could shine, in-
clading music, singing,
dancing, as a fashion designer
Or interior decorator; or as an
actor, playwright or producer
in the. theater. Birthdate of :
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Pauline Reed, Vonda, B. J.,
and Norma Goodwin, Angie
Walker,
Mr. and Mrs Glen .lonier,
Mr. and Mrs, Elmo Gardner,
Mr.and Mrs,j.1LBrann, Mr.
and Mrs., Homer Ahart and
daughter, Edith Elkins, Mr.
and Mrs. Gearld Paschall and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Belson, Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Gedrin, --David and Anna
Wsirley. Mr. and Mrs. John
Ford, and Ken Wrar.
BRANNON GIRL
Mr. and -Mrs. Larry
Brandin , of Route Two,
Puryear, Tenn., are the
parents of a baby girl,
Roxanne, weighing seven
pounds It ounces, born on
Wednesday, Sept. V, at the
Henry County ,General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
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Reg. 100 to 1 25 ea
PANTSUITS
Famous Name





Junior, Misses, Holf sizes





Soo. 12:30 - 5:30 %A.
,
Cendie, rnAthj, V. • . MiXed P *44 Pilo • Luiletvititiv Rood • Natty Withal • Adalitti.---•
Brand Names
MISSY DRESSES '
Just Register! No Purchase Necessary!
Winner 'Notified!
Retail_ Value, 1,800°°
Exciting loll fashions. 1 "199
• Regular to 39" - Nks) .
Jackets, pants, skirts,




Junior, Misses, Hall sires
Regular to 3499
AUTUMN HAZE Ml_ K STROLg? COAT! -II
- FF;;;;i4anci bring to Bohr's: ......
FASHION- DRESSES
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER - MURRAY, KY
Great selection of colors.
& styles. Reg. 1999
Indian Trail - Preston Hwy. • Hik Point Plaza - Taylorsville Rd.
Eastland Center- Bardstown Rd
Signature
-Name "  Phone --
- Address   City 
Place of Employment 
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5.5 Million Youth To Observe 4-H Counoil Budget At
National 4-H Week Oct. 1-7 million buGdaleOf forrefiscradl 19'7.82 _.' ship and
ii 
participate ipnro,itizmens at ,the
ws,Isoarcta apoiproved recetruste s_atittI by the NalsoriaLy 
this




ingtlliditmonsa. 1/ 4.C-'11„ 
. eAri estimated 2,800 vot-
The council is a _nonprofit - unteer leaders and 3,000 ex-
organization using private tension professionals will take
funds to serve the 4,-H youth part in Le_gional and national
work of the Cooperative 1 • x- staff decacipment and train-
tension Service. Its gqals_ire ' ing.sessrons.
, to enrich the learning expYri- • Nearly 200,000 4-H 
.
en-c•cs - of Yowl& -Pe-oPfe-, -to-- 11141111tblifi - -Viiii--04if A - vc.414:•Lie--
. Nearly 5.5 million -young
people will observe National
4-H Week OctV-7 with ac-
tivities centerift on. the
. theme,- "44I-Freedom to
President Jimniy Carter
:'called the theme "most ,ap-
-prOpriafe for a prOgram
which is resifting out to all
young Americans-rural and
urban -from every cultural,
eciUomic and social back-
ground.
"For many," he said,
"4-H is opening dli-ors- to a
lifetime of personal_ growth
and fulfillment. linearn-bi-
doing, through 'educational
projects and through com-
Intinity involvement efforts,
4-H is providing useful guid-
ance and direction to,oung
people and making'. them
more responsible and sensi-
tive adult citizens."
National 4-H Week is set
aside annually by the Coop-
erative Extension. Service to
focus attention on the values
of 4-H as an informal educa-
tion' program for boys and
girls 9 . to 19 years old,
. The program's learn-by-,
doing-jihilosophy encourages
young people to acquire "real
life" skills and develop citi-
zenship and. leadership abil-
ities.
Most 4-H members are en-
rolled in locally organized
clubs on a year-round basis.








urban-youth has tripled since
1970. 21 percent of 4-H
mellbers nOw live in suburbs
wag. Cities of more than
50,000 population.
Expansion of 4-H in met-
ropolitan areas has been ae-
comPanied by a growth in en-
_among .farm an
youth. In 1977, 2;1 per:
cent- of 4-H'ers lived on
farms, and .57 percent in
rural non-farm areas or towns
and cities of 10,000-59,000.
4-ft operates through a.
partnership of goveThment,
land-grant universities, vkilun-
teer _ leaders arid the.' pri-
vate sector. It is administ ed
through the'unigarsitEos in -
operation with the 13-.SH •
partment of Agriculture, with
the Cooperative Extension
Service responsible for pro-
grain leadership.
County and area leadgr-
ship is provided by about
10,000 extension agents
specializing in agriculture,
home economics and 4-H.
At the •local level, each of
nearly 580,000 volunteer
leaders devotes an average of
_20 eight-hour day's annually_ • -
to .4,H. Parents alto-.play tti
important, .role in local 4-H.
Thousands of businesses,
-organizations and individuals
lend their support to the pro-
grain at all levels._ Nationally,
private-lector support for 4-H
. it ., cooldirsitted N1Linat
4-/s1 Council, i nonpro it ed-
ucational organization with
offices in Chicago and Wish-'.
ington, D.C.
The moa popular 4-H proj-
ects are individual and tamily
resources, animals and poul-
try, leisure education and cut-
tutal arts, and energy,
machines and equipment.
strengthen vOlunteer and pro-
fessional 4-H leadership, and
to build visibility and under-
standing-of 4-H..
Highlights of the council's
programs and services.- in
1977-78 were outlined ,in a
progress report to the' board
--at its annual meeting irt Chi-
cago:
• 12,000 4-H members will
ships, trips to National 4-H
Congress Anti other recogni-
lion in national and regional
awards programs.
• A record 3 million _e_duca-
tional aids were sold last year,
and.a 30'Isercent increase in
sales is forecast for 1978.
• More thJ0O American_
and foreign•yout_s sit parfi-
Apate_ in international ex-
change-and tra' ing programs.
*Ine cojjnfl conducts
National 4-H Week 
year-round _ public informa-.
•
From inner-city Newark to the sparse reaches of -Montana,
nearly 5.5 million young people are observing National 4-1-.1
Week Oct. 1-7. Regardless of address, these girls and boys
. benefit from a unique educational program that places primary
--emphasis on'tifit development of the indiaidual.
4-H offers young people a variety of- "learn-by-doing"
opportunities to grow into self-directed, productive ancl
contributing members of society. Projects and activities range
froni pre-driver training to economic education, from com-
munity service to international exchanges, ill geared' to the
speCific interests, abilities arid age lexels of participants.
--iror-the nation's largest youth-serving program, 4-H appeals-
to youngsters no matter where they live. During National 4-H
Week we salute these 4-H'ers; their involved parents and
_volunteer leaders, Cooperative Extension Service personnel
and representatives of American business, who work together
to make possible the broad outreach, and effectiveness of
contemiiorary 4-H.
Wholl Salute The
4-H Youth of -
Murray & Calloway Co.?
GWE
The 4-H Club has done a great job in preparing
our young people for the future. the_boysand girls._ young_men_and
women between the ages of 9 cin:ci 19, are taught to rsspect their en-
vironm' ent, work to better their community and become self-reliant
and responsible .individuals. By taking an active rote in the 4-H ex-
perience, ,they're having fun as they do- important work across the
nation. They're working for tomorrow. . let's proudly salute them











The boys and -girls, young men and
women who belong to 4-H clubs
throughout the country are taught
through experience. Group activities
and individual proiects are all part of
their education.
They're taught to be active leaders
dedicated workers and compassionate
friends. They set realiitic goals. are
persevering in achieving them
They're truly a credit to all of us.
WE SALUTE YOU!
West Ky. Rural Electric_
Cooperative Corporatithi
'lion program serving 12,000
press, T-radio and. television
outlets and more than 4,500.
extension.professionaLs. .
• Sales of 4-H emblemized
items by the National 4-H
SW Service are projecia
to increase 6.2 percent to
.4-H Facts
The 4-H emblean is it green
• four-leaf clover with a white-  "
"H" on each leaf. The four
H's stand for Head, Heart
Hands and Health. •
$9.2 Million
million.
' • An estimated 110,000
volunteer leaders will receive'
National 4-11 News,  reflecting_
20 -percent increase in the
magazine's circulation.
These proigrarris and serv-
ices are made.possible by the
•suppott • of severe -hundred
donor organiz?trions and in-
s the council's
20-member board of trus-
t ees n c !wring representa-
tives of -business, education
and government is chairman
Robert-1 . -Hampson,. execu-
tive vice president, corporate
staffs. Ford Motor Company.
Vice chairmen are Walter
Peirson, president of Arno-
, ---Corrips-nr,--ind- -Dr.








the council are conducted out
of offices in Chicago and






4-H'ers prepare for the future, and thats




Total 4-H participation of ur-
ban youth has tripled -since
1970. 4-1-i members'
,now live in suburbs and cities
with more than 50,000
population.
- .
4-H is an informal, learn-by-
doing program for,boys and .
. _girls 9-.19, your county ex-
tension agent can tell you
more about the 4-11 progrril
Where-you_live.
The National 4-H Center, a
residential educational facili-
ty in suburban Washington,
D.C., serves as a focal point
for national leadership and
citizenship_ t raining-1m mdic-
than 30,000 youth and adults
each year.
Industrial Rd,










THE TOP FIVE SENIORS in the sheep division of the State
4-H livestock judging competition at the University of
KerlluckY June 21-23 were: left to right, Davideaimp,
&pie Co; Kenny Kemp, Shelby: Bobby Burris, Henderson;
jimmy to Hale, Calloway: Robert Carter Shelby.
THE TOP 12 sENK-nt INDIVIDUALS in the State 4-H Dairy
Judging competition at the University of Kentucky tune21-23 were left to right, front row, Mark Miller Shelby Co;Karen Nation, Shelby; Steve Jeffries. Henry; Tom Bloemer,Spencer, back row, Lisa Hasfurder, Henry; Jana Nutter,
Shelby; Tony, Fryman. Mason; Loyd Cheak, Jr., Shelby;
Wes Sanford, Shelby: Greg McClure. Calloway; Sherri
Price. Pulaski; Jennifer Garrett, Simpson.
PlACINC SECOND IN THE STATE COMPETITION in the
English division of the horse show held this year at the
University.of Icy were 4-Hers Kathy Butterv.orth. Tony.'
kirt, Shelly 1A a rd and Jill Rowland.
We Salute All Our Local











can't prove it, but the- At the risk of seeming to con-
, conventional wisdom" so -- • tradict ourselves; we're glad
-_Trevalent.amppg young pepple _ that BensingeralWiSaid he sup-
these day i that marijuana is no ported-the- adrantstratton's
- Worse, and probably safer, than position on decriminalizing the
—tobarra--nr-- ati-oliul lids-to- -be-
, contributing to the increasing Stiff penalties for the mere
use Of this drug. . possession of a few grams Of
— Thus when someone Alvin- the weed have done nothing to
laims _ otherwise speaks out, deter its use and have only sad-
is remarks deserve as Much died police records on many
urrencyaS they can get. ---- othamisedeeent kids.
9 think there is a myth that However, Bensinger af-_,
.m a rij uana is ha trnleas," firmed the determination of
Federal Drug Enforcement ad- both the White House and the
ministrator Peter B. Bensinger Justice Department "to lock up
told graduates of the FBI major traffickers." He called
,'Academy in Quantico, Va.,-the for tougher penalties for
other day. • dealers, distributors -and those
In a speech cleared by the who finance the international
.White House — which has drug traffic.
-sometimes been accused of a Amen to that ..But at the same
soft approach to the use of. time, if enough young people
illegal chugs — Bensinger said - can be convinced of the health
- - hazards of marijuana andthat recent stiedies.-show
marijuana is a more dangerous 'smoking it no longer seems so
carcinogen than cigarettes and glamorous and daring, the
,its long-term effects are more market for this drug might.....
unpredictable-than alcohol. -
• .-
begin to dry up.
-Jimmy's White House By FRANK CORMIERAssociated Press-Writer-
The Adventures
Of Chip Carter
WASHINGTON (AP). - With little '-
fanfare, one of President Carter's three
sons has been working part time as an
official diplomatic greeter.
However, efforts to learn isis&per"
for these efforts by 2e-year-old James ,
Earl Carter III, better known as Chip,
were not immediately fruitful.
When Saudi Arabia's King Khaled
arrived in Cleveland last weck with a
retinue of about 300 princes, wives and
retainers, Chip Carter welcomed him
as the official representative of the U.S.
government. The king, who has a heart
ailment, went to Cleveland for medical
tests.
Here is a chronicle of a reporter's
efforts to learn more about young
Carter's diplomatic endeavors:
- A call to the office of Zbigniew
.Brzezinski, the president's national
Security adviser, elicited a plea of total
Ignorance from a__spokesman who_
leggested Rosalynn Carter's office be
tentacted. ------------ •
- Faith Collins; a spokeswoman for
Mrs. Carter, referred the, reporter to
Kevin Smith at the Democratic
National Committee, which has em-
ployed Chip Carter to campaign for the
party's candidates in the off-year
election.
- Smith said the State Department's
Protocol Office occasionally requests
the services of the Carter son. Smith
said Chip traveled to Cleveland on
behalf of the 'State Department after
making an extensive campaign swing
around Northeastern states.
Asked who pays Carter's salary and
expenses on such missions, Smith
referred the reporter to . the Protocol
Office. ----- 
Mary. Meitserini, public allfairs
officer for the Protocol Office, referred
all inquiries about young Carter's
financial arrangements to the depart-
ment's freedom of information staff.
- A woman who answered the
freedom of information phone said any
request for information relating to Chip ...
Carter should- be submitted in writing.
-Then it might take weeks (to get a
response)," the reporter suggested.
''That's true," the woman responded.
+ + +
Before Monday's one-game playoff
between the Boston Red Sox and the
New York Yankees, White Hoese prat'
secretary Jody Powell was asked who
he'd be mating for.
"Massachusetts is safe," said
Powell, "and New York is a swing state
- so I am for the Yankees."
+++.
Evan, Dobelle, the Democratic
Party's -national treasurer, was
chatting .with two reporters in the White
House press room about his efforts to.
get the party out of the red.
Abruptly, Dobelle looked at hit
wristwatch and exclaimed, "My
I'm supposed to be in my office. A man
is giving us ten grand and he insisted on .
delivering it personally."





-.WASHINGTON (AP) -- It's baffling.
tt's confusing. It's preposterous. 'It is.
...you might sespect, something that
could happen-only in the United States
----government.
But the closing of the Office of
Endaogered Species has created a
"Catch-22" situation that defies logic.
The government is seeking corn-
pliance 'with the Endangered Species
Act But the act is impossible to obey
because it requires the active par-
ticipation of the Office of Endangered
Species, a governmental agency no
longer in business.
"We . have ,to obey the law and
can't," says Keith -Sehreiner, head of
, the now-defunct Office of EndeNered
Species.
The office went out of -business over
the weekend because Congress failed to
pass legislation to fund its activities for
the fiscal year beginning Oct. 1.
The congressional delay stems in
part (rem' anger over the law itself,
'which blocked I -omelette) of the Tellico
Dam in Tennessee because the project
threatened the survival of a three-inch
fish known as the 'snail darter.
. Not until Congress restores funds for
The office - if it does - will Me agency
reopen for business.
The Endangered Species Act, still on
the books, is designed to protect
assorted wild plants, animals, fish,
insects, reptiles and mollusks that are
threatened with extinction;
Among other thing's it requires that
all federal agencies consult with the
Office of Endangered Species before
undertaking any project that might
threaten the survival of an' imperiled
species.
Murray Ledger & Times
Publisher Walter 1. Apperson
tirbtor R. Gene Micr Wtcheon
The Munn) Ledger Ttrnes is published
every afternoon esrept Sunda?* July 4. Omit-
rnas nay New Year's l)sy and Thanksgiving by
Murry Newvispers, 103 N 4th St
Murray Ky 11 Second Class Postage Paid at
M ..Ky .42073.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas serenity
411.1pro. Pie per month. Payable is *drawer
:Itht;;W(i:,"CiciarVa nass"1 to Henry. laanr.;
Perla, Ruchanin and a;uryoer.li 'atilt/ per
yeier. By mail to other deselestisna. kakil. per
yule.
ellernber of Asonciatorl Press. Kentucky Press
Alleclation and Southern Newspaper Pubilshers
Theameeusse Press IS irw heivez vetoed to
repeildids local news _originated by The Kerrey
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LET'S Cio LISTEN To
AW PAD V1/4 A-rco,
PONARD .
‘I.1 .1,44-4-4411-
After 45 Years, Paths Of Two
Former Grid Foes, Again Cross
When the' Tennessee Tech golf team
was in town, the other day to compete in
the 14th 'annual Murray • State
Invitational tournament at the Murray
Coentry Club, with them was a per-
sonable senior citizen by the name of M.
P. Quillen. , • 0-
Possibly some of you around here
remember Mr. Quillen, especially you
sports fins. He retired at Tennessee
Tech a fee/ years ago as dean of men,
but he coached football there from 1954
to 1958 and also was the_kadiellseecb.
in 1955 when his team beat out Johnny
Reagan's M,urray team for the Ohio
Valley Conference championship.
The golf team was the third different
type of Tennessee Tech 'athletic teate
'he had brought to Murray to compete in
an event.
Mr. Quillen was g" safety man on the
1932 and 1933 Tennessee Tech football„
teams that played Murray when Ceell
Kent, the Thoroughbreds' big All-
American, was playing. "The most
jarrtng tackles I ever had were those
trying to stop that big fellow," he
--laughed. ' -
kguaid On those same twe Murray_
teams was J.D. Rayburn, who retired a
year or so ago from a student teaching
supervisory position at Murray State.
The two of them had a great time of it
out there at the country club out under a
shade tree recalling ttie two times they
played against each other.
The first game, the 1932 game, was
played in Murray in a quagmire. It
ended 0-0. "I'll bet we had 15 pounds of
mud hanging an us after that," Quillen
chuckled. J. D. just nedded. He also
remembered the rain and the mud.
'The 1933 game, the year the
Thoroughbreds won the 'SIAA
(Southern Intercollegiate Athletic
Association) championship, was won
by Murray 9-7. Murray's lone and--
game-winning touchdown came when,,










For in him we live and move and have
our being. - Acts 17:28.
With some rheasuee of truth those
words may be reversed. What a
challenge to responsible living and





The Mona LEii-rday have a bewit-
ehing mile- but one Japanese doctor is
a little worried about the yetiod tinge in
the corner of her left eye The- '
unidentified doctor was quoted in :I
Swiss chemical industry journal as
saying the coloring indicated Mona
sailer Ii am too
cholesterol from eating too many fatty
foods. He said officials at the Louvre in
Paris told him the tiage was not caused





• •-) M.P. Quillen, left,
retired school teacher'in Mattoon, II,
broke through, blocked a punt and fell
on it in the end zone for the score.
Quillen thought it was Pedro
mons, the perennial • sheriff of,
Mississippi County over at Charleston; _•
Mo., and J. D., like a gracious and'
tactful host, knew better but refrained
from correcting him.
Later, he sided up to me out by the big
scoreboard and whispered, "Simmons
didn't block that punt. Vaughn Woodall
did."
+++
Dick (Digger ) Orr wants it known
that he is a great-nephew of Mrs.
Hortense (Hortie) Ellis, about whom I
wrote in the column about a month ago.
Digger, who is in the oil business here
and who gets his nickname from his
grave-digging sideline, let me know in
no uncertain terms that he didn't ap-
preciate me not mentioning his kinship.
to Miss Hortie in the column.
According to "a reliable source," to
borrow a term from my. news media




friends, here's hovrDick an justify his
claim to this relationship: His mother,
before she married, was Brenda Mae
Hicks, the only daughter of one of Mrs.
Ellis' sisters, Grace, who was married
to Dr. 6. P. tlicks and lived in
Bruceton, Tem.
Dick's father was Doris Orr, who
grew up on the Stateline Road near
Hazel. He has one brother, Don Orr,
who holds a responsible position with.
the forestry service and lives in
Atlanta, Ga. 1.
That's Digger's connection with Miss
Hortie. I'm glad he mentioned it, and
I've learned something from it. .
I wonder why she didn't mention it.
++ +
used to love this time of the year
because of the beautiful colors of the
fall foliage, but now I love it more than
ever because its not warm enough to
have the air conditioning running and






LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Anyone
Who works for a living will be
"hoopgoosed" sooner or later.
When it happened to Les Smithhart,
he realized there would be no great
demand for handmade guitars.
"The Japanese and Germans
hoopgoosed me," he explained with an
infectious laugh. "They did me. in by
mass producing guitars. I don't blame
/then; though. The public wanted cheap
instruments and that's what they're
getting."
- He still takes orders for special
guitars - one's being made now for a
country mete star in 'Nashville -*but
Smithhart spends. most of his time
turning out violins. And they're not the
kind that can be picked up for a few
dollars.
"The highest price I ever charged
wp,..s xis/00. Allot my fiddles come from
,fine ,old wood that rings true forever.
Some of the wood's .100- to 290-years-old
and worth a fortune on today's market.
It's stored in a safe as protection
against moisture."
Two other , safes and a number of
display cases in his workshop at
'Henderson are filled with violins, more
than 700 at the last count. • _
"I grew up in a musical family. My
..granddaddy and daddy played fiddles
at country hoedowns. And rye been
-part-of a local combo for at least 20
4terie-Wo4essu to be pretty weldor in
these parts."
Smithhart put together karftrxt violin
when he was 19 but it wasn'tanUI 194$
that his love affair with' fine wood
-turned-serinut. 
"I wanted to hear somethins_ka a•
•
violin that I'd never heard around
western Kentucky.?'
Over the years, he's hand-produced
approximately 32 violins. "Each is a
work °tart as far as Itmveneerned. If I
do a good job making or repairing a
violin, it usually gets me two more
customers."
Smithhart never has realized his goal
of finishing 12 violins a year. "I suppose
I could if I tried but there are so many
factors involved, including the drying
process."
After the violin is finished, the in-
strument is coated with a special
varnish.
"It's my secret formula and includes
things like linseed oil,, nitric acid and
the stuff that black bees rub off their
legs when they're working at. their
hives."
Later, the violin Ls hung on a line to
dry in the sm. "Housewives put out
their wash to tare advantage of all
those ultraviolent rayi. the Good Lord
provided, so do I. That's the best way to
care a fiddle, even though it is time
• con sum nit •
The 57-year-old craftsman doesn't
recomineud that others try to duplicate
his formula for varnish, "which 'is
better than anything you can find in the
paint store."
Snlithhart recalls the. first ex-
perimental 'batch that he concocted
years ago.
"The Muff foamed and' bubbtrid and
•left a IOU of gook in the bottom of the
A friend, who was a chemist, took a
look at Srnithhart's brew and warned




If) Years Airo_ . , •
The Murray Kiwanis Club held its
annual fall Ladies-night-en-Wt. 3 at the
Mprray Woman's Club House with Bill
Boyd as proeram chairman.
'Dr. Ralph fL„Woods, president of the
Four Rivers Council of the Boy Scouts
of America, discussed . the Sco
ut
program at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Mrs. Tinian Lowry of Murray has
been selected as a Member of the cast
of. the play, "The Pleasure Of His
Company," to be presented Nov. 14-14r
and 22-23 at the Paducah Market House
Theatre.
The Murray High School Tigers lost
;. to Bowling Green 25 to 6 in a football
11-I-game.
-A ham and turkey shoot will be held
by' the Kirksey School Parent-Teacher
iCes-6cla1io-n tin Oct, .1_9- un the-491111-43f
Jim Washer.
Showing at the Capri-Theatre is "The
Sound of Music." --
-
20 Years Agti-
The Murray City Coencll voted
unanimously in favor of an ordinance
announcing the intent to annex a large
section to the city. The area is nor-
thwest of Murray to the Jack Sher-
borough home on the Mayfield high-
way. Over 100 homes and several
businesses are in -the are
The Murray Jaycees will hold a radio
auction on Oct. 7, 8, and 9 with funds to
go toward the purchase of land for an
air strip for Murray and Calloway
County.
Deaths reported include Mrs. -Tom
Strider, age 79.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
the Fulton Bulldogs 27 tq 26 in a football
game on the Fulton field.
Mrs. Mackie Hubbs, Mrs. Gladys
Hale, and Mrs. Katie Martin Overcast
are new officers of the Jessie Houston
Service Club. of the Supreme Forest
Woodmen Circle.
'30-Yars Ago
Dr. Hugh Houston of the Houston-
McDevitt Clinic, Inc., has been elected
president-elect of the Kentucky
Medical Association. The Murray,
doctor is the first physician front
Calloway County 'tohold the distinction
as top nfticer -of the state group.
Murray. .Mayer George Hart of the
Bank of Murray was named ei
president of the Kentucky Bankers
Association at the 44th annual con-
vention held at Louisville. H. Glenn
Doran of the Peoples Berko( Murray
was elected vice-president of the
Savings. Bank Division 'of the
association. -
The body of Pfc. Charlie B. Cooper
will be returned here for funeral and
burial services. He was killed at the age
of 21 during action of the first week of
the Normandy beach head in Europe.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Minnie
P. Outland, age '67.
Shannon Ellis of the Stella com-
munity has all his cultivated land
seeded to cover crop, accorcrene to C. 0.
Bondurant, associate county agent in
farm managerhent.
Births repprted include a boy, Fie&






We the citizens of Murray need to
look around us. We need to see the good
things we have, and we need to
recognize the_bad things. We need to'
work together-to keep and improve the
good, and try to something about the
iterY- .
There is a great movement all across
the country, even in smaller cities than
ours, to facX•lift the communities and to
preserve the Heritage. We can watt too
late, without plans and interest we can
lose too much. will become more
rundown and unattractive and lose our
appeal to new industry. Industry is not
attracted to communities where there
is no pride or beauty. We do not have
great old buildings, but our downtown -
and shopping centers can be greatly
improved with some good planning and
action. ,
ft Too, we have an obligation to the
University. Both faculty and students
as well as parents of students are
greatly influenced by the appearance





bear Editor; - . ...-
There were so- wifitiY. negative
comments about our streets some few
months ago, that I would like to express
my thanks to those who had any part
whatsoever in putting them in such
._gootLorder-1-enderwendthat Mr. tee
Bolen had a lending hand- in this
situation
The streets are looking good and we
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FBI. Arre*. Two, InTiot To
Sabotage Nuclear Submarine
ST. LOUIS (AP) — It reads
like the script for ra best-
selling spy thrilled board a
U.S. :nuclear subraarine, kijI
the crew, head for the high
seas after firing a nuclear-
-tipped missile at an East
--Coast city and then-turn the
sub over to a buyer.
Bfltttw says the plot
was real and it arrested two
men Wednesday and is Neither Coney- nor
seeking a third. Assistant Defense Secretary
Edward J. Mendenhall, 24 Thomas Ross, the Pentagon's
of Rochester, N.Y., and Kurt's- chief spokesman, said he had
J. Schmidt, 22, of Kansas City,—
Mo., mete. ba- be arraignIttCIIUHUUUUI 
- before a federal
magistrate on charges of
—conspirbig to stearthe 
Trepang, based in New
London, Corm. They were
being held in lieu of $50,000
bond each.
James W. Cosgrove, 26, of
Ovid, N.Y., was being sought
on a similar charge, the FBI
said.
The FBI described Men-
denhall as ct married in-
surance company employee
and Schmidt as an unmarried
carpet cleaner. There was no
background cai Cesgrove.
Roy B. Klager Jr., special
agent in charge of the FBI's
St. Louis office, said the
alleged plot came to light last
month when Mendenhall and
Cosgrove attempted to recruit
an undercover agent into a
man crew that was to takethe
_Trepang into- the Atlantic
, Ocean, where they would
rendezvous with an uniden-
tified buyer.
Klager, said the two men
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
There really was no edict for
park superintendents to at-
tend a going-away party for a
colleague despite the wording
'of a memorandum from a
state Department of Parks
official, Commissioner Bruce
MontgomerySays.
The informational note was
sent by Louis B. Hempel,
deputy commissioner for
operations, to a number of
suborclihates in the central
office plus all 15 managers of
state resort parks.
The .affair was scheduled
today in honor of Buz Ryland,
who Montgomery said is
resigning as superintendent of
Barren River park to work for
-a Louisville industrial firm.
Hempel's memorand urn,
dated Sept. 19, said:
'There will be a departure
conference held at General
Butler. State Resort park on
showed the- agent writtett:- Oct. 5 to prepare us for Buz
plans for stealing the sub. Ryland's resignation and new
After the killing of the enb ' venture into private business.
Crew of about 100, the men There will be golfing begin-
. allegeclly planned to blow up a ning at 1:30 p.m. followed by
submarine tender moored dinner at the recreation
alongside the Trepang to building in thagroup camp.
create a diversion and to block „Bob Haze lrigg and Dan
pursuit by other naval ships at Glass will be in charge of the
the New London base. day's activities in concert with
If needed to cover the sub's host Blueford ii.icenf you plan
getaway, -the 'Plan called for to stay overnight, contact
firing a nuclear missile at the Rice by Sept. 26.
base or a major East Coast „Note: All resort park
city, Kla ger said. superintendents are eapected
The FBI did not say if any to attend Others should le my
'plot •-could not have 'been heard of _ the -FBI's in-
vestigation. .
According . to - Jane's
Fighting Shipa, the 'Trepang, a
Sturgeonclass submarine,
carried out. -
"No 12 people off the stceet
,are ever going to operate a
insubmare like this," Cooney carries an anti-submarine.
said. weapon, called a SUBROC,
He said the Trepang would - with A .nucleer warhead:, The
require 4: "crew of abaut400 SUBROC—aulared from the
officers and hien" who recikker angles out Of-
special training. , the watat.--0-..d after a arief
flight, drops near an enemy
submarine and launches a
torpedo. The weapon is not for
use against land targets.
contaated for comment.
But Montgomery said,
"There's no mandatory thing
about coming." He said
persons who worked closely
with Ryland, as well as the
parks superintendents, were
invited. 5-
As for the phrase about
superintendents being. ex-
pected to attend, the- com-
missioner commented:
. -That was just a clever way
of inviting them. Thereis no
hidden meaning or anything to
it." -
He also' said that
"everybody will pay, for
everything they do at Butler
personally," including the,
food, golf and any overnight
stays.
Ryland, hired by Ewart
Johnson, the previous parks
commissioner, has -held posts
at Lake Barkley and
Buckhorn parks.
Montgomery said he will be
succeeded in the middle of this
month by Doug Price, an
official at Greenbew nark.
Workshops
Slated
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Four workshops on handling
rape cases will be held
throughout the state beginning
Oct. 17.
The Kentucky Commission
on Women, in with,aonjunction  -
hot— the Kenkicky Hospitalte
-sacra rY 
know whethe orcity had been singled out. It r
said other details of the case you plan to attend and if so,-
could not be released pending will you be involved in the
further investigation. golf."
A Navy spokesman, Rear Hempel was out of town
Adm. David Cooney, said in Wednesday and could not be
Washington, D.C., that such a
sinallition, Kentucky
--.-Medical Association and the
Kentucky State Police, has set




























MURRAY HOME & AUTO
C BS6 0 0
• For people whit) Want coffee good... and fast! Brews a
full • 10 cups - in less than •five minutes. It's drip
made—never_ bitter because it's never boiled; and
there's never a messy clean-up because the filters are
'_isposable. A _hot water „funnel lets. you et hot water









Big donuts for big appetiteslipe-




container plus 48- and
16-oz. blend/store/serve
,jar,s with lids, for preparing
Small amounts. 688WD '
Cooks up to 6 "dogs" EasN,
load skewers Completek
irnnoarsiblit 489
Butter melts thru top while




Beautify cabinet doors end
drawers with attractive























rust, dent. Lock-lid handles






.press-the pump-top 'Or 5-
SMOOth stream of hot or cold
'beverage, Great for picnics,
homes, patios
• Handy Wart size.
• Convenient carrying handle
E-LICAREIATEX
FLAT ENAMEL
The wash end wear pent!
A scrubbable_444:
a latex. Perfect for any
room. Choose white or any






High hiding washable flat
finish for wails, ceilings;
plaster, wallboard, most
wallpaper. Dries in about
30 min. Soapy water clean-




Rich, velvety flat finish for
all walls, ceilings. Applies
easily, covers most stir-
faces in one coat. Dries




(A) 6" Diagonal Pliers -
Heat-treated saws, comfortable
vinyl grips. 190-6
(B) 61/2" Long-Nose Pliers
or hard-to-reach jobs. Steel;
vinyl grips. 192-6
IC) 7" linesrnan's Pliers
Side cutting; fully ground, poi-






5-Pc. Aluminum Bakeware Set
Includes 9 x 5-in, loaf pan, 151/4 x 12-in, cookie sheet,
12-cup muffin pan and 9 x 9-in, square cake pan—
all with non-stick finish for exceptionally easy clean-






Automatic par and chain oiling with
manila' override Wraparouggkshaip
brakelhand guard, . 'MAC 110
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- One would think Murray
High football Coach John Hina
_ would be an unhappy Man,
since his team is saddled with
only • one victory and reeling
from four straight losses.
Far frorn-tt:-Thougtrhe feels
-his team played below its
capabilities, during last
Friday's 18-6 loss to Caldwell
at Holland Stadium, he also
thinks his-Tigers will be ready
for Lberns. matchup
witt Trigg County in Cadia,
Ky., Friday. • .
.Sur-€1, we-would like to have
won.' Hina said, "but I'm not
down on my players. We don4
like to lose four games
anytime, but those teams that
have beaten us were very
worthyopponents." -
That's certainly: not an
overstatement. Lake County,
Term., the team that dealt
Murray its first loss after the
Tigers whipped Reidland 16-0
to-opewthe season, was picked
as the No. 1 team in it
division in Tennessee prior to
the season.- - •
Mayfield:a 35-15 victor over
Murray Sept. 15, is currently
ranked No. 1 in the state in
Class AA. Heath, a 20-6 win-
ner, is tabbed as No. 4 AA
-team in the same poll.
And CaldweH, though
unranked in the state, is un-
defeated in district play - as
is Mayfield and Heath - and
is a solid contender for the
title.
•'We feel like_ we can...ig,..
every game left on ow
schedule if we plat up to our.
potential," 41.1ria said." What
we are lacking now con-
sistency as a team."
The Tioers, after Trigg
County Friday, have an open
date Oct. 13. -They travel to
Hopkinsville Oct. 20, entertain
4A power Paducah Tilghman
-the following week and close
the season at Todd County on
. ANov. 3.
-Trn-tiot taxing anything
Royals/Even AL Series With 1 0-4
Rout/i3ehind Arm Of Lateryurit--
;By the Asscocrriayte,d Pzeos
  Lamy "' tu
s
ra, who wasn't
suppd to be good enough
for áe New- York Yankees,
'proved too good. for them in
the hour. of Kansas City's
greatest need.
"The revenge factor's not
there anymore," Gura said
after hurling six strong in
rungs in a 10-4 Royals triumph
that squared the beskof-five
American League c-ham-
pionship playoff series 1-1
Wednesday. "I just wanted to
settle us down and help us win
because we knew we had to
win this one. It was a must for
Vs."
1
Traded by the Yankees to
the Royals twe) years ago for
now-retired catcher Fran
Healy Gura gave up eight hits
and two runs.
The Royals got started in
the same sloppy; mistake-
prone fashion that dogged
them in .the opener Tuesday
night when the Yankees
breezedia4-74-tritmiph. With
one out, Fred Patek made a
'throwing error on Thurman
Munson's grounder, and
Reggie _Jackson, reaching
:base for the 12th consecutive
time in post-season action,
walked.
But Gur.a4gelfiraig Nettles
to ground out, ending the
threat and, leadoff batter
—3-
-
George Brett quickly smacked
what was to be the first of 16
Royals' hits.
•
Amos Otis singled. Brett to
third, then Darrell Porter hit a
long sacrifice fly, putting the
Royals ahead 1-0.
The Yankees threa" taned
the second on the first of Chris
ChambliSs' four singles, Roy
White's fielder's-choice and a
single by Mickey Stanley.
Theft _F'atek made a
backhanded stop of Bucky
Dent's grounder .-behind
second and started a decep-
tively easy double play.
The Royals chased starter
Ed Figueroa with a four-run
burst in the second that
Matted with consecutive
singles by Clint Hurdle and Al
Cowens and kept rolling when:
shortstop Dent made a had
throw to Nettles at third on
Patek' a grounder, -
A run scored on the play and
the runners wound up at
second and third, then Frank
White hit a chopper' through
the middle for two more runs.
A one-out double by Pete
LaCock and Hurdle's triple off
the right field fence gave the
.,--Royals a 6-2 lead and mookie
f-.-.1if1llie Wilson, possibly the
fastest -man in the major
leagues, ran for Hurdle.
Cow ens grounded to Nettles at
third and Wilson broke toward
' the plate, where • he collided
violently viith Thurman
Munson on the tag.
Both men went sprawling,
but Munson was up like a cat
and charging toward Wilson.
Players from both benches
stood tentatively on the.
periphery of the action while
umpires pacified the angry
Yankee catcher, who later had
several stitches for a cut on
his chin.
Order , .restored, Patek
leaned his 150 pounds into a
high fastball and Popped it
into the left field bleachers for
a two-run homer.
Sparky Lyle then came in
and retired White on a ground
ball, but in all the confusion
nobody remembered that was
the third ,,out. The Yankee
fielders held their position and
Brett, the neat hitter, came to
the plate. But before a pitch
could be thrown plate umpire
Rich Garcia, raising his hands
as if to say"Nobody's per-
fect," signaled the end of the
Racer Golfers
To Last In Tourney
LYNNVILLE, S.C. 'With
a field as strong as that one,"
said Murray State golf Coach
Buddy Hewitt, "you can't
have an off day, or you'll go
down a long way."
The Racer golfers, in
seventh place after Tuesday's
first round, plummeted to last
place Wednesday in the 1-2-
team Grandfather Mountain




p&. 68, earned hem medalist
honors with a threelinder 141
total and gave his Wake
Forest team the first-place 600
total.
Second was Duke with 615,
followed by East lennessee,
618; North Carolina State, 624;
'Appilachian State, 627; North
Carolina, 630; South Carolina,
631; Clemson, ; 634; Florida
Southern, 635; Furman, 644;
Georgia Tech, .645; and
Murray, 647.
The Racers' Tom Fischer
carded a 75 the first day, but
fell to an 87 Wednesday for a
162 total. Larry Patton earned
the best total for Murray, a 79-
81-160.
Tim Jackson was third for.
the- Racers willr a 79-61-162;
followed by Bill Berg, 84-79-
163; and Don Martin 85-87..172.
Murray closes its fall season






contvhevonal Champ Is Happy With Status
built-in
fireplace.
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with a stainless at
heat exchanger that
turns 60% more beat
tharia; eonventjonal
built-in fireplace,iDuct-
work and fans alailith-re' -





works hard to save you
moneYr
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size house - brick &





Imre*, Ileteten Ilentvelll V vital to. hun since he hopes to
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK - He's
cool...icy toward opponents
the ring; frosty to outside y,
especially interviewers, Øen
he isn't fighting. He's 4ot a
- touch of mystery a t him..
and fierce pride. 's the-
heavyweight champion of the
the 
 work].
Of course, world of
Teofilo Stevenson is the world
of amateur ,.boxing, a world
that is in' a different con-
stellation .than the pro boxing
world ailed by Muhammad
All, w/hose cool in the ring --
miltsoutside it.
Bat Stevenson is happy with
his world,- one he is bound to
by the policies of his Cuban
homeland.
"I have no Stomach --for it
-1 professional box in go ," said
. Stevenson, who has won two
Olympic gold medals and two
world arnateer titles. "With so
many people in the world
starving, it is a sharne to get $5
million to fight. .
"I'm an amateur. 1 Will
always be an amateur. I am
happy as lam."
But Stevenson's announced
stand .has not stopped
questions or speculation about
whether he will fight Ali. This
week he was asked-again.
:Stevenson fixed a seemingly
-disinterested stare on his
questioner and said through
an interpreter: "If amateur,
aiithorities would okay. it, I
would do it.
A_ day later, promoters
announced that Cuban
authorities would permit
Stevenson to meet All in a
series of three-rounders in five
e#ies, should such a series be
put together Stevenson would
maintain his amateur Status if
the proposed series is held.
win a - third Olympic
heavyweight championship at
Moscow in 1980.
For a time last year, the 26-
year-old Stevenson's career
was in jeopardy. An alcohol
stove in his Havana home
exploded in July- 1977, and he
suffered burns of the face and
chest.
But today he still is the
unmarked "bronze statue,"
who first rose to world-wide
prominence in the 1972
Olympics. And his skills, while
aged, aPparently have not
eroded. He has won all 18 of his
fights this year, including
those that brought him a
second world amateur title at
Belgrade, Yugoslavia, in May.
"I am in verx good shape
and training well," he said as
he prepared for his first
United States appearance, as
the star of an 11-man Cuban
,
team against an Amencan
team in Madison Square
Garden Friday- night.
Stevenson, who has a record
of 165-10, will fight Jimmy
Clark, a senior at West
Chester (Pa.) State College.
Clark lost a close decision to
Stevenson in -Havana last Feb.
12. The only American to beat
Stevenson in eight tries was
Duane Bobick, now .a pro, in
the Pan American Games in
1971. Stevenson avenged that
defeat by stopping 'Bobick in
the Olympic quarter-finals in
1972. .
Friday night's match will be
the third between U.S. and
Cubanteams. Cuba won 7-4 at
Houston Nov. 12,, 1977, while
Stevenson still was
recuperating from burns, and
8-3 last Feb. 12. But in three
head-tohead meetings in-the




the Soviets were awarded two
'.replays of the final three
seconds of the game. The
second time, Belov took a full-
court pass and laid they ball in
as two Americans fell to the
floor attempting to guardiam.
Beiov Also played on the
SovieLst world championship
team in 1974 and the F,urepean
champs of 1969 anti 1971.
"He was a born basketball
player," wrote the Russian
sports newspaper Sovietsky







Alexander Belov, One of the
standout basketball players in
Soviet history, died Tuesday
after a prolonged illness. He
was 26.
Soviet officials refused to
disclose the nature of Belov's
illness, but sources said . he
had cancer.
Belov, a 6-foot-7 center, was
the hero of the Soviet Union's
controversial gold medal
victory over the United States
in the 1972 Olympics in
Munich. He scored the win-
ning basket as the final buzzer.
sounded in a 51-50 HUMAN)
triumph.
have won the game 5049. but
• i
•
ent, his fame, his
Ill for about two
or to Wit- death.
angeMenTe were
not disclosed• -
_away irorn Caldwell when I
'say we* played poorly Friday.
And by ,:we' I Mill the
players AND coaches, not just
_ the play era,"-. said Hina. "I
know we have some kids who
can run the. ball, but our
bleckers just didn't do their
job Friday." -
Leading rusher Bo Reed
was limited to 62 yards on 16
carries as the Tigers gained a
paltry 63 net yards on the
grotatt---".
One point about which Him
was particularrir concerned
was a "lack of enthsiasm"
dirring the Caldwell game.
.:When they went up 12-6 in the
second half, the team seemed
_really demoralized. And they
shouldn't have been. There
was still plenty' of time (4:36
left in the third quarter) to
come back."
"A good team has to di-SO.4
the ball uty'and -down the field
on offense to score, and we
haven't really done that this
year. There's are too many
series in which we don't do
anything on the first two
downs, then try a desperation
play on third down tokeep the
drive going," Hina said. "That
kind of play will catch up to
-you; and it certainly has with
us."
Trigg County is 1-5 on the
year and without a district
victory. It defeated Crittenden
33-12 two weeks ago.
First-year Coach Danny
Maxberry, an assistant there
in 1977,. siicceeded now-
Murray High assistant Coach
Jathes Harrell. after a 1-111
seasonTast year.
"Trigg has had to play some
rough opponents, too," Hina
said. The Wildcats dropped
their first four - 21-6 to
Hopkinsville, 21-0 to Heath, 13-
10 to Webster County, 28-0 to
Caldwell - before the victory.
over Crittinden. They fell to
Class A school Fort Campbell
28-0 last week. .
-It should be, . a great
game," said ' Hina. "Both
Trigg and we are hungry for a
victory, and I. expect them. t_t_La: _
'play just as hard as I hope vre
- didn't think it was a healtill Hunt. fair shake,'- "
Thomas Kendall (21) is stopped by the Tigers' Michael Wrote* in kilt FrEday's 18-6 Caldwell vic•
tory. Murray was limited to 63 yards rushing. The Tigers will seek to reliSund against Trigg Coun-
ty in a 7:30 p.m. district game in Cadiz, Ky. Friday. Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
an Buck The fiCAA
Sloan Afraid To Testify In.Tarkanian's Favor
By the Associated Press Situation, having thole people Sloan ,,said litin-T told him -
WASHINGTON — North upset it you." that Tarkanian's ouster was
Sloan, a veteran basketball Sloan testified that he was being sought because of a
coach at North Carolina State, told in i073 that the NCAA had number of suspected rules
says the NCAA is a powerful plans to drive Tarkanian out violations.
organization that can affect a of coaching when he was with Sloan also quoted Hunt as
person'ssports career. Long Beach State. saying that "the NCAA had
- Sloan, under threat of a The NCAA placed the information that Jerry ad
subpoena, testified before University of Nevada-Lai- some friends were going to
-Congress Wednftday that he'siregiii- Ori taro t ears probatfair-Erfange to-have drugs pUifted- -
did net want to be a witness for .in 1977 and ordered the school In (investigators') rooms and
Jerry Tarkanian, University to fire Tarkanian. The case is prostitutes to discredit the
of Nevada at Las Vegas coach, under. appeal before the NCAA investigation."
because he feared the Nevada Supreme Court. Tarkanian has denied
National Collegiate Athletic Sloan said he was given the participating in any frameup.
Association. - Statement by Bill Hunt of the In August, Tarkanian ac-
"I had a fear of getting NCAA investigations staff, ' cused the NCAA.of plotting to
involved in opposition to the who denied making the drive him from the ranks of
NCAA," Sloan told the House comment lase week when he , college basketball coaches.
investigations subconunMee. appeared before the House -- "After today's hearing, any
"They'ie very' powerful, as subcommittee. . neutral observer would have
you know, and have a great "I would deny that I ever to agree the NCAA was out to
deal of influence on my life or indicated to Norm Sloan that get Coach Tarkanlan," said
the life of any other coach at a we were trying to run Jerry Rep. Jim Santini,. D-Nev. "I
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D-Nev. "I
ie UNLV got a
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Lindsey Hudspeth (22) rushed for 36 yards and scored a touchdown during Murray State's 49-32 loss at Morehead Saturday. The
score pushed his TO total to three, tying him for the Ohio Valley Conference lead in scoring with a 6.0 average a game.
Morehead's T.A. Spalding (36) prepares to bring down Hissispeth. Also plateful is the Racers' Kris Robbins (85). moreheadeto
This Picker Goes With Sooners.
In Longhorn-Oklahopm dash -
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special eon-espondent
This is 'Big D" weekend for
Big D Dallas "D" standing
.-Oklahoma St.- Iowa 20,
'Utah 17; Ball St.. , ndiana




Twice  To Lead-LA Romp




predicted an "offensive .ex-
plosion" and Manager Danny
Mark forettikr a three-game
Yetit was Los Angeles that
did the exploding, led by Steve
Garveyrand-Wa-the-Dodgers
who may do the sweeping
after their 9-5 virtory Wed-
nesday night in the first game
of the National League -
championship playoffs._
"I hit a curyebaH up, a
fastball and a screwball
down," said Garvey, who
rapped two homers and a
triple in a Dodger assault that
seta NL playoff re.cord with 30
total bases.
"We ire eitreingYhigblind
we are going to be extremely
difficult to beat," Said dodger
sparkplug Dave _Lope, who
along with Steve Yeager
homered for Los Angeles to
hush 63,460 Phillies Phanatics.
Yet the Dodger romp,
secured by the poised relief
pitching of baby-faced rookie
Bob Welch, left, Ozark out-
wardly undaunted.
Going into the best-of-five







-Dodger . Manager Torn
three of four games to oust
Philadelphia in the same post-
--season, series a year ago,-
maintained a reserved stance.
The score was 1-1 in the third
when Garvey dug in against
Larry Christenson with two
runners on base. Before the
nt -
Set For Homecoming  Week
Thisyear's Murray State
University Homecoming Golf
Tournament again will be an
18-hole, two-player scramble
competition, the arrange-
ments committee has an-
nounced.
Open to 'alumni, former
students and friends of the
university, the tournament,
'Which is becoming a
traditional Homecoming
Weekend activity at the
university, is scheduled for
Friday, Oct. 20, at the Oaks
St. fi; Iowa- 15, Utah 10f--.. 
.
for delirium. When Oklahoma Don't start Thinking about Carolina 16; /forth Carolina MisSouri 20, Illinois 7; Purdue Kr• 'nand Texas meet in football - Notre Dame. . _ 13, Miami (Ohio) 9; Tennessee 17, Wake Forest 14; Bowling
this IS edition No. 73 - people Nebraska 36, Iowa State 21: 35, Army 7; Clemson 28, Green 20, Toledo 14.
forget the Alamo. It's the Haul out those red han- Virginia Tech 20; Vanderbilt SOUTHWEST
 . war Ht. iligid_inbrerve__ reason,jawawa_uar,_______virgiaia 1.54. asaaastappe -2a;- -leaner-10, NE Louisiana-St:- SCO CC_ er-ContenderSuper Bowl, Mardi Gras and dkerchiefs - there'll be plenty 24, Tulane 14; Duke 17, Baylor 22, Houston 17;
Coantry Club. -
"This type of tournament
attracted a record field of 94
players Aast year, and we
thought we would try it again,
said M.C. Garrott, who along
with Norman Lane, is helping
direct the tournament.
The twosomes may be two
men, two women, or a man
and a woman, and the players
may start any time after 9
a.m. Teeoff times are being
reserved on a first-come-first-
:served basis. The entry fee is
neat package. Fans go ber-
serk.
This is a game that needs no
embellishments but they are
there this year - in clusters.
Both teatis are unbeaten -
Oklahoma No. 1 and Texas No.
6 in the rankings. The Sooners
have one of the nation's most
potent offenses, averaging
cloose to a point a minute. The
Longhorns are a rock on
defense.
The Sooners fooled us last
week. We thought they would
drop their guard for Missouri.
Score: 40-17, .702. Season: 117-
41, .740.
Oklahoma 20, Texas 13: The
Longhorns can't stop the
Sooners' runaway wishbone
speed. Uwe von' Schamann
bering USC, has a score to
settle with the West.
Pittsburgh 22, Boston
College 7: Hey, Pitt, be wary.
27, Columbia 20; Richmond 25, -
Villanova 7.
SOUTH
Georgia Tech 20 South
-- Louisiana State 22, Florida Georgia 13; Mississippi St. 28,
17: The Gators are beginning S. mississippi 7; VM1.15, E.
to show teeth. May be tough in Carolina 10; William & Mary
their own waters. 21, Temple 14.
North Carolina State 19, MIDWEST ..
Maryland 14: The Terps keep Arizona • St. 25, Nor-
harpooning our average. if thwestern_ 14; Indiana 22,
theywin this one, we'll fire our Wisconsin 17; Tulsa 20,
Southern spy, Louisville-TT; Mfrinesota 17,
Colorado 19, Kansas_ 14: If Oregon St. 13; Kansas St. 14,
the buffalo is an endangered
species, Colorado hasn't heard
about. The Buffs in a tight one.
Ohio State 27, Southern
Methodist 14: There's a Ford
- Mike Ford, SMU's aerial
whiz --- - in the Buckeyes
future. They're aware.
UCLA 30, Stanford 23:
By HOWARD-SMrfHTheopholus Thistle - --•
AP Sports Writerpopular tongue-twister.
Joe Garagiola will be callingUCLA's Theotis Brown only
wins the kicking duel. - • twists his hips.
Michigan 35, Arizona 14:
The Wolverines feast on
foreign meat before tackling
Big Ten hard tack.
Arkansas 37, Texas
Christian 7: "We will ilioove
the football, and I hope to God
it is forward." Porker coach
Lou Holtz.
Penn State 28, Kentucky 6:
Scott Fitzkee is a split end -
he splits his chores between-
pass-catching and punting.
Texas A&M 30, Texas Tech
13: The Aggies have a bull of a
runner named Adger Aim-
strong. When you calrhbn
"Adger," smile.
Alabama 27, Washington-it--
A meeting of two major bowl
winners. The Tide, remern-
FAR WEST
California 28, Oregon 15;
Wyoming 26, New Mexico 15;
Air Force 14, Navy 9;
Brighant, Young 23, Utah St.
'20; San Diego St. 22, Fresno
St. 7; Las Vegas 17, Idaho 13;
Colorado St. 19, El Paso 14;
Hawaii 22, San. Jose St. 10;
Pacific 25, Fullerton St. 14.
Garagibia Feelsrs
Easiest To Plgy-flit11
the shots for NBC Tuesday
night as the 75th World Series.
gets under way and he'll be a
lot better prepared for it than
he was 32 years ago.
Garagiola made • his first
Series appearance in 1946 as a
20-year-old rookie catcher
with the St. Louis Cardinals.
"I didn't know what was
happening. I was just over-
awed by it," he recalls. "My
biggest concern at that time
was concentrating on not
missing the bus to the
ballpark.
"I'll tell you, the easiest
Sinsieuse-25, West Virginia 1k-thing about the Series for a
Princeton 15, Brown 7; player is playing the .game.
Colgate 20, Harvard 14; ..The rest of it is ,tough. You
Dartmouth 23, Boston U. 10; have to worry about getting
Cornell 14, Bucknell 9;-' Penn tickets for all' your friends.
You come out tolake batting
_Florida State 34, Cincinnati
13: This Is a time Cincinnati
could use Pete Rose, but he's
busy pondering an $800,900
contract.
Auburn 27, Miami 7: After
Tennessee, the Floridians will
look like a fudge sundae to the
Plainsmen.
Michigan State 19, Notre
Dame 17: One of the fiercest of
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$1111 Outshoot it. 71$4110
practice and feel just fine.
Then so many people start
asking you how you feel, you
begin to wonder. You have to
go bark in the clubhouse and
look in the mirror to see if
you're okay.
"I remember the '46 Series.
Man, I heard from everyone I
was in the army with-except
Eisenhower and MacArthur.
Everybody lever_ played hall
NBA ExhibitiCon
By Ilia Aswted Press
Wedisesdays Gases
New Jersey 109, New York 1ii5
Naditrigton 117, Philadelphia 99
tlevetand lit Swann 103
Milwaukee 114, !UMW ntY 10.•1
Atlanta Denver 112
Detroit 113, Chicago 1124, OT
San Antonio 122, Houston 107
Portland 100. Golden Mate 96
Los Angeles 110, Seattle 96
Tharsday's Games
Radon vs. Naahln0on M lie* York
Philadelphia at New York. 'second
game ci double-heidefrl
Kansas City vs Atlanta at Charlotte,
NC
New Orleans at Indians
San Antonin at Houston -
Friday's Games
Milwaukee V% "Chicago at Champaign,
Cleytkapd at New Jersey
SOM Cliaga-at Golden State
amidge.
, =v.. Wadision at Nevi Yorkel Raw rItt.-leacised game of
,RmilPhsedari . ...s.-
11/0 Orleans vs Phils01.1111
as "host" for.the games. It isat Chicago
 Phoenix at Dover uncertain exactly what the
alrienver. is supposed to do but
derlib•hesdari
lb!aton vs. Kin.sas City at Rapid etly, • NBC executives are working
&D. on it.
with called. You hear from all
your relatives. One year
Eddie Sawyer was managing
the Phillies in, the Series and
Ife had so many relatives
staying with him he had to
sleep on the floor."
This time around Garagiola
will be better prepared. He
will be working his fourth
Series as a play-by-play man
for NBC and his done several
others on radio or with his
late, lamented pre-game
show, "The Baseball World of
Jog Garagiola."
"I just make up friy mind
that nothing is going to
distract 'mefrom my job," he
says. "I'm not going to make
any appearances. I'm not
going to get involved with any
meetings. I don't care who
calls. I'm going to get to the
ballpark early, talk to the
trainers, talk to the guys
during batting practice, lget up
to the broadcast booth 45
minutes before the game
starts and make sure my
rncils are shaepened.-
• "That's it. Nothing else.
Just concentrate on my job."
Garagiola's job will be
slightly different this time
around. NBC has signed
Cincinnati . pitcher Tom
Seaver to a contract and he
will join Garagiola and Tony
Kubek on the Series telecasts.
It canget pretty crowded with




forward tri working with
Seaver. He will add a lot. Tony
and I know the players, of
course, but we don't know
what it's like to pitch against
Steve Garvey or Mike Sch-
midt.
"And we won't all talk at the
same time. If we do, our
prodOcer May have to ride us
a little bit, say ikomething like,
'hey, letTheuther guy talli.! ,
In addition to the Garagiola-
Kubek-Seaver trio., Curt
-1109M. *111 be on hand toUct
New Leader
ssi ger Says US.
$5 per player with all proceeds
going to the Murray State golf
team for tournament par-
ticipation expenses..
- In a two-player scramble
competition, each player hits
a tee shot. The best shot made,
distancewise or positionwise,
is then selected and the two
players take their next shot
from that point, repeating the
procedure on -around the
course.
Prizes will be awarded in
several classes of-play for the
scramblers. Others also will
he given for a number of
novelty conteSts, such as. the
closest shot to the pin on a 3-
par hole, winner of a putting
contest and others. =re
"We hope every Murray
graduate, former student or
friend of the university who
enioys golf and particularly
playing a real fun game with
CHICAGO (AP) - Whule. "We've got to make the beSt friends and former
admitting that "we have a athletes want to -play soccer classmates. will enter the
long way to go.. .a lot to ac- and then after we've built the tournament," Garrott said.
complish,'  the North sport up and get a competitive Starting time reservations
'American Soccer League's team maybe we'll be able to may be made by writing or
new chairman of the board of get the World Cup here." calling the Office of Infor-
Phil Woosnain; NAM, mation and Public Services,
commissioner, said he had Murray State University,
met with Kissinger several -Murray, Ky. 42071. The
times and discussed the future telephone number is (502) 762-
of soccer in North America. 2798.
'Oehmig-Tops Cam'pfr- e II
seniors champ in 1973, on.sti.„
Robert Vaughn, Martinsburg,
W.Va. 7 and 6. Richard
Remsen, Locust Valley, N.Y.,
defeated former Walker Cup
player Ed Updegraff of
Tucson, Ariz. 2 and 1.
directors, Henry Kissinger,
said the United States was less
than 10 years from fielding a
potential World Cup cham-
pion.
The NASL, at its annual
meeting, announced Wed-
nesday that Kissinger had
purchased an option to buy a
league franchise and had been 'BOYNTON BEACH, Fla. -
selected to head the league's Lew Oehmig beat former U.S.
board of directors. Amateur golf champion
In addition to presiding over William Campbell 1 up in the
soMg meetings, the former first round of the . Seniors
U.S. Secretary of State will Amateur Golf Tournament.
serve as an adviser on league In other matches, defending
matters affecting soccer in the champion Dale Morey of High
United States and Canada. He' Point, N.C. defeated Grover
will not receive pay for the Poole of Jonesboro, Ark. 5 and
position. 4. William Stewart,
Kissinger said his main Springfield, Mo., the leader in
objective was to help build a Tuesday's gutlifying round,
national team which- will be beat Neil Croonquist, Min-
competitive on an in- neapdlis, 5 and 4.
ternational level. He said he William Hyndman, Hun-
also wanted to bring the World tingdon Valley, Pa., the
Cup championships to the
United States, possibly in 1990. _
"I'd like to see the United Ramirez
States become competitive in
world competition," Kissinger Advances
said. -I'd like to see the World
KAANAPALI, 'Ha w a iiCup championships played-- Topseeded 
Ramirez
'defeated unranked Vincent
Van Patten 1-5, 2-6, 6-4 in first-
round action in the. $100,000
Pro Tennis Classic.
here.
Kissinger, an avid soccer
fan who haS attended games
at the past three World Cups,
said the key to building a
strong national team will be
the continued development of
programs at all levels of
competition - grade school,
high school and college.
"We- neea more Americans
on each NASC) team," said
Kissinger. "We need to en-
courage kids to continue a
trend. whick_has been
established ...a trend that is
















Kama city at New Yorli if neerasary
NATIONAL LEAGUF
Wedmeaday's Galva. in, Awl... *
S. Lit leads aeries - 14 •
111211 61191
Lee Angeles (John I7-1111iat PIiiNdelpha-
RuU4vai 15411
FrildarsOme - •
PNistestpliki (Carlton el lee
Meek. Melee I
Sakselay's Game
PhIlatielphic  at Lon Angeles. ..,if
tealiery
ismista Om,
Plitioe.tpata at  t...:,Aavetes• if
neemoney
:homer, Christenson had a
conference on the mound With
catcher Bob Boone.
Garvey drove the pitch over
the left field wall. Dodgers 4,
Philheal.
Lopee made- it 6-1 With his
.twolun hor9e1.in
and he circled the bases with
more than playoff pressure on
his mind.
Lopes revealed that the
- Dodgers dedicated theif play
.to coach Jim Gilliam,
bosPitallzedfria- coma since •
sustaining a brain
hemorrhage.- --
In the fifth, Garvey chased
Christenson with a triple, then
scored on a single by Ron Cey.
Tria-de rhelf 
prime push in the bottom
the fifth, knocking Butt
Hooton -out of the game with
three stuns on five singles,
including a two-run liner by
Garry Maddox.
But that:5 when Lasorcbi
called the 21-year-old Welch
from the bullpen.
Welch yielded two hits,
including p solo homer to
Jerry Martin, and no walks
over the final 41-3 innings. The
Dodgers added insurance runs
on Yeager's homer off Hawley
-Eastwick and Garvey's solo
homer off Tug McGraw.
The second game was set for
today, with Dick Ruthven to
pitch for the Plias against
Tommy John.
"We're going to bounce
back and beat the Dodgers,"




The Racer Club will hold












will play the first of four
-straight home games at
Roy Stewart 'Stadium
-against Benton at 6:30 p.m.
today. The Murray High






Don kilcoyne owner of Univ. Barber Shop would like to
take this opportunity to thank each and everyone of his
customers for their continued patronage. Come by and get
hair cut, layer cut, or style from your merlues inovator.





ardt Shampoos, Conditioners. Marken, , & Image Products
309. 16u














NOW is one of the belt times to
spray under and around your
home, bugs, spiders, all kinds of
insects and pelts are looking for a
place to hiberndte-under your
home. It's warm, they are out of
the bad weather This makes a
perfect home for all kinds of in-
sects. Do not delay, Call today.
Do yoo know - that ter-
mites never sleep. They
work 24 hours a day
Year around.
Prevention Is Far Cheapter Than Repair
ler-Contwi _ . . _
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tended for very young
children. These include such
children's items as blocks,
jack-in-the-boxes and stuffed
toys.
The the sale of
any item that wouliffit inkr a
cone IL. inches by 21,4 inches.,
It also hang any part, such
as a buttons off a teddy bear,
that could come off after it
was given rough treatment.
The commission staff said
only a small portion of toys







STUDY SLEDS - Several Aiurray-ol-W 
School teachers are participating-10 cl
ass designed for studying the nature_
and needs of the gifted-chifd. Staff developm
ent (inds-from the gifted talented 
grant are being used to conduct the
Class. Above Gilds Cohoon left and T
oni Worley are discussing materials vsi
th Dr. Bill Price, MSU professor who is
teaching the class. Other members of the 
class are Peggy Brown, loan Bow 
ker. Brenda Maddox, Roger Casos,
Charlotte Barker, Betty Scott, Jean Hurt Inal
u Trance., Margaret Porter, Linda 
Purcell Ys 0 nne Kelly.
Photo by haye Peebles --
. •
Senate Predicted To Extend Life a





Both supporters and op-
ponents predict the Senate is
about to extend the life of the
• - Equal- Rights Amendment,
signaling nearly four more
years of' lobbying • about
equality for women.
,A final vote is set for Friday •
mea.sure _extending untilaaaprinciaal Senate sponsor of
198'2 the time period for the ERA extension, said the
ratification dike ERA.
An amendment that would
have permitted states that
have already. ratified to
rescind their action went down
by a 54-44 vote on Wednesday.
Thirteen Republicans joined
41 Democrats to defeat it.
Twenty - Democrats and 24
Republicans supported it. •
Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind.
Mob Influx Into
Medicare Is Studied passed by the House in August
By JANET STAIHAR -
Associated Press Writer
- WASHINGTON LAP) The
-frightening prospect" that
organized crime is in-
creasingly tapping into
federal health care plans has
Educators Have Mixed Reactions To School Ruling




had mixed reactions -to a
ruling by Franklin Circuit
Judge Henry Meigs that the
state -cannot regulate private
'church-related school.
The Rev. Bob Brown, a
member of the State Board of
Elementary and Secondary
Education, said he thought the
• ruling could have far-reaching
and serious effact.Lon the
state's educational
- liowever, state
tendent of •Public Instruction
Dr. James Graham seemed
less, concerned. "It will not
necessarily create any real
problem for the DepartMent
of Education," Graham said.
am surprised," said
Brown, a Lexington minister
who was chairman of the state
beard when it refused to ac-
credit 20 Christian, schools in
May 1977, setting - \off the
controversy that WI Meigs'
ruling.
"There is nothing i • the
ruling to establish any kind or
control," Brown said, adding
that he disagreed with Mdigs'
asiessinaot_ "-Abut- s te
regulation did not guaran
quality education.
The News In Brief \
INTERNATIONAl. -




before dawn after an all-night
pounding, then 'resumed and
continues unabated," the
Lebanese capital's Chriatian
radio station reported today.
VATICAN CITY (AP) -
The body of Pope John Paul I
lays in a marble tomb beneath
St. Peter's Basilica today as
the cardinals of the Roman
Catholic Church for the second
time in two roonths began the
-Preliminaries for the election





prepared to veto a $10.2 billion
_energy and water develop-
ment bill today and the House
d Senate were standing by




officials seeking aaraiund up
Votes for Carter.
WASHINGTON (API the
country an prepare for
nearly four more years of
debate over the Equal Rights
amendment. Both opponents
and supporters predict the
Senate will give final approval
',Friday to a measure ex-
tending. the ratification
'a deadline until June-30, 1982.
- However, Stop ERA
Extension., a lobbying group
'a-headed by Phyllis Schlafly,
4.-lias indicated it plans to
challenge the extension in
court.
NATIONAL
• ST. LOUIS (AP--)  It reads
like the script for a best-.
selling spy thriller: board a
U.S. nuclear submarine, kill
the crew, head for the high
seas after firing a nuclear
missile at an East Coast eity
and then turn the sub over to a
buyer. But the FBI says_the
plot was real and it arrested
two men Wednesday and is
seeking a third.
NASHVILLE, Tenn: 1-AP) -
Bruised, battered and choking
from pantyhose tied tightly
around her necks, _country
music singer Tammy Wynette
was found staggering up a
rural driveway after her
release by a masked gunman
she says tried to kill her. State
investigators said the blonde,
36-year-ald, singer told them
she was abducted at gunpoint
from a Nashville- shopping
center Wednesday night and
driven about 80 miles in her
yellow Cadillac bdore being
set free:-
BOSTON (AP) - Doctors
ar that two newly
dis ered strains `'-ef
pneumo -causing bacteria
which cart-resist almost all
commonly used ibiotics,-
will spread throug the
world.
The bacteria, found in South
Africa, cannot be destroyed by
penicillin, the most freqently
prescribed medicine for
pneamonia. Only highly, toxic
drugs usually avoided by
doctors will wipe them out. •
Brown said. - 'Thk one thing
the people involvei, both the
board and the depa ment, are
trying to do is raise e quality
of education.
"To remove all re ulations
invites chaos," Brow said. •
However, Grahan had
another view on whet r-state
regulation alone assures
quality education.
—"That in itself does not,"
Graham said. "State control
alone doesn't guarantee
anything. No one factor
guarantees quality education,
there are too many things that
need to be present." -
80th Brown and Graham
agreed the ruling could en-
courage the growth of private
church schools in Kentucky.
that has bee the trend
of late," Graham said. "The
By HERBEAT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
State Rep. Clayton Little, D-
Hartley, believes the goal of
full state funding for a kin-
dergarten program can never
realistically be achieved in
--Rentucky'srural areas. 
"We say we have fully
funded kindergarten, but we
really haven't," Little said
Wednesday at a meeting of a
subeommittee of the Interim
Joint Education Committee.
"There is no way are can in
rural areas,' Labe said.
The 1978 General Assembly
approved _state funding for
kindergarten programs, with
all of the state's 181 districts,.
required to provide such
programs by the next school
year. -
The state will fully pay for a
kindergarten unit, including a
-teacher's salary and
• operatihg expenses, for each
50 students enrolled. A local
district would receive a
proportionate share of state
funds for, fevgr students, with
the remainder of the funding
to be generated locally.
t is where the problem
occur ttle said. Because of
the lack o lassraom space
and transporta sn problems.
many rural distric will not
be able to get 50 studen a
movement toward private
schools is nationwide and will
continue. lift) this ruling will
tend to lend' impetus to the
movement."
- The state is expected to
.appeat the ruling, but a final
decision on' the appeal rests
with Henry Pogue Jr.,
chairman Of the state
education board.
Pogue saidte would make a
decision on appeal after
consulting with the depart-
ment's getral counsel, Ed
Fossett, and former Kentucky
Gov. -Bert Combs, who was
hired to represent the board in
the law suit.
Earl Mullins, president of
the Kentucky Aaaociation of
Christian Schools, which
brought the suit regulation,
was elated at the outcome.
• •It was very good, I am
very pleased," Mullins said.
•'Of course we believed we
were correct from the start."
Mullins said he thought
some_af..the schools involved,
especially those facing legal
action- by the state, may feel
relieved, t"but overall, I don't
think. there has been that
much pressure."
Gov. Julian, _.. Carroll
reserved comment on the
ciecision, saying the ultimate
outcome '.stfil rests with .the
coasts._
However, Carroll's press
secretary, Gary Auxier, said
the governor- still stands by
previous statements that he
feels an end to state regulation
of Christian schools would
hurt the quality of education in
Kentucky.
Farling dergartens
t Possible By. Little
kindergarten class, he said.
Randy Kimbrough, deputy
supterintendent of education
for • instruction, said her
department is working on
recommendations for the 1980
General Assembly to alleviate
some of the problems being
__encountered with the kin-
dergarten program. -
She said one possibility
being considered is putting the
program under the state's
Minimairii' Foundation
Program, which provides
state funds for pther
elementary; and secondary
classes on the bas of, one
teacher for each 27 students.
However, Little said,
"There is no way we could pay
the bill if we go to minimum
_ foundation."
Mrs. Kimbrough said all BOO
kindergarten units approved
for this year. have been
allocated, and only seven
school districts - Clark,
McCracken, Jessamine,
Jackson, Estill, Mercer and
Sinipion counties - do not
have kindergarten classes.





presents a problem where
there are two classes a day,
resulting, in effect, in a dual
Commission Planning To ado,
:Sale Of Some Too For Babies
-r..; WASHINGTON ( AP) The
government is getting ready
--÷to-ban the sale of babies' toy's
. with sniall parts that can be
----choked on or swallowed.
..„
Staffers of the Consumer
Product Safety Commission
ai spent months preparing the
regulation, which is designed
to reduce risks for children
less than 3-years-old. The
r•ornmiesion was expected to
'adopt it today'. •
The new rule will not
25 were to children less than 3-
years-old, the report said.
The regulation does not
cover items intended for: use
by children age 3 and elder or
V.her items that babies align(
have-acceiano.iii the house.
...following this for years." . Specifically exerapted are
About 90 percent pf • articles with "utilitarian or
dornesticItty sold tbYs are educational.. value" including
ma& by members of the children's clothing and 8C-
ogsociation. cessories, fingerpaints.
Reporting on a three-month marbles, balloons- and
study of injuries from smart -Miring.. • -
toys to children under age. 10, The ednuhisl already
become law soon enough to involved because the industry the . committee staff said has approved other
apply to toys this.Christrnas. tuis set voluntary standards almost. half the 3,800 injuries regulations on toys with sharp
most of which already have similar to -the CPSC recorded were toathose under points for children younger
--regulation: • . 'thantrdesiltir
It affects 18 categories of . Beth Blossom, 
of 45. deaths from Brion prevent infant chokings and
to and other articles in- spokeswoman roc, the Toy parts on children's. products, elPctrical toys.
•
Manufacturers of Arriedca,
said the industry groun.is in
favor of the regulation. She
said the test involving the cone
device "already is part of our
voluntary standards. Most of




Mrs. KImbrotigh Said her
department has offered local
districts 'three option& An
dealing with 4.the problems,
although it does not feel all of
-them are good.
The options are having half-
--day sessions with up to 25
students in each class, having'
half of the students go a full.
day for a semester, or having
students attend on _alternate
days.
Mrs. Kimbrough .estimated
that almost 40,000 students are
enrolled in state-funded
kindergartens this year and
there will 'be 62,000 students
eligible next year.
But she warned the
problems could get worse next
_year.
"We are not out of the woods
in any shape," Mrs. Kim-
brough said. "We may have
more problems in the second




BOSTON ( AP) - Doctors
fear that two newly
discovered- strains of
pneumonia-causing bacteria
- which can, resist ahnost all
conitnonly used antibiotics -
will spread throughout the
world. I
The bacteria, found in South
Africa, cannot be destroyed by
penicillin, the most freqently
scribed medicine for
pne nia. Only highly toxic
drugs ii Ily ''avoided -br :-
doctors will w them out.
The researc s say,
widespread adminis4i&iQn of
a newly approved vac
maybe the Only; practical way
to fight the pneumonia caused
by these germs, which was
frequently a fatal disease
before use of penicillin
became common in the 1940s.
• The bacteria were isolated
in July 1977 at two hospitals in
: Johannesburg and have
spread throughout Sopth
Africa. 'a •
"It may spread, or the same
thing may be seen
irsenhere,'Wd- Dr. I-Mr:we
Austrian, one of the 'resear
chers.
amendiner-if 'would-hive
effectively killed any chance
for 'final ratification.".
Beath- said he expects the
extension to be-apprkved by a
hlalthy margin. . •
Sen. Jake Garn, R-Utait,
who led the fight to permit
Rates An reverse themselves. -
said, "It is quite clear to me
the opponents have the votes
to pass the-extension."
At the White House,
presidential assistant Sarah
Weddington said President
Carter was confident the
extension would be approved.
Senate passage would Make
the extension law, since it was
_and. dues_ _nut require -the--
been raisedby a congressional 
presidents signature.




beaded by _Find& ScWafly,
has indicated it plaas. to
challenge the extension in
court. The group is expected
to argue. that the extension It
invalid because it was not
passed by the twothirds
majority required for a
constitutional amendment.
The ERA, outlawing
programs are estimated to be-
at least $.11billion annually. _
Rep. Claude Pepper, D-Fla.,
House Aging Cottimittee
chairman, said Wednesday
that a nationwide survey by
the-- panel's staff shows
"widespread involvement" of
organized crime in the
Medicare and Medicaid
programs.
He said federal, state and
local authorities responding to
the survey mentioned
evidence of organized crime,
infiltration in nursing homes,
pharmacies, prepaid health'
plans, clinical laboratories,
medical • supply houses,
hospitals, computer firms and
the home health field.
drscnmination on the basis of
sex, aisainres ratification by .18
states to become part of :he
Constitution.
It has been ratified by 35
legislatures, but lawmakers in
Tdaho, • Kentucky, Nebraska. -
and Tennessee have rescinded
their actions._ . "
The Justice Department
takes the position that itiF
be up to Congress, a hen an I if
38 states have ratified. to
decide whether the key vuies
of reversal have any effect.
The original . ratification
deadline, set by Congress
when it approved the ERA' in
1972, is March- 22, 1979. The
proposed new deadline is June
2.1482-








Debate on Garn's amend-
ment focused on whether
Congress has the power to
decide in advance that states



















8 Earth god- _
"We received one or more 15 Zodiac sign dess
positive.responses Irani- 31—let_aO411S 
_Rine g 
states indicating • that 17 Mi""eth- 
by .
tk The ones 10 Proposition
(;1 ;)== for pointhere 11 Compass
kintaioixo:
"Virtually-eteeryone who 21 Conjunction-- priests
responded to our question- 23 Female .-. 19 
Pronoun
naire suggested not only that s
heep 20 Flap_
organized crime has a
24 Specimen 21 Trumpeter •  
28 Obtain -bird
foothold but that its influence
in this field is increasing
significantly."
Pepper added, "With
current estimates of fraud in
- --these programs running from
$1 billion to $5 billion, the
presence of organized crime is
a frightening prospect."
The Health, Education and_411-tr_Pothe
tical
Welfare Department's in- , 4 Mu 
force
blathed 4
30 Kids' winter, 22
ammunition--
32 Region 24
34 Three: pre-fix 25







' ( ahbaPbrChan the Medicid. and Medicare 45c,de
spector general has 
programs together for two- 47 Young
thirds of the estimated $5.5 sheep
billion to $6.5 billion that HEW 50 Seed coat-
loses _ each year to fraud,. 'n951 Eggs -
abuse and waste. 54 Greek teller
Attorney General Griffin 55 Pointless
j3e11, 'testifying before the, 56 Capuchin.
committee on Wednesday, monkey57 Lairn
agreed that mobs may be 
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Perfect Touch'' Custom Woven Woods
Over 85 color.and'piittern conthindtions'
Drapery sole ends Oct. 21 •
Woven Woods sole ends Oct 31
Free! Decorating Consultant to assist
you in selection and coordination. " 19.78 T.•1••••,^ W.,•••••1Co-^011,4
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Uncle Jeff's will finan
ce any item throughout
the store S50.00 or
more at regular bank
rates with approved
credit, from 1 month to





















Width 29" to 37'i"














20 Arrp Charge$7987 3-6& 10 Amp' azarger
Available
Uncle Jeff's All New Sporting Goods Department
Genuine Brand NewRed Ball Insulated
Chest Waders &
Hip Boots
Wan Nv Ion T.




1,5".' PO4.35"; Cotton. machine
washable. t‘ater repellent,
!t. wt v ith padded shouilicni
S-M-1 -Xl
Pants To Match



















































Helps stop the gressies bete/ere shereposs,













8", 3/tH.P., 10"; 2 H.P.
$21 57 Pants To MatchWith Nylon Front & Seat
Men & Boys Sizes
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• Mrs. John W. Richerson,The
former • Lela Martha Hum-
- pireYs, died Wednesday at
- Lithe Station, Ind.,- where she.1
:71‘side4. She was 66 years of
age, and a former resident ef
Count',
She was a member of the'
First Christian Church at
Lake Station.•
Mrs. Richerson is survived
by her- husband. John W.
Richerson; two daughters,
Mrs. Donald (Martha Sue)
Knoblick„ Lowell, Ind., and
- _ --Mrs. Max (NaneyjRichereon,
Partiage, Ind.; one soil,
James Richerson,
Washingtun, D. t;:-; two
sisters, Mrs. Anna Laura
'Shipley and Mrs. Era Price,
Rensselaer, lad.; . seven
children.
eral services wW be
• hidd toltgtt ( Thursday) at six
p.m. at tfitt- -.chapel of the
Brady Fiineral l'igrne, Lake
Station, lad., with theRev.
Arril Brady officiating.
The body will be returned to
the Miller Funeral Home, - ---
Hazel, on Friday with funeral'-





The funeral for Mrs. Pearl
DiOiterson will be held Friday
at two p.m. at the chapel-rattle-
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. R. 4. Burpoe
uffi'iating and Mrs. Oneida
White playing the organ.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
tonight (Thursday).
Mai. Dickerson. age 76, a
former resident of Almo Route
One, died Wednesday at 7:45
- at the ',Calvert City
Convalescent Center. She was
a member of the Sugai-Crtek
BapUst Church.
_Bons___Dac. 20, 1901, in
Calloway County, she was the
'dailghter • df the late Edward
Dowdy .and Viola Angeline
Harris Dowdy. Her husband.
the Rev. W. W. Dickerson.
died March 3, 1972.
Survivors include one son,
Wilburn Dickerson, Oaducah;
three sisters, Mrs. Erie Ellis
and Mrs. Irene Garrison,
Murray, and Mrs. Sadie
Vance, Corinth. Miss.; two
brothers, Wallace and Rex
'Dowdy. Murray; four gran-
dchildren; five _great gran-
dchildren. ,
















Ray of ,.1614 Ryan Avenue,
Murray, are being held today
it two p.m. at the Hazel
Baptist Church with the Rev.
IL J. Burpoe and the Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White officiating.
Pallbearers are Johnny and
Bill • Baumeberger, Danny





in the Murray City Cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mr. Ray, . age 69, died
Tuesday at 4:10 a.m. while
visiting at the home of a
daughter. Mrs. Ken Miller, La
 Grange. He was a retired
employee at the Murray
Division of the Tappan
_Company and &member of the
Grace Baptist Church..
' Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Wilineuth ( Billie r-Ray.,;
two daughters, Mrs. %Her,
La Grange, and Mrs. Lan'y
Keaton. Mt. Vernon; one son,
Joseph Howard Ridner,
Wheeling, %y. Va.; sister,
...Lorene ,Raf, Murray; six
For Mrs. Folwell-
Fluieral se/vices for Mrs.
Vera Folwell of Murray Route
Six are being held today attwo-
p.m. at the cfiapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
. the Rev. Gerald Owen of-
ficiating. The Sugar Creek
Baptist Church Quartet . is
providing the music and song
service. •
. Serving as pallbearers are
John,..0tis, and Lit. Falwell,
Troy Steele, Gus Byers, and
Victor Seaford. Burial will
follow in the Ivy Cemetery.
Mrs. Folwell, age 77, died
,Wednesday at 3:55 a.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was the widow of Toy Folwell
who died in November 1960.
A sidewalk cafe, sponsered
by Li Cercle Francais, the
French Club at Murray iligh
School, frost of
the Panhandler in the Belau-
Shopping Center from 9 kni
to 1 p,m. Saturday.
Clifb members will serve
such French delicacies as
quiche, crepes and beignet,
along with Caffee and
chocolate. , .
Pr-WO* from the cafe WIII
be used to help keep the
Lucille .,Austin Scholarship
active fer senkeitudents at
Murray High.
SUE HILL will play the
leading role in the drama,
"Medea," a play adapted
from "The • Medea of
Euripides," to open tonight
Thursday) at eight p.m. at
theurray State University
_Theatre4he play will also be
presented ai7.te same hour on
Friday an Saturday
evenings. Admissio
or by season ticket.
Poplar Spring Will
Hold Homecoming
The annual homecoming at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church,
located off Pottertown Road,
Highway 280, will be held
Sunday, Oct. 8. •
Speaker at the elev,en a.m.
and 'seven p.m. worship
services %sill be the Rev.'Survivors include one_sister,_,Rannie Adams_ suriday SchoolMrs. Johnie Elkins; Titurray. will be at ten a-.M. and




The Youth of the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will present a puppet
show at seven p.m. on Sunday,




Franklin, pastor at North
Pleasant Grove, said the
'subject of the puppet show will
be around a Biblical viewpoint
of the use of drugs which will-
be of interest to both youth and
adults., ,
The, North Pleasant Grove
Youth will meet at five p.m,
for-a meeting to include stud,
singing, recreation, and a
hamburger supper. .
 -HMI-J. nit lir, Said youth
of the community are invited
to be a part of the activities
which will take the place of the
regular Sunday night service
for this (Wie week.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 355.2.
Below dam 302.3, up 0.3. -
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 355.3.
Below dam 303.0, up 0 3.
A basket riner will be
served at noon and a gospel




A basket dinner will be
served at noon on Saturday,
Oct. 7, at the annual
homecoming planned at the
Barnett Cemetery, located
just off the Pottertown Road,
Highway 280, east of Pot-
tertown.
All persons interested in the
upkeep of the cemetery are
urged to be present, a
spokesman said. Persons may
mail their donations for the
upkeep to Robert Walker,
Route Three, Murray,
unable to be present on
Saturday.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276,
Free and Accepted Masons,
Will rheet Saturday, Oct. 7, at
seven p.m. at the lodge hall.
Past Masters night will be
observed. Larry Roberts,
master of the lodge, urges all
Master Masons to attend.
1st Annual Speech & Hearing Auc-
tion-and-Arts and Crafts Fair
October 7,1978
8:00-3:)0 - Arts & Craft Fair; 3:00 -
Auction Begins (Terry Shoemaker
Auctioneer) •
WHERE Western Ky. Livestock &
position Center College Farrnitoad
SPONSORED MS1) Speech and Hearing
BY: Club
For 1978-79 Club activities and community projects
-Personal donations indude -.
2 Ken Holland Prints "Up Wind", "Mis4issippi fly-way-
1 (hone'. Morehead Print "Snow of Seventy-eight-
I GleAn Robertson Print "Wild( al"
Boonie Shields Princleroy"
flookingtergraphed-bytero-Morart----7-
Book, autographed by Julian Carroll
French students from eiicb-01
four grades as members,
Sheila* Blodgett -b---
president, and Mrs. Ruth
Howard is the faculty sponsor.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal-34.ae Market News Sertl,e (Jet
3,1971 •
Kentutty Purchase:Areal* Market --
Hewn racks:W.27 Baymg Station.,
Receipts Act. .;31.EM. 300 Barruws &
Gilts .50-.1$ *her SOWS steady to 1 00
_Jo wer
US 1-2 360-230ths.  - 75
US 2 111-240Ibs $5100.81
US 2-3 240-000 lbs. '1130.0041 00
US 2.4240-260 tbs. 649,00-60.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-3301W  M1.10-42.30
I.JS 1-3 3004M IbK  - 00-41-50
US 1.3 *SEM ' 
US 1431/4011 lbs. .  ,1611.00-04 110 few 44 30
US 1.111811;8111k. - *0.00-41 00
Boars 31.80,9LIII
Prices et deck of lead faiwoot at
noon, EDT. Why, fisrsibis‘ On, the
Ledger di Times by Pkit-iiitilldalgan,
Corp., of Murray, are as follews:
Industrial Average +2.93
Air Products 311% +',
American Motors 6% unc
Ashland Oil '  46,, -%
American Telephone 627. +L,,
Bonanza '7',B 75A
Chrysler  11% uric
Ford Motor 45 +'i'
GAF  13% one
General Care 1113 11144A
General DYnamics . . 64 +L.,
General Motors 63% +%
General Tire  271, -14
Goodrich  alt. +kr
Hardees  14% +4
Heublem, 20t 4 +tz
IBM MO's -4,4
Pennwalt  111  +Ai





— City officials here have
decided to crack down on local
'residents who are delinquent
in .0y.og their water bills.
Effective this week, - when a
water bill becomes delinquent
for a third straight month,
water service•will be cut off on
the 28th of that month.
The city council voted to
take the action Monday night.
• By HERBERT SPARROW
_Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - While
officials of Kentucky's Christian
schools breathed a sigh of relief, state
• officials pondered the next step to take
after a court ruling that the state
-cannot regulate church-related schools.
: "It was good, we are very pleased,"
said Earl Mullins of Louisville,
president of the Kentucky Association
of Christian Sthools whose—i-lw led to
the ruling Wednesday by Franklin
Circuit Judge Henry Meigs.•
But the Rev. Bob Brown of Lexington,
a member of the state Board of
Elementary and Secondary Education,
warned that the ruling could have far-
reaching effects on the state's
educational system. - _
"I was surprised," Brown said.
"There is nothing in the ruling to
establish any kind of conkrol. When you
remove all regulations you invite
chaos."
Meigs held that the stale's attempts
to regulate the private church schools
infringed upon the freedom of religious
expression guaranteed by both the state
and federal eon.stitutions.
The ruling came in.the year-old suit
by the Christian schools association,
filed after a threat by state officials to
take legal action against parents
sending their children to Christian
schools not approved by the state.'
The next legal step is up to Henry
Pogue Jr., chairman of the state
education board. Pogue said he had
been given authority by the other board
members to decide on the appeal and
would Take his decision after con-
sulting with the board's attorneys.
The Christian schools objected to the
minimum standards required by the
state, particularly in the areas of
required textbooks, certification
standards for teachers and basic
curriculum.
Christian school officials said the
state standards interferred with the
religious mission of the schools, which
teach a fundamentalist religious
doctrine incorporated into all subject
State officials testified that the atfite -
had .an overriding interest in seeing
that -a basic level of education was.
attained in all schools in the state.
Meigs, howevtr, said the state had
failed to show "more than a scintilla of
colorable 'state interest" 'in the
regulation of the school*. --
"Quite the contrary, the - over-
whelming weiglit 0i.•pubstantials
probative evidence conclusively shows
the state's efforts to be but poorly
-conceived, ill-defined and quite direct
Interference with plaintiffs' religious
liberty," Meigs said
• Meigs said there were irreconcilable
philosophical differences between the
educational concepts of the Christian
schools and the state. _
"These differpnces are not fanciful or
arbitrary, hot very, redi and sub-
-1-Waal, having a foundation in firmly
held religious belief," Meigs said.
Hundreds View Pope John Paul
Tomb Today Beneath St Per's.
VATICAN CITY (API- Hundreds of
pilgrims, many kneeling silently on the
stone floor in the grottos beneath St.
Peter's Basilica, began viewing the
tomb of Pope. John Paul I today.
Some of the visitors had been waiting
since dawn for Vatican masons to fieish
work on the tomb. Several bouquets of
pink roses were left before the sar-
cophagus during the first hour of public _
viewing.
A Venetian hohsewife, who said she
admired John Paul when he was
patriarch of Venice, burst ino tears As
she described him as a simile, humble
man "we always understood."
* In St. Peter's, Cardinal, Timothy
Manning of Los Angeles celebrated the
first of the masses to be saideaTredrfieuidaily
until thfor the dead pope e ls of
the Roman Catholic Church meet on
Oct. 14-to elect a new leader for the
second time in two months.
'Medea' To Be First Production
Of University Theatre Oct. 5-7
"Medea," a modern adaptation by
Robinson Jeffers of Euripides' Greek
tragedy, -Medeal." will be the first
major production of the year presented
by the University Theatre at Murray
State University Oct. 5-6-7
Curtain time for each performance
will be 8 n.rn.. ht-tbAllalitersity. Theatre
in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Set in the fifth century, "Medea" is
the story of a woman's status in a man's
world. Robert E. Johnson will direct the
cast of 16 in the two-act olay.
"This is the first time the University
has done a Greek tragedy and We are
having a problem with the actors ad-
justing to the style," Johnson said.
Admission to the performance is $3
per person or by season ticket.
Tickets may be obtained by pur-
chasing them. at the University Theatre
Box Office from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. star-
ting Monday or by contacting the
University Theatre, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071,
(telephone 502-762-6797).
This Frigidaire Jet Cone Washer gets clothes cleaner than
the best selling brand's best washer.
Take a look at a Frigidaire Jet Cone Washer. It'll knock your
socks off! Independent laboratory tests have proven that
Frigidatre's Jet Cone washing action circulates the,
wash load three times more often per regular
wash cycle. And gets'clothes cleaner than' -
Ins best selling brand's best washoe4
' Totted. on accordance awn AHAM s itii;clard
80.1 Remora! Teat using a 11-lb
are wiloght mixed cotton Wyt
Frigulaire's exclusive up and down washing action
pulls ,-lothes doWn to the bottom of the tub where
the c.eanirigpower is the greatest And this is One
of the, it eyS to getting your clothes cleaner thrt
.the .best selling brand's best washer'
Foidi'lyeridatife Heavy Duty service: The
exclusive Frigidaire Roller-matiP mechanism No
'gears to were out, no oil to leak! 
ItirLn ' wcTo help toosen soil before agitation begins, the alpi
exclusive Jet Cirde Spray system starts drenching
clothes as soon as the water turhs on.
Don't wail a day longer to put Frigidaire cleaning
power to work for you Especially if yours is a




detergent and Other laundry
aids A Frigidaire Water
Level SeleCtorleffi yetrniada
the aniount of Willer to the
size of your wasNoad--441.4,..
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[---1 -Satisfied Customersio Are Our
  Main Concern-
7534315
MURRAYJIIcH TACKI4 MIKE KURZ scrambles with a Heath .player for theball in d,striUiotball action two weeks ago. Also pictured is David Stephen-
son (75). The Tigers go after their first district victory Friday at Trigg County.
•






619 So. 9th — 753-5719
Murray, Ky.
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-SURFER RUSSEL MILLS of Louisville. was on hand at the fifth annual piney camper's
lair ill Land Between The Lakes to demonstrate the finer points of Windsurfing. The
Murray State UnIversilyiii-3iie oT several instructors-vAo
during the three day ev6ntilli the TVA's r0,000-acre.demenstritiOn area in western
Ken tucky and Tennessee.
FTC tivestigating Tactics
Utilized By Bill Collectors
By JEFFREY MILLS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP). — If
you've ever answered a
ringing telephone at 2 a.m.
only to hear .a • bill collector
threaten: "pay up or we'll
sue," the federal government
wants to hear from you.
The Federal Trade Corn-
mission has launched an in-
vestigation into whether bill
collectors are following a new
law forbidding threats, im-
personating police officers
and harassing telephone calls.
The FTC, enforcing the law
on the books since March 20,
asked consumers to report
collectors who have violated'
--ifsToirg-MT of prohibitions. -
The' alittLewis Gold-
farb said it has received more'
than a thousand complaints
about bill collectors since the
law took effect.
He said some of the com-
plaints involve abusive calls
and collectors who contacted
-iemployers., neighbors - :and
friends — practices the law
was designed to stop in the $5
billion-a-year collection in-
duS- try..
The FTC is also looking into
possible loopholes in .* law,
which applies only to "third
party" collectors, those who
collect money owed to
someone else.
Congress did not include
creditors trying  to collect
their own debts, thinking
business's would not subject
their customers, to the "hit-
and-run" tactics of some
collection agencies.
But the commission said it
*bind examine the collection
practices - of department
-stores and other businesses
exemptedbecause they collect
Their own debts. • -•
-- The FTC originally wanted
direct collectors" included in
:the bill, but they were
exempted in a compromise
that resulted in narrow House
approval of the measure, phone calls. -
retarded as one of the major --CalLs between 9 p.m. and 8
consumer laws of the 95th, a.m.
Congress. —Calls at work if the ern-
The FTC said it wsiuld in-. ployer doesn't allow the
vestigate whethis abusive borrower to receive them.,
tactics by "direct collectors":_°, —Use of false names by debt
violate other laws forbidding collectors:
unfair and deceptive trade The law covers personal,
practices.
Some ..of the forbidden;
practices, which carry FTC
penalties of UP to $10,000, are:
—Sending simulated
_ telegrams implying imminent
legal. action although theiVii
no such plan.
7-Threats of violence, ob-
-stiume„langiage-tmd_repested
410
family and household debts,
such as those for purchase of a
car or for charge accounts. -
People who thihk-thay have
been the victims of such
illegal collection practices
should write the FTC's
Division of Credit Practices,
6th St. and Pennsylvania Ave.
NW, Washington;U:C.10580.
Some Behind Schedule
Lotasyniz, Ky. (API —
Many Kentucky farmers may
be' entertaining thoughts of
'preparing their burley for
market now that much of the
state's tobacco crop is in
curing barns.
Harvesting conditions were-
almost ideal last week, and
Kentucky farmers used the
sunny days Co harvest
tobacco, corn,' soybe_ans,_hay_
and silage and to seed small
grains, according to the'
Kentucky Crop & Livestock
Reporting Service.
Although tobacco housing is
10 days to two weeks behind
the normal schedule, the
reporting service said 88
percent of Kentucky's crop
had been harvested through
the end of the week.
With scarce labor and the
cost of available labor being
high, neighbors have been
helping each other house their
crops, the KCL1LS said.
Prospects for thin leaf, high
quality burley are favorable,
the reporting service said, and
housed tobacco is, curing
quickly.
According to the' HCLRS'
reporters, about 19 percent of
the housed tobacco shows
evidence of ,houseburn, but
three-fourths of that was said
to be light with the remaining
25 percent causing only
moderate damage.
Tobacco with the Most
houseburn is that which was
...used with suckers, but the
incidence of houseburn is
considerably less than that Of
last year,_The reportinArier-
vice said. - ' - - -
The corn harvest is 26
percent complete, the servtee
said, slower than last year but
ahead of the five-year average
of 20 percent. Yields remain -
variable, depending on the
planting date and amount of
rainfall through the growing
season.
The average moisture
content of harvested corn is 22
percent and much of the corn
is being dried and stored on
the farm.





Small 41/2x8%x21/4" size makes.taping or listening convenient
anywheie —in classroom, office or off-the-air. .Sleep switch
for automatic shut-off. Built-in mike. Jacks for external mike,
remote control; aarphone or speaker. 4 -AA" batteries. Jacks
for optional 12V DC or 117V AC adapters. 14-831
PROTECT YOUR FAMILY WITH SMOKE DETECTOR BARGAINS!by Archer
JUST IN TIME FOR NATIONAL
FIRE PREVENTION WEEK!
October 4-15
114N Ixem Jet proteovorr from smvtper-














We bought out RCA's complete "Studio
IF.' invent-6M 2 digital keyboards, car-
tridges for blackjack/casino, tennis/
. -
A. TRC-427, MOBILE by
Realistic Channel 9 priority
switch lets you report emer-
gencies immediately LED indi-




B. TRC-449 AM/SSB MO-
BILE by Realistic— Single-
stdeband triples -channels and
power' LED mode lights and
channel indicator with dimmer
for night operation 211582
C. 3-RANGE CB TESTER—
Measures power, % modula-
tion and antenna SWR from
3-30 MHz Earphone jack,
remote coaxial coupling unit.




TENNA— 64 wave for long-
range reception. Virtually
eliminates static Triple "U"
• clamp bracket for up to 1 54"
MOMS. 21-964
E. TRUNK-MOUNT ANTEN-
NA—No holes to drill Weather
corrosion•resistant top and
bottom fittings 16-ft cable and
connectors 21-926 -
F. REGULATED DC POWER
SUPPLY—Use car CBs or
tape players at hosnel 13 8VDC
regulated output at 2 5 amps
COntmuous current I-5 amps
surge) U L listed .22-124
Wall/ceiling, mouftt infrared photoelectronic detector responds
best to smoldering fires. LEO "on" indicator, low battery warn-
ing. 9V battery, hardware Instruction manual.' 275-453 -- -
—
Seoaratt li_a_SS/treble*Ontrql.5._
end-of-tape 'indicator light, Auto-
Stop. 1 4x91/2x41/2" speakers,




Reg " . $40139 .
Mounts in or under-dash in most' cars. For 12V DC neg.
FREEWAY grnd. Systems. With extra plate, cable, hardware. 12-11,30_
40-watt stereo frequency 7995
booster. 12-1878
Surface-mount 40-watt speak 5995
ers 12-1853-, Pr.
CB radio is your key to highway safety and Informa-
tion. With mobile CB, you're In touch with many local
police, motels, service stations and volunteer groups -
like REACT. In 20 years 'CB has grown to become
America's friendliest "party line"!
_
RADIO SHACICOWNS AND OPERATES 10 itECTRONICS-FACTORISSI. 64041 Iterna '
alfb,0 available at , !lathe
Olympic PlazaMon.-Fri. 10-7, Sat. 10-6 "'°""k •Mac*
----Closed Sundays g" 0"`  -tiewewie-neighborhood 
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
IN THE CALLOWAY COUNTY
FISCAL COURT
IN THF: ' MATTER OF PETITION OF OLLIE
BROWN FOR DISCONTINUANCE OF A ROAD
UNDER KRS, 178.070 IN NORTHEASTERN
. CALI:OW AV-COVNTY, KeNTUCKY -
• NOTICE
The Fiscal CO-uit: of:Calloway County nose has tin-
der consideration the petition of 011ie Brown to
dimorltiritie ancitrbandcrn aroad-runifirig through-hii
property . uhich road is described as follows, to-wit:
The old abandoned Murray-Wadesborb Road:,inn'
Cole Crossing Road in nortfieastern Calloway Com,
ty. thence South approximately one-half mile to the
intersection of the old Murray and wadr
with IT. S7Highway 641.
The ptlISTIFis-herebYinotified that such permission
-willtbe granted and proper orders entered if no ob-
jection to this petition is filed with the County
Judge/Executive of Calloway County, !Centricity, on











be submitted by 12




submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.
' Travel _Agent meeting
AT and IATA manager
requirements of at least
2 years promotional
sales experience and 1
year air ticketing. 35
hr. wkly. S3 hr and





— 319 7th St.,
Mayfield, -Ky.
Kitchen and waitresses, night
shift, apply in person. Full-or
part time-.
South 12th St.














Ci   1534622
7530
- Stake [Rims . 753-0929
Needlirie  .15141EED
-katife lo 753-













Change oil for $1.00





















per montli 'Titus free
box trash bags. Starts





















be reached on 7 53-
_ 19r6 and 753-1917.
YOUR NEED is our concern.
NEEDLINE. 753-933.
I 
Ainley Auction & ..
• Realty Sales
C01 IIUSEPT AllUIT
_ . Auctioneer Realtor-
- Appraiser ",




in.tro ,,FOR iSALE mews.
ife s car. 14,000 actual
wiles by .original owner. 1978
TD landau. Power steering,
power brakes, radio, wire
wheels, Oil, radial whitewalls
plu s _ mon y et hp k e x trim._ Pork-
blue with silver landau roof,
gray velour interior. Priced




,r/tertested to [Peek the
insertion of ode fee
vav-4 44n. - 1-16-4P
newspaper will bi
responsible for only on
incorrect insertion ANY
ERROR SHOULD BE









- gold. Call 753-0946.
•- •
BABYSITTER IN my home.
Week day atterpoop.s.' Own
- 7fr a its eror-t-trtion-- ----- and
references required. gall 753-
9520, after 5 pm. 
D.RIveRS WANTED FOR
12.P. Lundy Trucking Co.
Requirments: Minimum
age-2,3, Tenn. chaufiers







PAR-T•TIME job for person
wih medical backg-round to
do medical exams for in
surance companies. 502 737
2298
SEWING MACHINE
Operators. Sewing • ex
perience prefered but not
rsceiaa-- -!utltim4 Apply
Calloway Mfg T11 Poplar.
STUFFERS AND mailers




Box 21679, Denver, CO 80221: •
SOMEONE TO BABYSIT
one day a week on Thursday
tor two small children, Call
753 8393.
GENERAL MACINE shop TELLER-MSU F-ederal
work, tool makina__ Credit LInion. Part , tims_
machinist, or training or—Poi iton , boOk k k ego i ng
either desirable. Apply at D
& Inc. . 
knowledge and nor mal,office
P Tool & Die Cog,  Skills necessary. Must be
Union City, TN. or call 90), bondable. Contact Personnel
885-3444. - - -- - • - Office, MSU..,
LADIES NEEDED FOR full -WANTED: CASHIEtt clerk.
time and part time tem.: :',11aPly in person at Uncle
perary sales positions in Jeff's clothing department. 
retail store starting
November through WANTED.: Weiitress and
December. Call 753-1851 cook. Apply in person at
before 6 pm. Trenholms Rest., 1206
Chestnut. .MAN WANTED for morning
-- hours only. Fine for a retired WANTED LAD).man. College Cleaners. Call
753-3852.  
with elderly lady.Call
1841 or 753-3911: BOYS 1978 Calloway County
H.S. class ring. Initials NEED DRUMMER and key
J.M.R. Reward. Call after 5 board player for local band. 
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
pm, 1517358. Can 342-2547 after 5 pm.
-
I Positions to be 
-fiTVMIVIU
lled Coin Operator At-
:_tulants, Gaunter Clerks, Sti.am




Reward.of11,000 is hereby offered to any
person toceng*and returning the three
diamond rings /wedding band with.
diamonds., emerald cut with baguettes,
and star sapphire with diarnonds) which
were lost or misplaced in the vicinity of
the Holiday Inn,on Sunday, September 17:
1978. There will be no questions asked
upon the return- of these rings- and the
reward will be paid promptly. Please call





exclusive to this area.
Inventory, fixtures
and lease included jo
sale. Partial Finan-
cing available to right
buyer. For further in-
formation write giving
name,— address- a-
phone number to P.O.
Bpx 1014, Murray, Ky.
42071.
S X TR A HOURS earns you
1500 per 1000 stuffing en
•-velopes with our circulars.




Murray area. Age 21 or over;
no-- over, night travel.
Excellent fringe benefits and
,opportunity for promotion,
- -above average earnings, no
experience necessary. Call 11
247-6867, .Mayfield, Ky., 8:30





Lessons taught by qualified
professionals. 10 hours of
instructions, $35. West
Kentucky Glass Works, 759-
1975.-
Blackford House on 12.1 North good coniniercial
-Priipertylarge Tot. -3 Separate apartments would"
make good professional office building.
2 Bedroorr, house, 1 mile south of 'Coldwater op
highway 1836. 1 Acre lot, new septic systern, good
--well. $21,000. 
- 5 Bedrtiorn house and16 acres off Highway 1346.
Utility building, tobacco barn and base, 30 ten-
dable acres, fenced on 3 sides, I acre hog TOI,
acre pond. Priced tosell $60,000.
4 BR on  College Farm Rd. Brick veage,4„utod
neighborhood, block from MSU Campus:MA
30's.
2 Bedroom mobile home on-large lot in Roberts
Estates, close to East school. New storage
building. $8500.*
Just listed — 25 acres on Blood River. Has well
and electricity. Fenced for hogs, several 'good
tendable acres. Good building site, $18,500.
63 Acres, 20 tendable near Mt. Cfrniel. $67.000.
58 Acres 40 tendable, east of Dexter $28,500.
40 Acres with old house east of Dexter on 1346, 35
tendable. $32,500.
31 Acrek-at Alin° Heights, 20 tendable, $22,900.
25 at UnderwoOdiCrossing in Tenn. $11,900.
22Acres'near lake, good trinber, $14,900.
14Acres, house and outbuildings near tuchanan,
Tenn. $31,800___
Commercial lot on 121 North 105' x 312.
1 Residential lot in Meadow Green acres $2,850.
Income pr 3 North 9th Street. 3 -
BedroorQ eled, on nice lot, with'
quiet stre. at 114,000.9
k ,
3 bits at I,akeway Shores (SOLD)
H. T. Waldrop 753-1390 John Loftis 436-2294
Pete Waldrop 753-5646 Janice Austin 753-8674
Kopperud Realty Is Happy To Bring You Yet Another Service...
on rainy. days, you'll receive your Murray Ledger & Times in a brightly colored
red, white & blue protective bag.





Call us for any of your Real Estate needs.
751•1222
LookfOr this bag containing the Murray Ledger -& Times
Harry patterson
Broker-galesman








serving West Kentucky ano
. Tennessee- Representino
GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS
-CO. Phone 753 7273
NOMEOWNERS INSURANCE
2$% DISCOUNT If YOU
QUALITY HI WAYNE WILSON
FOB MORE 11001MATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
REAL ISTATI 302 N 17111 -
753 326.3.
Formerly TV Service Center
is now open with a huge line of stereo's and Hi-Fi's. At World of Sound you have a
choice.
We ore the most complete stereo store in Murray. '
We have given up selling our big TV's. but have appreciated your business in the
past and hope we can continue with a good relationship. Those of you who have
solid state tv's three or four years old, we will continue the service on them.
Watch For Our ,
Grand _Opening Soon!
222 So. 12th 753-5865
Folks shop now and lay-away for Christmas.




HowN1 get that storm








14. WANT TO BUY
1$. ARTICLES FOR SALE
CHAIN SAy, ,lains, lee inch
pitch for 16 h bar, $10.25.




r--411eerm suit, i.). Call
4214.
OLD DOORS, unusual bi
porcetian- knobs, interior or
exterior. Call 753.6297.
3 PARTY YARD Sale, Fri.
and Sat, 9-5 on 121 2 miles
west of Coldwater across
from Higgins Gro. Tables.
chairs,lamps, clothes, lots oi
'dishes, antiques, picture
frames, curtains. 
USED BA-BYBED. Call 753-
4184 after 5 pm. 
WANT TO BUY stze 2 toddler
girts clothes. Call. 753-8001
after 5 pm. •
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
BRASS FIREPLACE screen
and andirons. Call 436-2289
after 5 pm. 
,21 CU. FT FRIGIDAIRE
.-free2er. Good condition. $100.
Call 901-842-7010 after 5 pm.
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel, Triple
wall pipe 6" X 30", 517.88.
Witulation kit, 526.95. -Wallin
,Hardware, Paris, TN.
COR R ELLE Expressions.








I -barge Penny eng
I -WW II 1943 Peen!
1 W. B. Pennies
Sefore 192009
I • Wooden Nickel
1.0 Mint Penny 25 yrs
1.1961 S Penny ( ett4
I -Rare I 960-12 Sod
Dote Penny
1.5 Mint Penny•25 yrs.
Plus Free two S Bill
Plus Ovr Free Gift
Nor Ow Frt. Brochure
Send $3.95 end 25' postage
to.
JIM DOMINO & CO
t Pie 111d1. wirwerof
ScruBtoo. P. 'Iwo
4.1111M11.111.1.1.1
WHAT ARE YOU EATING THIS 15 A.CHOCOLATE I PUT A CAOCOLATE
FOR LUNCH* EUDORA 46.14pwiCH BAR BETWEEN TWO SLICES,v _._, OF DARICBREAD •
wit
REETLE,BAlLEY







LIK E TO GIVE











*AL KIN&- HERE Al frtfGHT.
FIREPLACE Inclosures
with glass CJoe's and wire
mesh draw s.'itens. All sizes
and finishes s6499. Wallin
Hardware, F , 5, TN. 
MOEUCE HC,\E anchoring
equnient n available at
Wallin March,  Paris, TN. 
MUST SELL r,iite 8 ft. truck
cab Living om Suit, like







RED PLAID couch and
chair, cocktail table and two
end taiew.--teli 436-2310 after
12. _
living 17. VACUUM CLEANERS 
1.437- ELECTROLUX Sales and
  seryice in Paducals




FOR SALE Used Singer
sewing machine, Zig.Zag, all
regular attachments Sews
perfect, fylly garented Full
cash price, $39.50. Payments
cam be arranged, call
Martber Hopper 1-354-6521 or
write Rt. 5 Benton, Ky. 
11. FARM EDW.. • -- -
FARMER SPECIAL, stock
-prods by Shox StockT-rnoiset
E.24, $9.99, model HD•30,
$11.99, Sabre 6 mode', $16.99
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN..
Conditioners contrdls,' by Shox Stock,
West Ky. electric or battery op
perated, 526.95,, 39.99 and




4 NEW M.G. Polished
Aluminum wraels 14 inch
with 2 L-60 14 Goodyear
white letter tires, $160
Phone: 753-7393. 
PQR TABLE G E7stereo turn
table and tWo speakers Call
753 8234. 
FARMCR SPECIA,L i,.,.,0
1974 519 MASSEY Ferguson
combine with both heads. 28"
R.0 tires, good- condition.




organs, used pianos. Lonardo
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris, TN.
- 27. MOB. HOME SALESREMMINGTON PL 4 16 inch'
bar chain saw with case. 2 BR 12 X 65 Mobile home, 24Used very t•tle, $135. Call X 24 family room. Call 436.489.2595.  -2310 after 12,
'11111 ill1111111J40 s (1100:11,11111.
ilillIneli•st•r SC, itIc••PRINTING
102 N. 4th 153-5397
-  -
8 TRACK player-recorder,
including - atikeSi- Phones,
tapes: All offers considered.
Call 436-2121. - 
la. HOME FURNISHINGS 
15 CU. FT. Freezer for sale,
like new, $150 Must sell, call
436 2650.
FOR SALE t 30" Magic Chef
gas range, Like new, 550.
Constcler. trdde 10r-electric,
call 7534450. 
_MAPLE-F-tftL SEW bed for
sale, $35. ratt 753 89911. 
We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliances
se
Hodge & Son, Inc.
705 SO. SA
I OFTEN WONDER
HOW IT WOULD TASTE






















good conditon, 2 BR, 1Ve
bath, lots of extras. Call 759-
4088
1974 MOBILE home, partly
furnished. Dishwasher, air
conditioner, must sell. Call
753-4139 after .4 pm.
TWO, BR Mobile home, 1 1 2 ,
bath, coppertane 'kitchen,
eyelevel oven, washer and
dryer, gas and ele4tric heat.
All new carpets. Cat 7594085
or 753.5816.
12 X 60.2 BR, extra nice. Call
489 2774..
1978 14 X 70 an electric, two
bedrooms, two baths. Can be
seen at Fox Meadows, B.2 or
call 436.2711 after 2 pm.,
513,700.
1974 12 X de Mobile Noma. -2-
BR, 7 Tsaffis, excellent con-
dition. Call 753-8423 between
Band 5, ask for Chuck. 
29. HEATING & COOLING 
FOR SALE Franklin
fireplace stove, $125. Call .
437-4155.
34. PETS SUPPLIES.
A K C REGISTERED
Weimaraner pups. Dial
Paducah, 898 2868 after 2:30
pm 
ADORABLE PART Terrier,
6 months old p_uppy.. _
-Escettent pet.: Coll 739 4141
between 9 and 5.
-FOR - SALE! Yorkshire
Terrier, male, 1 year old,
$100 or best offer. Call 753.
1001 after 5 pm. . 
FOR SALEI One male and
one female Cairn Terrier
puppies, 4 months old.




41. PUBLIC SALES 
" A •• .
FLEA MARKET. and yard
sate extended at Mac 8. Mac,
Arora, Ky. Many items left




mower, child bean bag,
planters, nice clean clothing,
lots of 5 and 10 cent items. In
case of rain will. be held
Friday 13th. 1002 Fairlane
Or., Friday 8-5 pm. 
GARAGE SALE, Fri. rain Or
shine. Clothes, trunk and
other miscellaneous. Turn
off 121 on Airport Rd., turn
right at 4th road. 
GARAGE SALE, Fri and
Sat. Clothes and
miscellaneous items. 4 miles









GARAGE SALE, corner of 
a2 nPdAraRtT Yin -CYARD a tesale,  acrossFri
Dudley and Sonny Lane, F4i from Church of Christ on 121Oct. 6, 7 •om. Lois of fall Quilt tops, 'clothing, crafts, •claming - for ' adults and 
depression glass, plants,children, also house hold 
items. etc...
GARA0f_
sat. Oct. '6 Ind 7, at 1519
Canterbury Dr. Children
tins, bags of clothing, infant
through size 4. Wicker and'
bamboo, books, lamps,
furniture and fashionable
jewelry. Lots more. All items
in very good condition. 
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
Sale at Allbrittens General
Store at New Providence.
Everything must go, good
bargains in thread, zippers,
other sewing notions as well
as grdceries, oil and gas.
Store open 8 am - 5 pm. 
-GARAGE SALE: Children
and adult clothing, furtitur2,




ONLY FIVE MINUTES from
towrn. Mutiple party yard
sale. Sat. 8-5:30. Rollaway
bed, electric razor, color tv
(needs repairs), fall and
summer clothes, bed
spreads, rugs, Avon and
other bottles, colognes, large
selection of "Different"
items. 94 E. to jct. 280
(Pottertown Rd.), to Oytland
Schoolhouse Rd., 4th house
o1 n1216eft. 
4 PARTY GARAGE sale Fri.




dishes, household items, car
seat, toys and games like
new for Christmas. Baby,
children and adult clothing.
Lots of miscellaneous.
Everything priced !cif, 25
and 50 cent-items. .
_GARAGE-- -saw - 
Sat. Oct. 7, 8 am, 1408 Dudle*.
Dr 'Furniture, clothes, an
tiques, bicycle, houseware,
golf Clubs and, cart and
miscellaneouS items.
Everything in good con
dition.
THREE PARTY YARD
SALE: Baby furiture and
clothes, photo enlarger. Avon
bottles, blue Mason jars, old
milk bottles, old radios, 16"
bar Polan chain Saw,
reloSder for 12 gage and 20
gage, skeet thrower Fri. and -
sat_ti amlias pm, 124 -worth-
past Stella turn, left on •
Butterworth Rd. go "t lrile"
house on left.
YARD-SALEs Saturday, CIO:
7,10 miles 94 east, 110 mite Off
1346 west. Dishes, antiques,
furniture, childrens clothing,'
watch for signs. _
YARD AND BASEMENT
sale at 3rd and Chestnut.
Friday & Saturd4y, 8 to 5. A
mixture of something for
everyone. Plenty of fine
crochet items; clothes,
dishes, etc.. Y'all come.and
visit please.
YARD SALE, Sat. Oct. 7,
from 9-5 at 1621 Sunset Dr.
Everything from clothing
and. household items tci
motorcycles and canoes. •
YARD SALE, Fri. and Sat.,'
9.5. Clothes of all sorts, Conn
trombone, 125 Honda, turn
right at Coldwater on 1896„
approximately 4 miles,
watch for signs. _
FRANKLIN STOVE with
damper and flue pipe. Call
753.4951 
HEATERS Electric, Mat-
thews 4000 w., 4 stack, $34.99.




31. WANT TO RENT
BUILDING, GARAGE or
barn for boat and equipt
ment. Rtsaonable. Call 753
09445.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
3 Room FURNISHED
apartment near university.





34. HOUS,WOR RENT 
3 BEDROOM house, washer
and dryer hook uti, carpeted,
air condition, electric heat,
family only. No pets, deposit
and references required, 5200
mOrth. PhOne: 753 2835.
36. RENT OR LEASE 
MOBILE HOME LOTS for
rent All hook ups Call 753-
.706. 
SPACIOUS siss ACRE corner
lot for triiier between hwy 94
east and 280 near East
Elementry School Wooded
area on west side of lot. Call







10 X 60 FOOT building,
Suitable for :workshisp, air
compressor supplied. 1215




Polled hereford bulls. See
Hewlett Cooper or call 753.
3.336 at ter.5 pm. ' 
FOR SALE TWO female
dairy goats, gentle and broke
to milk will kid in early
spring. One young male goat
All three for 565 Call 135.4271
any'
gek 
We Buf lid Bill
Canto
- BertTHE Mt.106 ---
AYVAY. II- Farms
HAVE TO LE„,-AV6
YOU A HOW172 489-2663
•
N.. 54. Izorre
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1, 10:00 A.M.
Rain or Shine
-LOCATION: Nitrify, Kentucky. (See directions below).
HOUSE & 1.5 ACRES
17.5 ACRE FARM
HOUSE & 1.5 ACRES
1 ACRE COMMERCIAL LOT
MOBILE HOME
PIACI NO.1- HOUSE & 2.5 ACRES, TO BE SOLD AT 11.00 A.M., LOCATED 9 MILES
EAST OF MURRAY ON HIGHWAY 94, 215 MILES SOUTH OF KEMAKE STATE PARK.
This tract is improved with a 2,800 sq. ft. modern ranch home which has 4
bedrooms, extra large family room, living room, kitchen, 2 baths, large utility room,
pantry, enclosed back porch, and a 2 car garage It has a wood-burning fireplace,
electric heat, hardwood floors, storm windows and door, and water is furnished by a
well. Other'improvements on this tract include a 15)30' summer house with plum-
bing and electric heat, a modern smoke house, and outside storage This well-
landscaped. shaded acreage has 440 feet frontage on Highway 94.
TRACT No. 1-4 • 275 ACRES, TO BE SOLD AT 11:30 A.M., LOCATED SAME AS TRACT
NO. 1 This tract has approximately 600 feet frontage on Highway 94. It lays level
and is practically all tillable, presently in cultivation. There are several nice building
sites fronting the highway. Due to the close proximity of the lake area, and the short
distance -from Murray, this property definitely has subdivision potential. or is and
ideal gentleman's farm.
TRACTS 1 AND 1-A WILL BE SOLD SEPARATELY AND
THEN OFFERED AS A COMBINATION
Atka VOA • HOUSE AND 15 ACRES COMMERCIAL LOCATION, TO BE SOLD AT10.00 A.M., LOCATED 3 MILES EAST (if MURRAY ON HIGHWAY 94. This tract is im-proved with a 4 Mtn and bath frame house which would be suitable for a residenceor offices. There is also a garage and Otside storage This tract fronts Highway_142CHAter-thridortfr boundary:In!! onihe south boun-dary This makes for an ideal location f)"mahy highway businesses. It lays level andis well-drained. with city water and electricity to site. ,
RACT NO. 3 • 2 ACRE COMMERCIAL LOT. TO BE SOLD AT 10.30 A M . LOCATED 3MILES EAST Of MURPAY ON HIGHWAY 2110 Tins tract has 207 5,feet frontage onHighway 280, lays level, and is well-drained It is improved with a 24'00'-concrblock building with concrete floor overhead, door, electricity and water Thisbuilding would be ideal for small auto clean-up shop or various other business en-terprises There is also a hook-up for a mobile home. -
NOIRE NONE • TO. BE SOLD AT 10.45 A.M , LOCATED ON TRACT NO:_3, 12x.51).Nanette Mobile Home in good condition with gas)sealrlyettally furnrshed
TRACTS 7 AND 3 AND NOIRE NONE WM Si SOLD SEPARAMY AND
AR MEIN IN VARIOUS CONIINATIONS
HMS: Real Estate itti.devin day of sale. balance on delivery of deed within 110 days
OWNER Estate of Odd Oilliams
Larry Phillips and See Willie's. CoAdministalors
C. GE shettoz
Real Estate & Auction Co. FLO
2471385- -
. 730 Paris Road Mayfield, Kentucky
' Cherie, W. -Sitetton•-itenttur t AdirtnTrari-
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II. PUBLIC SALES
YARD SALE Fri. .and Sat..
Cothes, toys, plants, etc.
Turn at Bucy Gro. Almo
Heights on hwy 464, 4th house
_Rh left, watch for signS.
43. REAL ESTATE 
ve-
A BEAUTIFUL WAY To Be
Practical. Energy saving 3
CredrOorh in,:---Gatesborough.
Heat pump, 12 Inches in•
sulaton in ceiling, ther-
mopene windows, beautiful
....custom-designed kitchen
with breakfast island, formal
dining room.. Horne Is
beautifully decorated
throughout. Take a jOurney._
to happy dream-home living
- and -let--tis-strow-thi$.
ming home to ycx5---60's.
Phone KOP-PERUD
REALTY, 753.1222. 
3 BEDROOM home on 5
acres near Ky. Lake Music
Barn. This home harp been
. remodeled and a Nirge
family room has been added
with fireplace. Civing room,
kitchen with dishwasher and
refrigerator and eat in bar,
26 x 34 garage floored with
room for nice apartment









1111 S) cam ore
153 0101-753-7531
'REALTORS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511051
-----
7CAN YOU-KEEP a secret?
'We can't - We want- you to
know about 2 good buys.. one
is a 2 bedroom, 1 1,7 bath.
doublewide mobile home
located on approx. 2
acres. We also have a 2'













,With The Friendly Touch"
BEAUTIFUL BUII.L
ING SITE. Almost -4
miles past Mt. Carmel
Church 2 acres of land:
It is perfect for you if
you enjoy wildlife.
Very private and
priced to sell. Only
84,000. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
ELEGANT HOME. Brand
new listing in Canterbury
Estates Subdivison. This
home wilt truly impress the
most particulAr home
hunter! Three large, large
bedrooms, formal dining
room . with wood- parquet
floor, -outstanding storage
area- including walk in closet
in master bedroom, lovely
den with fireplace and
custom made shelves. This
home truly has all the extras,
and priced substantially
below replaCemenf cost'. .
Phone us today we woulcr
love to tell you all about this
beautiful home. KOP•





" Prof epsilons) Se.rvices








on ' this excellent
business opportuni0:
Mr-NTaitng
EState, 105 N. 12th.'
43. REAL EiTAT1
HIGH.LOW. High in appeal
and low in price! That best
describes this new lishng
located 10 miles from
Murray near Kentucky-Lake.
This home was desidned with
the future iiNtnind with an
unusual and efficient floor
plan. Contact us today and be
the first to view this at




43. REAL ESTATE " •••• .
1200 SEAT AM.
PH1THEATRE. -This is ideal
for theatre or musiLsfroup.
There is a dressing area off
the large stage, conceSSion
are., fighting - orstern, I
additional lots for
devetopement or parking.
City water in front of theatre.
Rustic in design and decor.
Must see at below
replacement cost of $39,500.
THE NELSON SKROAT CO.,
REALTORS. 759-1707.
P A CERTIFIED
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL
• too South 13th Street
-MURRAY: KENTUCKY 42071






LOCATION: From Cadiz, Ky. travel Highway 139 South
7 mites turn right on 811 (Donelson Creek Rd.> go 3' 7
miles; From Canton travel Highway 164, 3 miles turn
left on Donelson Creek Road go 2 miles. See signs.
253 ACRE FARM -4- or-
BOTTOMUND & MARKETABLE TIMBER
Farm consists of 253 Acres or -, one tobacco barn; some bot-
tomland Far* borders Dortelson Creek on south side. North side of
farm is predominately tirnber with some areas easily cleared. This
farm is located only a short distance from Barkley Lake near Devel's
Elbow lies on both sides of Highway 807 with a total of ap-
proximately 5000 ft. blacktop frontage making many suitable home
sites. •
TOBACCO QUOTA' 33/100 Fire Cured; 1176 lbs. Burley: given b!.
A.S.C.S. Office
NOW; Jnve5toro, Speculators, Farmers,- TiTP
Buyers, Recreational Minded People - look property
over before sale day-be there ready to bid and buy,
as Mrs. Thomas now lives in Litchfield, Ky.- and!
says sell. •
TERMS: 20% day of sale, balance with deed. Deed
to be ready within 30 days.
OWNER: Mrs. Dorothy R. Thomas
Wright & Wright Attorneys


















A business ready to
go! Hazel Lumber Co.,
complete with all
stock, bldg. and equip-
ment.
Weekends S. Evenings Coll
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Pud Nall 753 4/11,8
Pucci Priou47 753 8624
Don Tucker 753 1930
HILLSIDE
HIDEAWAY...Tucked into a
bank making for low energy
bills. 2 bedrooms, living
room, k itchen and bath...And
as an added bonus, a two bay
clean-up shop. All plus 51/2
acres already sowed in soy








2/2,500 sq. ft. of living
area. Antique walnut,
doors, staircase and
much much more thru
out, 4 BR, 2 bath, cent.
heat & air & vac.
system, lycated - in
Hazel. Ibis „fine home
MUST be seen to
fully appreciated.
Weekends t Evenrngs Coll
Joe Iterinrei 436 5676
Bye Noll 753 411611
Porn Maeity 753 8624









ENTIAL LOT.. . 120'
wide 200' deep on
GatesboroAh_firele.
City water and-se-Weirs-. '









43. REAL ESTATE 
BET YOU thought youIcl
never .notever- find it. .2
bedroom home in excellent
location. Priced in the low
teehs _Just waiting for you.40 move-In.-- Call LORETTA





WHY PAY RENT? When you
can own th is 3 bedroom briek
home al an af forcralste
Good home in quiet neigh-
borhood with lovely land-
scaped yard. Backyard is
fenced and home is neat as a
pin throughout. All the work
is already done for you, So
don't let this opportunity
pass. This is another choice
new listing and is priced in







House and I acre on State
Line Road near Hazel. Good
starter home and: priced at
only $13,500. Just listed-
-better *et hesitate ea -this
one! 140.PPERUD RcALTY,,53
Purdom & Thurman







641 Auction House, Paris, TN.
This week another load from St. Louis. A lot of old
furniture, glass, dishes, odds and ends of all kinds.
Jamas E. Travis,2787Auctioneer
Public-Auction
Sat., Oct. 7, 1978 10 a.m.
Estate of Roscoe Dixon
8 miles-west Of Murray at intersection of Hwy. 893& 1550 (Harris Grove)
House on approx. 1 acre of land (corner lot); 2
bedrooms, living room, bath, entry: large kit-
chen, storm doors & windows with aluminum
siding; community water, garden plot and near
elementary school. Good location.
TERMS: 20% down on sale day ,and balance
due upon delivery of deed.
James Dixon and
Mrs. Howard Wendt - Co-Executors
WILSON
Only $8,500. wiN bey this 3
bedroom from*, leo WA with
offside storage loNatetl aa V2
acre kind within 1 widio of Hey
%mit: of Muerey.
Neve it is folks a double wide
mobile home, 2 baths, 3
bedrooms, porches and
located on lot suitable for
mobile home park Duty
$10,900.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
ONE OF the best lake front
lots on the lake, located in the
Cypress Creek area, con-
viently located close to two
year round marianas.
Delitict-O-- -ft ---Ttl-CK ER-
REALTOR. 502 Maple, 753-
.04'7
OWNER SEZ sell! Secluded
lake front lot in Croppie




45. FARMS FOR SALE 
40 ACRES of good land. 28
tendable acres, some timber,
tobacco base, 2700 ft. hwy
frontage, old house, log
smoke house, many nice
building spots. 1 mile from
Ky. Lake; New Concord area
$26 ,000-. -eft artesB.-
McCuiston 753-5124.
We must move our 1978 Datsuns in order to make
room for the 1979's. For this reason we're closing
out our 1978 Datsuns and passing the Savings on
to you. Come on out to Murray Datsun, take a
look inside and out, under the hood too! Take a
test drive!
Don't Waist Time-Come In Today
We Are Dealing!
46. HOMES FOR SALE
2 BR BRICK HQUSE with 5
acres, %Ft basernent, 1/2
baths, all electric heat and
air, also -wood burning
fireplace. Located on hwy 91
E. eppreximently t2 miles.
Call 753-3761 after 4 pm.
132,500.
46 HOMES FOR SALE 
FOR SOMEONE who wants
a weekend retreat, we have 4
lake front condominium,
completely furnished- and
ready to go for only $14,950.
DONALD ' Tutice*
REALTOR. 502 _Maple, 751
4342, .„ .
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
St J InutStret t
NEW OFFICE MOORS
Mondav-Fridav 7: 311Noon
Closed All Day We
S,.'"tarday 7:30111 5:00
PIKE NAK COT S1.50 rina atm/Silk
for Ilesetteailore Calls Mame 753-41113
AUCTION
SALE.
Saturday, Oct. 7th,10 a.m. at the late
Macon Erwin home l/2 mile north of
Crossland, Ky.
Will sell some nice furniture, appliances.
choice antiques and collector items that have
been piled back since World War I. Whirlpool
electric range less than 1 year old, nice hide-a-
bed couch, chairs, small tables, lamps, mirrors,
pictures, fire place set, shadow box, fans,
heaters, small applinuces, oil heater, antique
beds, glass depression china. Lots of trinkets,
walnut rocker, karosene and alladin lamps. 8
day mantle rlock, piperack, stone bowls, churns,'
jars, jugs, castiron tea kettle, skillets, muffin
pans, shoe lasts, flat irons, wicker baskets,
lap_rug,  antique radios, one with horn, dresser,_ -
oak dining chairs, quilt and quids. Hand
woven -coverlets, red wood porch set, lantern, •
egg basket, flour barrel, soda keg, treadle
mactiin, pie safe, bean scales, corn sheller,
straight razor, pocket knives, milk ean, pie safe-
This is just part of the goodies also lots of shop,





wmte frame. 2 bedroom
home House has basement,
electric stove'. refrigerator
and dishwasher Priced in
teens. Call 733 9974 after 3 30
47. MOTORCYCLES
1977 HONDA Express. . ex
h.e. Can 7578531 
YAMAHA 400 Yj • racing
bike, $400 :Nth 489 7149, 
O. AUTO. SERVICE 
.CAR BATTERIES, 36 month
guarantee, SS amp, $26 99'
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN
-t7 et4.-EVROLET, 4 doorhrice Cfassic, 17,000 milt"
- • • 34150-Call 753 2720 • _.
1970 CAMARO, red black
vinyl top, rocket wheels, like
new tires. 307 engine. $OTS
firm. Call 1 474 2326 after 5
Pm. -
MP -DRAGSTER.- -hat- 440
eng,ne which is in excellent
condition Automatic with
power steering, has - wide
tires and wheels. $800. Prione
354 6211:--
1977 DATSUN 0 210, air, AM
FM stereo, custom wheels,
good condition. Must sell.
Call  7S3-2414o. 753-0389
1973 . DODGE CHARGER,
77,000 Miles, engine and body
good. $1000. Call 767 6102.
SALAD CENTER CUT HAM POTATO
. CORNBREAD 8 WI-HTE BEANS
' THE BOSTON TEA PARTS...-
US 641 North-
 Murray, Ky.
- 4444 ill 'firm ,44,44114‘ Tfixt I'm R1I041/
55ai54Tuffil4%
7 444.Tb IS P444A %DAV
1969 FORD 2 ton, F.600. c81t--
753 6215 or 753 8329
51. CAMPERS
_
- MUST SELL BY weekend
Dew Ingury 1979, 28 ft.travel
- trailor used one trip. Fully
self contained. Air, full
center bath, will secret ice
for cash Can be seen at
Midway Mobile Home Park,
3 miles South. 641, -across
from Midway Auto Aucton
r
N. ,
1971 Fblitcl LTD, $400. Call
759 4859 afte m
1971 MUSTANG ith air.
Runs good and clean, can see
at University Gulf Call afttr
6 pm, 753.9828. 
•
1973 MAVE R IC.. automatic
with air. S1095 C,41149,2595 
1974 MO,NTE CARLO,
burizundy. neW tires, 56,003
-miles: Martin 753, 
1974 OLDSMOIBLE Cutlass
Supreme. Power steering
and brakes. AM radio, air
conditioned, excellent
condition. Call 753,2810. 
•
1972 PLYMOUTH yawn. 2.
door, air, good condition...
Cat! 753,0737 after 5 pos.
PLYMOUTH 
 arra CLIME C ty.,
aptomatic, bucket seats Call
753-9423 between 8 _ a nd 5, ask
for Chuck, WO.
1973 PONTIAC, 4 door,
power ---end-eiri- -says. 1967
Pontiac, 6 .cyiinder,
automatic, runs but needs
work, $65: Call 489 2595. 
1978 RED FORMULA Fire'






avtomatic, power and air,
  S1975. Also a 1970 Ford
pickup, 1.8, straight shift
-147757-C81l-1897
listen to Ftiblefacts weekly broadcast each Sunday
9:30to 10:30 a.m.. on WSJP, 1130 on yrtur dial.
Ilesuses 2:13 states, TS, doors of the leo :MN be justified.
"If you are tired of serving Satan, God has a )ob for
you, telling ,the good news of His kingdom. The har-
vest is great but theTa borers are few. Saturday ser-
vices 3 to 4 pin. Bible class 7 to 8 and 8 to 9
evenings. Special study-or Bible answers anytime!
We are a group of people who love the Lord and are
teaching-and studying the Bible.
BIBLE FACTS - 759-4600
Godls An Equal Opportunity Employer
1974 CHEVROLET pictsup,
automatic with air, S2050.
1964 Chevrolet Pickup. good
mechanically, $295 Call 489-
'2595. '
1967 -CHEVROLET 1 ton flat
-bed, dual wheels, 350 engine,
4 speed. Call 753 8500 after 7
Pm.
1972 FORD RANGER, XLT,
power steering, brakes. air,
automatic transmission, tool
box, bfatk with black in.
terior. Phone 7530394.
-SPECIAL air con
ditoners w purchase of
new 1978 Prowler Travel
Trailer., Arrowhead Camper
Sale ±iiky. SG E., Mayfield,
Ky. 110.247 8187.
WHITES CAMPER SALES.
Your local Star Craft dealer.
1971 . V.W. CAMPER Van.
Good condition, new tires
and battery, $1600 Call 751
2590 after 4pm.
52. ISOATS MOTORS
1968 125 RP. Mercury motor
Excellent conditon, low
11WrS, 1S875, Call 753-0609
after rpm. ' 
BE FOR E- VIVET, - cold
weather, white rock and
grade driveways. We have
any size limestone an pea
gravel. Free estimates. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753 5429




gutters': and footing. Co& i•
395 ._4267_0r1.362-.41975.:._
BUSH HOGGING, North-
Calloway and South Marshall
County. Hurry before the
rainy season starts. 753 2418.
BUSHHOG, DRIVEWAY




repair work by Cliff Heegel,
Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps.
Call 759 4878.
Complete lire of parts an& -
accessories. Non-toxic
camper anti freeze, $3.99 per
gallon. Loca'ed 4 miles from'
Murray on 44 E. Call 
7530605
-
Custom Plant Bed Fumigation
Call:
Mark Paschall, Rt. 4, Box 122
. Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 502-753-4802-
floored sod reedy Up to 12 w 24. Also ben' style, offices, corteges,
/mei& Seim od ons, and patios. or U-BUILD pre cut completely reedy
teemed& up to 24 1 14. Ivy the best for less.
citsrant-BoliT PORTABLE BUILDINGS -
CARPET , CLEANING,
vibra back.. steam dry
cleaning, references
Reasonable rates, free
estimates. Call 759-4085 or
753-5816.
CAN'T GET those smart jobs
around the house or mobile
phoami net indgohe? 0Claurmpebni tnrgy:
aluminum siding, patios,
small Concrete jobs, call 436
2562 after 4 pm. 
-CUSTOM COMBINING and.
corn and soybean shelling.
Call 474 2384.
66- YOU need stumps
removed from your yard Or
land cleared of stumps? We,
'tan remove stumps Op to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw




painters. Call 759-1228. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs,..
FOR ANNUAL .or monthly.
pest control serv-ice, call 753-






753.2310 for free estimates.
GET YOUR order in for lime
early. We haul from Reeds,
Fredonia, and Three Rivers.
Call 1 382-2646. We also haul
send- en4- reek-i-•• E-vetts
Trucking Co., Lynnville, Ky.
HAVING TROUBLE getting
those smatt -lobs 'done' Per
all your odd iob needs call
753-80S6. 
HOUSE KEEPER with
references. Call 753.0208. 
INSULATrON BLOWN I t+by
Sears, save on these high 7
heating and cooling bills.




call Ernest White, 753-0605. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
pcilAeaNnoingiuCt4all 
Ni 70n25331epatr.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3681or 753
7149 after 6 pm. 
PAINTING, PAPER
.hanging, home remodeling,
repairs. Call 7534951. 
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley_
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drifting Co., 7etrt-we4ts. Call
1-527-1836 after 5 p.m.
WILL BABYSIT in my home
days. Also ironing. Call 759
1275. 
M. FREE COLUMN
- - - - - - -
FREE KITTENS. Call '153-
9689 after 5:30 pm. 
TWO - German shepherd
dogs. Call 436-5650 
WILL GIVE TO a good home.
Very pretty black and, white





Frocia (Miller) Farris, born,
Calloway Co., Ky: 4.121873;
married, Allen Farris 1890;
died, 1924? Children believed
to be Marvin, Dollie Sharp,
Thomas, Kelly, Coveta,
Birdie. Preparing Miller




Prebsiional Services With The Friendly Touch
We Have The Sales-We Needlour Listings
QUESTION: What Is The Best Way To Sell Your
Property?
ANSN4.1 : -Through A Wide Awake, Alert And Active
Real Estate Sales Office!
ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR WHO HAS BOUGHT OR SOLD, HOW WE HANDLED
THEIR SALE.
Take advantagepf our extensive advertiginganctVast experience!.
DO BUSINESS WHERE BUSINESS IS BEING DONE
NO CRAMPED LIVING HERFt. This spacious 3
bedroom, 2 bath' B.V. Bi-level is loaded with
quality. Great room W/fireplace, electric heat,
is all-to-wall carpeting, plus 4 acres. EnjOy race
& quiet in this sr_epic location. Mid 40's.
PRIVACTPWS CONVENIENCE. . Near the
University; 3 bedroorn house loCated on a well-
landscaped corner lot within walking distance of
the University. -The house is-exceptionally clean
& has recently been painted inside & out. All of
the appliances, & draperies stay with the sale.
Other features include a large living room,
family room, study andiot game room, attic fan,
partially floored' attic. All This and For Only
$39,900
,
Warren Shropshire /53 8277
Berbera Irwin 753-4136 •
Reuben Noddy 753-1036
COUNTRY SUNSHINE. . . Reflected on this
'secluded masonite. 3 bedroom home on 2 acres.
In northwest part of county. Large living room,
kitchen-family room w/sliding glass doors
opening onto carpeted porch. 2 outside storage
buildings, 1 small barn, back fenced for horses,
cattle, etc. large 'garden' area. This is a
BARGAIN! Priced in Mid-30's.
ECONOMICAL LIVING - Close to University 3
down & 1. ot 2 bedrooms up, 1k42 baths, living
room & kitchen. Could be used for 2 apartments
basement, double garage unattached. Ii-
mediate OccupaneYAVIIVfflrs.
. 6,44
Cl .ASSIC CONTEMPORARY, PIES IT'S BEEN
FRESH AIR &COUNTRY LIVING... This nice--REDUCED. 3 bedroom, -2442 batks,jiving
3 bedroom B.V. home has electric heat, range, 'dining rm.,' kitchen wreating bar, balt-in desk,
refrigerate., dishwasher, all draperies tncluded. double drive, refrigerator, self-cleaning oven,
Situated on 2C acres, highly productive epop- extra c4ipets, family rm. w/gas log fireplace.
land. Excellent outbuildings, 2 tool-sheds, bard, redwood deck, located on large corner lot. See It





'100-200 ACRE row crop tarM
within 20 miles of Murray
Good productive ioil, house
or building site. No realtors
pt-ease . 753 5610. 
SOMEONE TO DISC • and
seed 11 atres in Lynn Grove.
Call 753-0224 after 5.30 pm., 
'TIMBER WANTED. We Pay
top prices on standing




clear driveways of snow
through winter mohths Call 
-
Murray Manor Apts 753
8668
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
- fireplaces, fully carpeW, Icitclen with
-btult-ins  large lot, Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate












NEWLY REDUCED - This 14 acre building site
on Bailey Road with woods, • 'creek, ap-
proximately 10 tendable acres all rolled into one.




pioperty in city limits.'
Entrance off -by-pass
and Coldwater Road.




40 Wooded Acres of Complete Privacy. . Large
Private Lake, stocked with fish. This property-is---------
not far from Hwy. 94 W. but totally secluded
Beautiful building site, hot.se recently burned.
See This Now! Only $25,000
236 acre farrri at 8500 per acre 135 acres ex-
cellent crop land. All Fenced. Springbed creek.
year round. $8,000 of commercial timber. Finan-
cing available. located 4 mile S West of
Crossland in Tenn ,
COMMERCIAL BUILDING. 1510 S. Ft. like new
condition, 40 x 20 office area, lit, baths, 40 x 43 •
shop Or storage area. Well insulated, central gas
heat, central air conditton. 2 acres of -land.
Priced in the 58's
t4. •
Sedge Moody 753.9036
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